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The benefits of vehicles with semi-active suspension systems have been widely 
accepted, mainly for improvement in ride and handling, over the passive system. 
However, the durability of the suspension components resulting from this 
implementation received very little attention. Therefore, this research aims to examine 
the effect of employing a selection of semi-active control strategies on the components' 
durability. To achieve this early in the design cycle, accurate representations of the load 
histories must be generated as these histories are the prerequisite in predicting fatigue 
life. This requires an alternative modelling and simulation approach capable of 
combining the complexity of vehicle suspensions with semi-active controller models, 
and at the same time capable of maintaining accurate dynamic responses. 
In realizing this objective, a multi-body cosimulation approach has been proposed to 
predict these loads. Initially, efforts are centred on verifying the proposed method 
against conventional modelling and simulation techniques. This is followed by the 
evaluating the responses of vehicle suspension models of different complexities fitted 
with a selection of semi-active control strategies when subjected to transient and 
random road inputs. In an attempt to demonstrate the flexibility of MBS cosimulation, a 
magnetorheological damper model derived from experimental data is introduced, in 
which its dynamic characteristics and dynamic response are examined. 
It is concluded that the proposed method is capable of producing reasonably accurate 
load histories but at the expense of increasing solution time. Evaluation of the durability 
of a lower suspension arm of a multi-purpose passenger vehicle suggested that the two- 
state semi-active strategies with skyhook damping control produced shorter fatigue life 
than from the conventional passive suspension systems. 
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In the global automotive market, automotive manufacturers are forced to remain 
competitive. This imposes challenges to produce new and innovative models, improve 
on safety and reliability of components, shorten the development time while at the 
same time keeping production costs down. The typical automotive development cycle 
includes stages of conceptual design, prototype and production. Each of these stages 
requires an enormous amount of test and analysis comprising of physical and virtual 
techniques, thus significantly affecting time and cost. Many automotive manufacturers 
are adopting ways to overcome this problem by slowly reducing the number of 
traditional physical tests with equivalent virtual methods. 
Durability plays a significant role in the automotive industry, particularly in promoting 
reliability and safety issues. Conventional methods for evaluating vehicle components' 
durability rely on physical testing. The technique produces accurate and reliable results 
but at the expense of extensive work and cost. In addition, problems can only be 
detected at the very end of the development cycle. With increasing innovation in 
software and hardware capabilities, virtual durability assessment is becoming a 
realistic alternative to physical durability testing. It helps to reduce the number of 
design changes, consequently curtailing production time and cost. Eventually virtual 
methods permit structural optimisation where radical and creative design solutions can 
be ascertained. 
Typical virtual durability techniques in the automotive industry involve 
multidisciplinary simulation that integrates vehicle dynamics, finite element analysis, 
fatigue analysis and structural optimisation. In order to include this approach early in 
the development process, accurate service load histories of critical components must 
firstly be obtained from vehicle dynamic simulation. Here, the components can be 
tested and analysed under a variety of road profiles, tyre and suspension models, and 
driving conditions. These load data are then applied to the desired components to 
determine stress distribution via finite element methods. Once the component stresses 
have been identified, the regions of high stress intensities will be selected for fatigue 
life estimation. Structural optimisation process allows removal of sections with lower 
stresses such that the final product becomes lighter without sacrificing its structural 
integrity. 
The use of multi-body system (MBS) simulation to predict component load histories 
has generated considerable attention and has recently become feasible for the 
automotive world. Complex non-linear passive damper models can now be integrated 
into the suspension system. One inherent limitation of traditional passive suspension is 
that it has restricted capability in satisfying the conflicting design requirements of ride 
and handling. Controllable suspension systems such as active control suspensions, 
offer a better alternative in overcoming these differing needs but at the cost of an 
increase in payload, power consumption, the need for fairly complex control laws and 
hence are much more expensive. Conversely, semi-active systems, particularly those 
using magnetorheological (MR) dampers appear to provide a balance between the two 
suspension systems needs. It works on the principle of reducing the input vibration 
energy by means of dissipating the energy with minimal power consumption. This 
implies that the system does not require bulky and expensive energy supplies which in 
turn reduce extra payload and cost. Additionally, the control laws are much simpler to 
be developed, thereby presenting a more cost effective solution. 
Nonetheless, incorporating semi-active suspension in the MBS program may not be 
practical due to limited functional capability for developing the controller model. 
Generally, controller development is done in mathematical software that allows real 
time simulation and provides efficient interfacing with the hardware. In the same 
manner, building complex vehicle suspension models in a mathematical environment 
may pose great difficulty as the degrees of freedom get larger, especially with the 
introduction of non-linear elements within the model. The use of a single computer 
program to obtain the service loads may require simplifications that would result in 
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inaccuracies. Therefore, an alternative simulation approach is needed to cfficiently 
integrate these programs. The approach should allow vehicle suspension geometries 
and semi-active controller models of different complexities to be built within their own 
respective and specialized programs. Once each module has been individually analysed 
and verified, these subsystems can be integrated and simultaneously simulated. 
At present extensive applications of semi-active control systems mainly focus on 
improving ride and handling performances. The outcome of employing these controller 
models on the suspension component fatigue life has received very little attention. 
Based on these circumstances, this research aims to examine the effect of suspension 
component loads and hence fatigue life when semi-active control is implemented. The 
task can be accomplished by introducing an approach that is capable of combining 
these modules. 
1.2 Research Aims and Objectives 
The main aim of this research is to evaluate the durability of suspension components 
when semi-active control systems are utilised. This consists of predicting minimum 
fatigue life and identifying sections which are susceptible to damage to the suspension 
components. To achieve this demands accurate prediction of service load histories of 
the selected component. Since the problem requires accurate representation of the 
suspension systems and necessitates evaluation of many control strategies, an 
alternative modelling and simulation method is required to integrate the two. By doing 
this, the two subsystems can be modelled and simulated in their respective programs. 
Hence, it provides flexibility in simulation in which critical vehicle sub systems such 
as the vehicle suspension models, damper models, tyre models and road profiles can be 
developed in modular form allowing dynamic simulation to be performed more 
efficiently. 
1.3 Proposed Method and Scope of Work 
Earlier work by Haiba [1] has provided the groundwork for current research. He 
established load histories of a dynamically loaded component for a passive suspension 
system using a purely multi-body approach. Since the present work comprises of the 
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application of semi-active suspension system, an approach that incorporate the two is 
proposed. The term "MBS cosimulation" is introduced to represent this integrated 
method. 
The work begins by validating the dynamic response of a simple lumped vehicle 
model with conventional modelling techniques. In a similar manner, a simple semi- 
active controller model is developed in the mathematical environment. Gradually, 
vehicle suspensions with greater degrees of freedom are introduced in line with the 
increasing complexity of the semi-active controller models. The scope of the proposed 
method covers aspects of ride in which only vertical dynamics is taken into 
consideration for the road profiles and the tyre models. A virtual durability proving 
ground is used to ascertain loads on a particular suspension component that will be 
used in the durability analysis. 
Once the load prediction is completed, the research enters its final phase. Finite 
element analysis generates stress distribution from the applied load histories on the 
suspension component. Each of the nodal stress and strain undergoes cycle counting to 
yield a stress/strain range with corresponding load cycles. This information is then 
used to calculate fatigue life of the component. Finally, assessment of minimum life 
and damage distributions is made between the passive and the semi-active models. 
1.4 Organisation of Thesis 
Chapter 2 provides a broad review of current literature related to virtual durability, 
comprising of MBS simulation in vehicle dynamics, semi-active control systems and 
fatigue analysis. This includes descriptions of conventional terms used within each 
area. The chapter concludes by identifying gaps in current research and underlining the 
importance of employing an alternative simulation method to achieve accurate load 
histories. Several control strategies are discussed and recommended for adoption in 
this research. 
Chapter 3 evaluates the proposed method (MBS cosimulation) against the purely MBS 
method and the conventional mathematical approach. This involves validation of a 
lumped quarter vehicle model (QVM) with passive suspension system subjected to 
4 
different vertical tyre models and road events. Findings from this chapter are used as 
the basis for the following two chapters 
Chapter 4 involves implementing the MBS cosimulation method for a multi-purpose 
vehicle (MPV) with a conventional passive suspension system. The work includes a 
QVM with a realistic suspension model which is extended to determine an equivalent 
lumped QVM that will be used in attaining dynamic response of a full vehicle model 
(FVM). Responses from the vehicle models are evaluated by traversing transient and 
random road profiles at several forward constant velocities. 
Chapter 5 investigates the influence of semi-active suspension on the load histories of 
the MPV. Several semi-active control laws are adopted, developed and analysed. The 
vehicle dynamic responses of a lumped mass and realistic quarter vehicle model are 
considered with reference to the passive systems. For the full vehicle model, two types 
of semi-active control strategies are implemented. The first type applies a switchable 
controller derived from the quarter vehicle model to all suspension comers to represent 
an independent semi-active suspension system. Similar assumptions are employed for 
the passive suspension system. The second type of semi-active controller considers the 
effect of vehicle body pitch and roll motions, where it calculates the response to 
estimate the appropriate damper force setting at all four actuators that gives a 
minimum acceleration response. The chapter also includes evaluation of control laws 
derived from an actual magnetorheological. (MR) damper. 
Chapter 6 describes the fatigue life estimation using finite element analysis. Quasi- 
static durability analysis computes the damage accumulation and identifies the region 
that would contribute to minimum life and potential damage locations. Fatigue analysis 
is then executed to the lower suspension arm and the effects of implementing several 
semi-active control methods on the component are assessed. 
Finally, Chapter 7 presents the conclusions of the current research, a statement of 
achievements and knowledge contributions, along with suggestions for further work. 
Appendix I contain full documents of the three publications the author has produced 
during the course of his research. The first two were presented in an international 
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symposium and conference, highlighting the author's proposed simulation method. 
The third is a refereed journal paper accepted for publication focussing on semi-active 
applications and their effects on the vehicle dynamic response. 
Appendix II explains mathematically the steps involving the determination of 
equivalent lumped parameters for the two degrees of freedom quarter vehicle model, 
from the realistic suspension model. 
In Appendix III, descriptions of sprung and unsprung mass resonances of a lumped 
mass quarter vehicle model are presented. The information is useful for verifying 
responses of vehicle models of different complexities, and is used in investigating the 
effect of resonance in the semi-active damper models. 
Descriptions of routines for obtaining power spectral density and the RMS values, 
using MATLAB, employed throughout the analysis chapters are available in Appendix 
IV. 
Appendix V shows the method of calculating total dynamic stress histories from 
ANSYS load cases and MSC. visuaINastran load histories. 
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CHAjPTER TWO 
Review on the Durability of Semi-Active Suspension 
Systems 
2.1 Introduction 
Durability can be defined as the ability of a structure to resist failure principally 
originating from fatigue. It determines the duration for which the structure or 
component can withstand a given service condition. Though other factors such as wear 
and corrosion are likely to affect durability, failure caused by fatigue is the most 
dominant [2]. Fatigue happens under repetitive loading smaller than the ultimate static 
strength of the structure where cracks initiate prior to failure. Three major inputs are 
required in estimating fatigue life, namely load histories, geometric details, and 
material properties. Among these three, obtaining accurate load data is crucial since it 
has direct influence from the varying external inputs such as road excitations and 
suspension types. Component geometry and material properties remain unchanged 
unless structural optimisation is conducted towards the later stage of the design 
process. 
Load histories can be obtained either experimentally using strain gauges and load cells, 
or analytically using computer simulations. The former method is widely practiced and 
produces reliable results but at the expense of extensive work and cost. It requires 
component prototypes, thus limiting the ability to assess fatigue early in the design 
phase. With the rapid improvement in computing resources, attaining load data by 
means of computer simulations offers a better solution. Costly prototypes are no longer 
needed as component geometry and other details are created in a virtual environment. 
Similarly, various forms of suspension designs, controller models, road profiles, and 
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driving conditions can be developed and analysed without the need of physical testing. 
This allows fatigue life assessment to be implemented early in the design cycle, 
encouraging analysts to come up with creative and radical design changes. 
Figure 2.1 illustrates four possible approaches in durability assessment in the 
automotive industry. The first two methods consist of proving ground tests and 
physical laboratory tests. These are physical methods of durability analysis where 
actual components are tested either through actual durability roads or as simulated road 
inputs. Kyoung et aL [3] of Hyundai Motor Company evaluate virtual durability 
method that replicates physical in-laboratory body-in-white (automotive body without 
trims) test. Similar studies by Ferry et aL [4] describe in detail the durability process 
particularly in relation to establishing load histories from multi-body simulation. 
Another strand of virtual durability analysis employs virtual road profiles that imitate 
the actual proving ground as studied by Edara et aL [5]. The technique is suitable to 
analyse potentially damaging loads due to transient road events such as bumps and 
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Figure 2.1: Durability Assessment of Vehicle Components 
In general, virtual durability analysis requires component load histories extracted from 
either MBS simulation or from wheel force transducers as shown in Figure 2.2. These 
load data are the precursor to ascertain the stress and strain distributions within the 
component by employing finite element analysis. The fatigue life is predicted after 
performing cycle counting of regions with high stress or strain intensities. 
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Obtained load Finite Element program for Fatigue and durability 
data from MBS stress distribution of the program to estimate the 
vehicle model suspension components 
10 
service life of the 
components 
Figure 2.2: Typical Virtual Durability Process Involving NIBS Simulation 
This chapter provides a comprehensive review of these three stages. A summary is 
presented at the end of this chapter indicating the gaps in current research this thesis 
will address. 
2.2 Obtaining Load from a Multi-body Vehicle Model 
Nowadays, the use of multi-body system (MBS) simulation in predicting durability 
loads has become feasible and widely used [2-4,6-9]. The key element for this is the 
ability of the simulation method to accurately predict dynamic response which will be 
the prerequisite in virtual durability analysis. Mousseau et A [10] argue that 
employing MBS simulation alone for vehicle ride analysis and for durability issues, 
will not be accurate due to presence of high frequency modes of the tyre and the 
vehicle body. In order to improve the accuracy of the simulation, they propose 
integration of a multi-body vehicle model, with a non-linear finite element (FE) model 
for the tyre. However, large FE-models will generate large degrees of freedom, and 
thus require longer and extensive computational resources as pointed out by Frieberg 
and Eriksson [11]. Further evidence has been demonstrated by Edara et A [5] in 
investigating virtual durability for a heavy vehicle traversing on various virtual road 
surfaces purely with an FE method. In order to achieve accurate results, the simulation 
on a single central processing unit (CPU) with dual processor took nearly 25 days. 
Additionally, large memory and storage space are required for the data. They claimed 
that a significant reduction in simulation time can be accomplished when parallel 
processing is implemented. 
Simulation accuracy does not solely depend on the number of degrees of freedom. 
Other factors for instance vehicle models contribute to the accuracy of the response. 
Haiba et aL [8] demonstrate that a full vehicle model developed purely in a multi-body 
environment is capable of producing good load histories correlation with the 
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experimental setup, compared to those from the quarter vehicle model. Though the 
difference in the degrees of freedom is clear, they argue that the influence of body 
motions for the full vehicle model has significantly affected the overall dynamic 
response. This argument is supported by Levesley et al. [6] when evaluating a variety 
of vehicle models developed in MBS that were subjected to potentially damaging 
transient road inputs. 
However, the use of MBS as a stand-alone program to generate load histories may not 
be commercially attractive. With the rapid advancement in computer technology, 
solutions from integrated system are sought. Pompetzki [2] reviews the accuracy and 
analysis time of traditional durability methods comprising of load-based and location- 
based methods, with those that integrate MBS and FE. Significant levels of accuracy 
can be achieved with the latter technique but at the expense of increase simulation 
time. 
Based on these instances, the concept of virtual durability can be extended to examine 
durability of semi-active systems. The selection of semi-active controller models 
should be based on achieving better ride comfort rather than improving handling 
response. This is because, according to Decker and Savaidis [12], damage to 
suspension components are more susceptible to driving at a forward constant velocity 
compared to failures from driving manoeuvres such as acceleration, braking and 
cornering. MBS appears to be the obvious choice to generate accurate load histories 
but have to be integrated with the semi-active control modelling. FE methods in 
predicting fatigue life shows a promising trend in which the results can be further 
employed in structural optimisation 
2.2.1 Describing a Multi-body System 
According to Shabana [13], MBS can be described as an assembly of subsystems made 
up of bodies, components and substructure. It originates from multi-body dynamics 
consisting of arrays of interlinked rigid and flexible bodies. A rigid three-dimensional 
body has six degrees of freedom. The first three are translational components having 
the principal axes perpendicular to each other, and the remaining three rotational 
components rotate around each of the principal axes. A body is said to be rigid when 
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there exists no relative motion between two arbitrary points on the object. In contrast, 
relative motion exists between two arbitrary points on a flexible body. From a finite 
element perspective, a rigid body exhibits a non-zero displacement with zero strain 
energy [14]. 
A joint connects the bodies and it is described by constraint equations. The function of 
joints in MBS is to reduce the number of degree of freedom between the connected 
bodies. For example, a spherical joint removes all translational degrees of freedom 
leaving only the rotational components. Other forms of joints are spring, bush, damper 
and actuator that connect bodies using force, which are dependent on motions 
(displacement or velocity). Motions of a rigid body that consider a centroidal body 
coordinate system can be calculated from Newton-Euler equations. Translational 
components utilise Newton formulation while rotational components use Euler 
equations, expressed as acceleration and forces acting on the body. 
In MBS simulation, component loading exists in the forms of design loads and service 
loads, as reported by Blundell and Harty [15]. Design loads are calculated on the 
assumption of the maximum possible loads a component can withstand. They refer to 
them as 'abuse loads' where the vehicle is expected to exhibit some operational defects 
but not physical damage. For example, a vehicle striking a curb or a pothole causes 
steering misalignment. The design events are somewhat fictitious and can be computed 
with minimal information about the vehicle using a static or quasi-static method. This 
can be exercised during the conceptual suspension design allowing the analysts to have 
meaningful insight of their design. In contrast, service loads are a form of load that 
would not impose damage to components. Their loading events such as road profiles 
are well defined therefore enabling accurate fatigue life assessment. Unlike design 
loads, predicting service loads would lead to increasing computational time thus 
limiting fatigue prediction to only critical components. 
In virtual durability analysis, the predicted load histories via MBS simulation can be 
explained in a flowchart as shown in Figure 2.3. Firstly, vehicle suspension geometry 
is created in a computer aided design (CAD) package. An interface within the program 
translates the geometrical information into a universal file format that can be read into 
the MBS code. Here, appropriate definitions of mechanical and material properties 
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along with excitation inputs and initial conditions are required and fed to the converted 
MBS vehicle model prior to executing the simulation. Once the load histories are 
obtained, the analysts can validate the model by comparing data from it with either 
experimental results, published data or from other verified simulation codes. 
Develop vehicle model 
in CAD packages 
Define inertia 
properties, mass , damping, stiffness etc 
Define constraints i. e. 
joints, spring, bush, 
actuators 
Define road input, initial 
conditions, force inputý 
integration steps, solver 
options, etc 
Import model to MBS 
Simulation software 
Simulate models to obtain 
component load histories 
Check and modify 
input parameters 
Correlate model 




Export service load data to FEA 
package for stress and strain analysis 
Figure 2.3: Obtaining Load Histories from MBS Simulation 
2.2.2 Multi-body System for Vehicle Dynamic Simulation 
In the application of computer methods in vehicle dynamic simulation, Crolla et aL 
[16] categorise two main streams when applying computer methods in vehicle 
dynamics to derive the equations of motions. The first strand requires the user to 
define the equations of motions, whereas for the second strand, the computer generates 
the equations of motions. The former method, according to Kortum and Sharp [17], is 
highly erroneous and take a considerable amount of time to numerically solve the 
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equation of motions. The latter, known as MBS modelling, allows the computer to 
generate the equations. The users are only required to provide the vehicle model 
parameters, which include mass properties (vehicle body, wheel, suspensions arms 
etc. ), mechanical properties (spring stifffiess, damping constant/curve, and joint's 
degrees of freedom), and geometrical properties (component's centre of gravity, mass 
moment of inertia) either in spatial form, three-dimensional (3D) form or in plane, 
two-dimensional (2D) form. Crolla et aL [18] further categorise the MBS method, into 
four approaches. They are simulation software based on specific vehicle design, MBS 
software with a numerical form such as MSCADAMS, MBS software with algebraic 
form in which equations are produced in symbolic forin, and the toolkit approach, for 
example MATLAB. They introduce Vehicle Dynamics Analysis Software (VDAS) 
operating based on toolkit approach. The concept relies on the accumulation of 
procedures to generate specific vehicle models, creating equations and solving for 
specific problems such as ride and handling, natural frequencies and mode shapes. 
Another strand of the MBS technique that is attaining wide attention is the 
cosimulation approach. 
2.2.3 MBS Cosimulation Approach 
Cosimulation refers to a simulation method where two or more software packages are 
integrated and concurrently simulated in each respective environment. The purpose is 
to allow specific modelling tasks to harness the full potential of each dedicated 
program. The first known implementation of this technique dates back to the early 
90's. In studying the severity of service load histories on a suspension component of a 
heavy vehicle, Prior [7] implicitly integrates subsystems for tyre models and driving 
inputs. These subsystems are then incorporated into the full vehicle model. He reports 
the method offers flexibility in developing, examining and validating each of the 
subsystem, independently. 
An experimental study by Venhovens et aL [19], implements cosimulation on a 
passenger car. They investigate handling dynamics when semi-active attitude control is 
applied on Volvo 480ES. The cosimulation involves integration of a full vehicle model 
developed using a Bond graph based Algorithm for Modelling Multibody Systems 
(BAMMS), with a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller for the body 
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attitude control. They achieve considerable reduction in body roll but at higher 
frequencies the lateral and longitudinal accelerations generate noise caused by road 
undulations, creating instability in the feedforward PED controller. 
Another example of practical cosimulation work was conducted by Nell and Styen 
[20]. They introduce a global two-state semi-active control that take into account pitch 
and roll motions of vehicle body and implement it to an off-road vehicle. The full 
vehicle model is developed using DADS multi-body package while the controller 
model utilizes similar hardware setup as [19]. They achieve perceivable improvement 
in ride comfort over the passive system as the road surfaces become rougher. 
Nevertheless, the controller strategy does not provide significant ride improvement 
when analysed at higher constant velocities. 
Liao and Du [21] evaluate the influence of electric power steering (EPS) control on the 
handling response. They employ a cosimulation approach that integrates a full vehicle 
model, created using MSCADAMS, and an EPS control module developed in 
MATLAB/Simulink. Simulation results showed reasonable agreement in handling 
response with the experimental data particularly the magnitude and the response 
signatures. Additionally, the EPS control showed a better reduction in peak amplitudes 
and shorter settling time at selected suspension components compared to the response 
without EPS. 
In a related development, Danesin et aL [22] present another example of cosimulation 
using MSC. ADAMS and MATLAB/Simulink. A full vehicle model of a FIAT saloon 
3.01, is developed using MSC. ADAMS/Car and integrated with a fuzzy logic control 
for a continuously variable damper system. The work highlights some issues 
concerning virtual simulation and the capability of a fuzzy logic controller in 
predicting basic handling problems. 
Kortum et A [23] employ a cosimulation approach to verify the effect of a 
continuously variable damper with ground-hook control on tyre forces, obtained from 
an experimental setup. They develop two full vehicle models using SIMPACK which 
consist of a ten-wheeled platforrn truck and an eighteen-wheeled semi-trailer truck. 
Both trucks are equipped with continuously variable semi-active dampers on the driven 
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axles complete with sensors. MATLAB/Simulink is utilised for the development of 
extended ground-hook (EGH) control with the primary aim to minimise road damage 
by means of reducing tyre loads. Reasonable accuracy in dynamic tyre force has been 
achieved between cosimulation and experimental data, suggesting that the use of semi- 
active damping can improve road friendliness resulted from lower dynamic tyre forces 
compared to passive damping. This enables further studies in enhancing not only the 
vehicle models and the related control systems but also those involving existing 
regulations imposed on heavy vehicles. 
Despite the examples reported above, until recently, cosimulation has not received 
widespread attention in the automotive industry. One major intricacy faced by analysts 
relates to inconsistent communication between software packages, as pointed out by 
Blundell and Harty [15]. Software developers often overlooked this aspect during 
software upgrades as the process differs from one software package to another. 
Nevertheless, the past few years has seen an increasing interest in enhancing the 
technique particularly for those involving multidisciplinary applications. Maiorana et 
aL [24] employ cosimulation for a full vehicle model with active suspension control 
focussing on ride characteristics of a truck modelled in MSC. ADAMS whilst the 
active and semi-active control systems are created in MATLAB/Simulink. They 
discover that both fully active and semi-active systems provide improvement ride 
comfort with a reduction in roll motion but at the cost of greater suspension travel. In a 
related development, Lepold et aL [9], examine the effect of active suspension roll 
control (ARC) and active bounce control (ABC) on component durability. A 
cosimulation method is employed to integrate the dynamic vehicle suspension model 
in MBS using MSCADAMS, with the active roll control modelled using 
MATLAB/Simulink. Their finding showed mixed results in terms of stress levels when 
compared to the passive suspension system. 
Ieluzzi et al. [25] adopt a cosimulation approach to evaluate the effect of semi-active 
suspension control on a heavy truck's ride and handling performances. The controller 
model combines vertical, lateral, and longitudinal dynamics control in an attempt to 
simultaneously improve ride comfort, reduce body roll and minimizing pitch, 
respectively. This unique controller model is developed in MATLAB/Simulink while 
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the truck is modelled using MSC. ADAMS/Car. Acceleration responses from the truck 
with a passive suspension system indicate reasonable agreement between the model 
and those from the experiment. Then, the semi-active controller model is implemented 
on the virtual vehicle model using a cosimulation approach. Once a desired result has 
been achieved, the controller model is then converted into C-code compiled using 
MATLAB Real-Time-Workshop before downloading the code into the truck electronic 
control unit (ECU). They report up to 25 percent reduction in body acceleration can be 
achieved with the implementation of the skyhook control in comparison with the 
response from passive suspension. Similar improvement has been observed during 
handling and braking manoeuvres resulted from the lateral and longitudinal controls. 
Perhaps, the most comprehensive review of integrated MBS simulation is discussed by 
Vaculin et A [26]. They classify and evaluate the effectiveness of simulation time for 
several cosimulation interfaces using SIMPACK for the MBS tool and 
MATLAB/Simulink for the controller design. Further development in the area of 
variable time data exchange, developing programs for real-time applications and model 
optimisation for hardware-in-the-loop are in progress. The findings promote additional 
investigation [27] for evaluating the effect of semi-active control laws on the ride 
characteristics of a commercial truck. 
Based on these advances, applying MBS cosimulation for the prediction of durability 
of semi-active suspension systems appears to be the best available technique. The 
present author will face challenges in integrating a variety of vehicle suspension 
models with a selection of semi-active control strategies. The expected outcome from 
this integration will be in the form of accuracy in the dynamic response which will 
then be utilised to ascertain fatigue life of suspension components. The following 
section will focus on suspension technology along with a comprehensive review of 
semi-active control systems. 
2.3 Suspension Systems 
In vehicle dynamics, the function of the suspension systems is to provide good 
isolation between the tyre-road interface and the vehicle body, as well as good road 
holding characteristics. Additionally, it should also provide good steering control 
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during manoeuvring and maintain an acceptable response to cornering, braking and 
accelerating [28]. Traditional passive suspension systems have limited capability in 
satisfying the two conflicting design requirements of ride and handling. 
Good ride comfort can be achieved by means of minimising body acceleration, 
utilising low spring and damper rates resulting in softer suspension. Having a softer 
suspension imposes greater suspension travel, which eventually leads to wheel hop and 
unstable body attitude caused by varying load. The vehicle will experience an increase 
in lateral load that directly affect lateral force of the tyres causing poor handling 
capability. On the contrary, good handling exists when the wheels are capable of 
following road irregularities. The use of high spring rates and damper rates generates 
stiffer suspension, preventing wheel hop motion which in turn minimizing the load 
variation in the tyres. Consequently, the vehicle body has less inclination to roll, 
maintaining stable body attitude from less suspension travel. Nonetheless, the body 
acceleration will increase resulting in poor ride comfort. 
Vehicle components are subjected to a variety of excitations ranging from tyre and 
road interaction, vehicle aerodynamics, and from the engine and transmissions. 
Suspension components in particular, are exposed to two forms of excitation largely 
from the tyre and road interaction. They are transient and random excitations. The 
former is likely to be due to the vehicle travelling through bumps and potholes, while 
the latter occurs when the vehicle traversing at constant speed on a normal or a rough 
road undulations. Both excitations generate forces over a wide frequency range. These 
excitations cause resonance of the vehicle structures as well as the suspension 
components, when the excitation frequencies coincide with any of the components 
natural frequencies. In general, resonance can be decomposed into two forms; rigid 
body modes and the flexible modes as described in section 2.2.1. 
A typical passive suspension system consists of a conventional spring that functions as 
an energy storage device and a hydraulic damper that acts as an energy dissipater, 
arranged in parallel with the spring. The damper rate and spring rate are generally 
fixed and time invariant limiting its ability to provide optimum performance under a 
variety of road input and driving manoeuvres. Sharp and Crolla [29] describe these 
limitations and inherent problems facing the suspension designers. Optimising ride 
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will certainly sacrifice handling capability. Nevertheless, this suspension system is still 
widely used in the production of ground vehicles largely due to design and 
manufacturing simplicity, in addition to easy maintenance, and inexpensive parts 
replacement. 
2.3.1 Controllable Suspension Systems 
In controllable suspension systems, the role of conventional springs and dampers are 
substituted with sensors and actuators primarily aimed at overcoming the limitation of 
the passive system. There are a number of controllable suspension schemes, for 
example self-levelling systems, adaptive systems, semi-active systems and fully active 
systems. 
Self-levelling systems as introduced by Citroen aim at sustaining the vehicle ride 
height such that the available suspension working space remains unaffected by the 
changes in static loads [30]. It works with the use of external power to raise or lower 
the suspension according to the static loading conditions. With the cheaper and rapid 
improvement in electronics and microprocessor technology, more responsive 
suspension systems have been developed. 
Adaptive suspension systems [30,31] work by producing adjustment to the control 
signal as a result of various vehicle operating conditions. More than a decade ago, 
Toyota introduced electronically adjustable dampers capable of switching state to a 
softer setting to improve comfort, under normal driving conditions. Once a more 
demanding driving condition is sensed, for instance accelerating, braking or 
manoeuvring, the controller switches its damping state to a hard setting to enhance 
handling performance. 
By far, the best form of controllable suspension is achieved with the use of a fully 
active suspension system. In theory, an ideal fully active control system is capable of 
producing any desired force to cancel out ground excitation. The control laws and the 
response of the actuators dictate the efficacy of producing such forces. One of the most 
widely used control method is the application of linear quadratic optimum control 
theory [30,32-35]. The suspension system is optimised based on a quadratic 
is 
performance index that applies weighting functions to body acceleration, suspension 
working space, dynamic tyre load, overall stifffiess, and control force. Application of 
this control theory can be observed in the preview control of road input as investigated 
by [32,33,36-38]. The simplest form of preview control assumes a time delay of the 
road input at the rear wheel from the front axle. A more advanced form is the "look- 
ahead" preview where information about the road profiles can be identified at a finite 
distance in front of the wheel. Theoretically, preview methods show promising results 
but actual implementation of such systems may not be feasible. For example, 
measuring road undulations with sensors attach to the vehicle body can be difficult and 
impractical. 
Even though fully active suspension systems offer great potential in overcoming the 
compromise between ride and handling issues, benefits still cannot compensate for the 
manufacturing costs. Sharma [34] points out that the system must accomplish much 
higher improvement in order to substantiate its implementation. In contrast, semi- 
active suspension systems provide a potentially effective form of alternative solution 
compared to passive and fully active systems. 
2.3.2 Semi-active Control Systems 
In general semi-active suspension works on the principle of reducing the input 
vibration energy by means of manipulating the damper orifice/valve or controlling 
magnetic or electromagnetic fields across the damper with the use of a minimum 
external energy. Unlike full active control, semi-active systems require no auxiliary 
power supply to dissipate the energy, utilise minimal power consumption, reduce 
production and maintenance costs, reduce vehicle weight addition, and allow 
development of simpler control algorithms. It is considered a hybrid between a passive 
suspension and a fully active suspension system, representing a compromise between 
performance and simplicity in operation [38]. The first concept of a semi-active control 
system was proposed by Karnopp et aL [39], who introduce the skyhook concept, 
using generalized velocity feedback for improving ride comfort performance. 
Performance of semi-active systems in providing improvement in ride and handling 
issues over passive systems has been studied extensively for more than three decades. 
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For ride, the performance criteria relate to body acceleration, suspension working 
space, and dynamic tyre loads that centre on vertical dynamics. Aspects of lateral and 
longitudinal dynamics are included in handling performance involving roll stability, 
body attitude, and road holding. Most of the control algorithms developed intends to 
improve these performance parameters by adopting a variety of control strategies, 
depending on vehicle types and their applications. 
In conventional passive suspension systems, the performance is a function of relative 
velocity measured between the sprung and the unsprung masses. However, for semi- 
active systems, the applied force is as a function of absolute velocity of the sprung 
mass. This improves sprung mass isolation at the expense of increase suspension 
working space with minimal effect on dynamic tyre load. Theoretically, this imposes 
no significant influence on suspension component durability but the outcome has not 
been widely investigated. 
Semi-active control strategies can commonly be categorised as switchable (on-ofo and 
continuously variable. The switchable damper relies on rapid switching between 
different damper forces by using either hard or soft settings [30,40-45]. The control 
law demands a discrete switching between the damper settings based on the relative 
and the absolute motions of the sprung and unsprung masses. In contrast, continuously 
variable dampers continuously generate a force demand through manipulation of the 
damper fluid viscosities. Both semi-active strategies are discussed in the following 
sections. 
2.3.3 Switchable Damper Strategy 
A two-state switchable (TSS) damper is the basic form of a switchable semi-active 
system. The switching mechanism is based on the absolute velocity of the sprung and 
unsprung masses, and the relative velocity across the damper (damper velocity). When 
the absolute velocity of the sprung mass and the relative velocity have the same sign 
(refer to Figure 2.4), the damper will resist the motion by generating large damper 
forces acting in the direction opposite to the sprung mass motion. In contrast, if the 
sign between the two velocities is opposite, then no force is exerted on the sprung mass 
to resist the motion, allowing the controller to switch to a lower setting. This type of 
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control is known as skyhook control. A detailed description of this control theory is 
presented in section 2.3.5. 
More advanced switchable damper strategies can be seen with the introduction of 
multiple state switchable dampers [45-47]. A three-state switchable controller for a 
passenger vehicle may consist of a soft, a normal, and hard setting. It provides better 
performance than the two-state switchable damper in terms of body accelerations as 
reported by El-Tawwab and Crolla [45], Sharma et A [46], and Vannucci [47]. 
However, Nell and Styen [20] argue that a two-state switchable strategy is sufficient 
since generally the damper switching is distributed between the hard and the soft 
settings. It is based on an experimental assessment in which, for about 80 percent of 
the driving time, the damper is switched to the soft state, followed by 12 percent in 
hard setting, and for the remaining time, the damper is switched to the normal setting. 
One fundamental problem with the switchable damper is that it suffers from transient 
forces known as jerk when the system switches from one damping state to another. 
Miller and Nobles [40] discovered that the discontinuity in force switching is more 
prominent when the damper switches from the higher damping rates to the lower 
states. The finding is supported by Yoo and Jin [48] when they experimentally 
investigate the dynamic characteristics of a semi-active damper. They discover that the 
force discontinuity causes resonance to the upper section of the damper resulting in 
poor reduction in body acceleration. Ahmadian et A [49,50] explain that the 
discontinuity occurs as the relative velocity crosses zero in a conventional skyhook 
control. They point out that the discontinuity not only happens when the damper 
switches from higher setting to the lower state, but also from the lower setting to the 
higher setting as illustrated in Figure 2.4. This phenomenon causes a sudden increase 
in sprung mass acceleration and consequently minimises the benefits of switchable 
control. Jerk occurs either in a two-state system or in systems with multiple damping 
states. It can be defined as the time rate of change of acceleration [5 1 ]. Consider a sine 
wave, the maximum jerk, a,, will occur when: 
co . Eq 
2.1 
where, co = 2; zf is equivalent to natural frequency in radians/s, f is natural frequency in 
Hz and x, is the sine wave amplitude. 
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Figure 2.4: Effect of Relative Velocity on Force Discontinuity 1491 
Attempts to minimize jerk have been studied by many. This includes the use of multi- 
level switching [52], preview control incorporating jerk [53], and modified skyhook 
control [44,49]. Among these solutions, [49,50] provides a simpler approach. 
Governing equations for an ideal skyhook control of a two-degree of freedom QVM in 
Figure 2.5(a) can be described as: 
T7- 
.r ur 
Vb*(Vb - Vw) 




where, vband v,, are the velocity of sprung mass and unsprung mass, respectively, (vb - 
v,, ) is the relative velocity or the damper velocity, F,, is the damper force for an ideal 
skyhook, and ckyis the skyhook gain. To eliminate the effect of force discontinuity, 
Ahmadian et A [49] suggest that the skyhook damping should be a function of relative 
velocity. Their experimental results showed perceivable reduction in the acceleration 
jump at the seat when the modified skyhook is introduced compared to the passive 
system. 
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2.3.4 Continuously Variable Damper Strategy 
Typical continuously variable dampers (CVD) consist of a controllable damper 
arranged in parallel with a conventional spring. The damper/actuator is expected to 
reproduce a force demand signal continuously. In cases when the actuator fails to 
reproduce the required force, it is simply switched off, and the suspension temporarily 
becomes a passive system. Generally, there are two forms of semi-active CVDs i. e. 
variable orifice dampers [32,54,55] and variable fluid dampers [56-58]. Unlike fully 
active systems, CVD requires minimal external energy to manipulate the fluid 
damping characteristics. Aurell [59], Wilkinson [60], Katsuda et aL [56] and Besinger 
et aL [57] suggest that a continuous variable damper strategy has a better capability in 
minimising body acceleration and dynamic tyre force, compared to the switchable (on- 
off) strategy. In a theoretical investigation on the effect of tyre forces of heavy vehicles 
on road wear, Aurell [59] concludes that vehicles with CVD can reduce dynamic tyre 
load by 17 percent and up to 25 percent reduction can be achieved in sprung mass 
acceleration. Another finding based on simulation of laden heavy vehicles by 
Wilkinson suggests improvement in vertical tyre loads and body acceleration with a 
reduction of 13 percent and 23 percent, respectively compared with passive air 
suspension. 
Recently, implementation of magnetorheological (MR) [61-63] and electrorheological 
(ER) [64-66] dampers has received considerable attention for improvement in ride 
comfort. The variable force from the damper is controlled by either the magnetic 
particles in the damper fluid or the electrically charge fluid. The fluid can change its 
characteristics from low viscosity (low damping) to highly viscous (high damping) 
proportional to the magnetic or electrical charge from the controller. 
A major advantage of utilising the MR and ER dampers is due to its capability to 
produce variable forces within the minimum and maximum limit. In other words, the 
fluids are able to change their characteristics from a Newtonian fluid to semi-solids 
within milliseconds [67]. Additionally, the yield strength and the stability of the 
damper fluids allow them to be used in a broad range of dynamic applications. 
Nevertheless, the non-linearity between the damper force and the velocity across 
damper impose a challenging task to researchers. The damper fluids also suffer from 
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irreversible progressive thickening over a long-term use as noted by Carlson [68]. 
When examining the characteristics of MR fluid, he points out that the deterioration of 
the fluids depend on the shear rate, the operating temperature, and amount of radiation 
the fluids are exposed to. The life of MR fluid can be predicted and is defined as: 
LDE = -1 
r P. dt Eq 2.3 
v 
where, LDE is the fluid lifetime dissipated energy, V is the volume of the fluid, and P 
is the instantaneous mechanical power converted to heat in the device. 
Even though the characteristics of the damper fluids suffer from long term usage, 
conventional dampers and other vehicle components such as suspension bushes also 
degenerate under similar circumstances. Over the years, significant benefits offered by 
this type of damper may outweigh the cost of part replacement. 
2.3.5 Semi-active Control Theories 
There are many control laws developed and employed for both the switchable and 
continuously variable dampers over the past forty years. Some of these control theories 
are analysed by means of simulations, by experiments, or by validation between 
simulations and experiments. In simulation, many of these control laws are developed 
based on quarter vehicle models, half vehicle models, and on full vehicle models with 
the aim of improving ride comfort, better handling and road holding capabilities, 
reducing roll, minimising road damage, etc. Among the control theories that have 
received extensive attention are skyhook control [39,41,44,49,52,69-71], linear 
quadratic regulator (LQR) control [32-34,38,43,72] and preview control [53,73-77]. 
Other forms of more recent control models such as controller models based on genetic 
algorithms [42] for damper optimisation , fuzzy logic control 
[63], and hybrid control 
[50,78,79], generally have similar control objectives but are achieved from different 
perspectives. 
Skyhook damping control, originally proposed by Karnopp et aL [39], aims at 
improving ride comfort by means of reducing body acceleration. Unlike a passive 
damper that produces a force to minimise relative velocity (damper velocity), skyhook 
control generates a force to reduce absolute velocity of the sprung mass. The logic 
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behind this concept is that the skyhook control emulates the passive suspension hooked 
between the sprung mass and a reference "sky" by a fictitious inertial damping as 
illustrated in Figure 2.5(b). This suggests that the unsprung mass will have no damping 
and the response would reach infinity at wheel hop frequency. However, in practice the 
response is still affected by damping since the semi-active damper is mounted between 
the sprung and unsprung mass. 
Valasek et A [71] highlight two main reasons why the skyhook concept remains 
important in suspension control. It is used as a reference for comparison with other 
concepts, and it served as the basis of semi-active practical implementation. 
Throughout more than three decades, skyhook control has been applied to switchable 
and continuously variable dampers, typically in passenger vehicle and still remains an 
important concept in theoretical and experimental studies. The disadvantages of this 
type of control are that it is susceptible to instantaneous acceleration when applied to 
switchable dampers as previously discussed. Furthermore, its capability in reducing the 
dynamic tyre loads is not quite as effective, as reported by Wilkinson and Crolla [80], 
and Besinger [57], in which it is shown to inflict adverse effects on heavy vehicles. 
Therefore, variations of skyhook control are introduced in order to overcome these 
problems, namely ground-hook control and hybrid control theories. 
Ground-hook control [25,39,71,81-83] aims at minimising tyre load, and is intended 
for heavy and commercial vehicle applications. A basic ground hook damping control 
requires an additional damping element between the wheel and the ground, parallel to 
the tyre, as shown in Figure 2.5(c). Instead of controlling the sprung mass, Mb, ground- 
hook control attempts to reduce the unsprung mass response. The concept can be 
explained by treating the relative velocity as positive when the two masses are moving 
apart and the absolute velocity of the unsprung mass is positive in the upward 
direction. If the unsprung mass moves downward (negative), the groundhook damping 
exerts a maximum force, pushing the unsprung mass upward. In contrast, if the 
unsprung mass velocity is positive or moving upward, groundhook damping applies 
minimum force to resist the response. Mathematically, this control policy can be 
expressed as described in [78] as shown in Eq 2.4. 
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where, vb and v,, are the velocity of sprung mass and unsprung mass, respectively, (vb - 
v,, ) is the relative velocity or the damper velocity, F,,, is the ground-hook damper force, 
and Cgnd is the ground-hook gain in which the full damping range of the damper can be 
employed. 
Cole [83] and Korturn et A [23] design a controller that is capable of exerting a force 
to reduce the absolute velocity of the unsprung mass, effectively reducing the dynamic 
tyre load to minimise damage to road surfaces. In a related development, Valasek et A 
[71] develop an extended ground hook concept with a similar objective of minimising 
dynamic tyre load, and improving ride comfort for heavy trucks, subjected to a wide 
range of road irregularities. 
In recent studies, Ahmadian et aL [50,78,81] introduce an alternative control theory 
that combine skyhook and ground-hook controls attempting to simultaneously reduce 
the sprung mass acceleration and the dynamic tyre loads in heavy vehicles. This hybrid 
control, as illustrated in Figure 2.5(d), linearly combines Eq 2.2 and Eq 2.4 and is 





Vb-(Vb - V-) > 0; Fh = Vb 
Eq 2.5 
0; Fh= 0 Vb'(Vb - Vw) :5 
and 
- Vw*(Vb - Vw) > 0; Fgh vw 
-Vw'(Vb - Vw) :50; Fgh 0 
The variables Fh and Fgh are the skyhook and ground-hook components of the 
damping force, a is the relative ratio between the skyhook and the ground-hook 
control, and G is the constant gain. In Eq 2.5, as the relative ratio, a is zero, the hybrid 
damping acts as a ground-hook control. In contrast, as a approaches one, the hybrid 
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damping becomes a skyhook control. In an experimental study, Ahmadian and Pare 
[78] suggest that better stability and ride comfort can be achieved with this control 
theory when it is combined with adaptive control. 
Other control theories such as optimal control work with the objective of attaining a 
force from the semi-active damper that can produce optimum suspension performance. 
This control theory often applies to linear systems using a linear quadratic regulator 
(LQR) in analysis conducted by Katsuda et aL [56], Sharma et aL [46], Oueslati and 
Sankar [43], and ElBeheiry and Karnopp [84]. Typically, a performance index in a 
form of an integral over time of some constraints, are geared to minimising body 
acceleration, suspension deflection and tyre deflection (proportional to tyre load). 
When Sharma et aL [46] examine two-state and three state switchable dampers with 
LQR control, they realize that the performance of the semi-active dampers show 
improved ride comfort on a smooth random road input. However, when subjected to 
extreme road conditions, the performance of the semi-active systems becomes 
marginal compared to the passive system. In a computer simulation and experimental 
investigation on a QVM, Katsuda et aL [56] suggest that a continuously variable 
damper with LQR control is capable of achieving better ride comfort in comparison 
with the passive and the switchable systems. A theoretical comparative study of three 
suspension systems by Gordon [72] produces similar finding, but with the introduction 
of a non-linear optimal controller to take into account the non-linear effect of the 
dissipative behaviour of the actuator, and tyre deflection. With the addition of these 
non-quadratic terms in the optimal cost function, the semi-active system showed better 
ride performance particularly for high amplitude disturbance. A detailed survey by 
Hrovat [32] on optimal control theory includes, among others, its implementation on a 
simplified 1 DOF QVM to a7 DOF full vehicle model for fully active systems and for 
semi-active systems employing switchable and continuously variable dampers. He 
concludes that most of the results are based on idealized conditions which might not be 
accurate in practical applications. For instance, the force actuators are assumed to have 
infinite bandwidth whereby in reality the actuators operate within a limited frequency 
range. Moreover, the controller models are developed in reference to simplified 
lumped vehicle models that do not consider the details required in practical suspension 
systems. 
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Another attractive concept in semi-active suspension control is preview control. It is 
derived from the successful implementation in the fully active system. The main 
advantage of preview control is that any delay in damper force actuation can be easily 
corrected. The amount of preview depends on vehicle speed, wheelbase, and control 
bandwidth [77]. The concept uses the information available from the front suspension 
dynamic data in order to improve the performance of the rear suspension. A similar 
control technique is applied with the primary aim of improving ride comfort. Nagai 
and Hasegawa [74], in studying preview control for improved rear ride quality, 
propose a quasi-skyhook control concept, which they claim has theoretically increased 
the pitch damping. At present, this type of control technique is based on theoretical 
simulations and more inclined towards achieving better ride quality, with minimum 
improvement in the variation in tyre load, and unsprung mass acceleration. 
Among other techniques used, the hardware-in-the-loop simulation (HILS) offers a 
better concept in evaluating the performance of the control designs, [57,58,85]. The 
technique allows flexibility in changing vehicle parameters. It combines a software 
simulation and hardware implementation via an interface, thus helping to bridge the 
gap between software simulation and the high cost of complete hardware system 
development. Besinger et al. [57] and Hwang et al. [58] implement this method when 
investigating the performance of a continuously variable semi-active damper for a 
quarter vehicle model. It works in a closed loop system with a real time computer 
simulation controlling the hardware setup consisting of a hydraulic test bench, semi- 
active damper, and a controller unit with a displacement sensor. Further advancement 
using this concept has been investigated Choi et al. [85]. The effort focuses on 
studying the performance of an MR damper applied to a full vehicle model. 
In summary, most of the semi-active strategies and the adopted control theories aim 
primarily at either improving ride quality, handling or both. Little attention is given to 
analyzing the effect these have on the durability of suspension components, which is 
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Figure 2.5: QVM Representation of Skyhook Damping Control and its Variations 
2.4 Durability of Semi-active Suspension Systems 
According to Halfpenny [86], previous studies suggest about 80-90 percent of 
structural damages are contributed by fatigue. In the automotive industry, fatigue 
largely affects the durability of vehicle components [2]. Therefore, in this section the 
terin durability refers to the analysis of fatigue performance. With the aim of 
implementing this early in the design cycle to reduce production time and minimise 
development costs, virtual models are employed in which critical engineering aspects 
are considered prior to mass production. Factors such as vehicle ride and handling 
capabilities, safety, noise, vibration and harshness (NVH), and durability can be 
analysed and fine-tuned within simulation environments without the need for an actual 
prototype. 
A study involving fatigue life estimation of semi-active suspension systems comprises 
of multiple disciplines in engineering. This includes simulation of the vehicle model 
under different road conditions, a variety of tyre models, and a selection of driving 
inputs at various speeds. The introduction of semi-active control systems requires that 
the vehicle model must be able to incorporate the controller models to produce 
accurate simulation results i. e. the load histories which are the prerequisite for fatigue 
life prediction. Finally, structural modification using structural optimisation can be 
conducted with data obtained from the fatigue life distribution of the components so 
that analysts can produce a more radical design modification with improved reliability. 
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Prediction of fatigue life can either be analysed in the time domain or frequency 
domain. In the time domain, the service load is in the form of a time history, employed 
to calculate stress histories using either a quasi-static method or a transient stress 
method. In the frequency domain, the time histories of the service loads are converted 
into power spectral density (PSD), in which a harmonic stress or a random stress 
method is applied to obtain PSD stress representations. 
2.4.1 Fatigue Analysis 
Fatigue occurs when repetitive loading on a structure or component causes fracture at a 
load level less than its maximum static strength [86], initiated by imperfections on the 
surfaces. Fatigue analysis begins by determining the loading of the structure. This 
information is used to calculate stress or strain either in the time domain or in the 
frequency domain as explained in the preceding sections. 
In the time domain, the repetitive stress or strain histories are categorised into different 
ranges occurring at specific cycles, and are calculated using the Rainflow Cycle 
Counting method [87]. The method converts the uneven stress or strain histories into a 
defined set of constant stress or strain magnitude. According to Downing [88] and 
Halfpenny [89], a cycle, defined as peak-to-peak (positive or negative), is counted 
when the successive stress range is greater or equal to the first range. The results are 
presented in a 3D matrix format in the form of cycles for a given stress range and mean 
stress. To determine the accumulated damage resulted from these cycles, every cycle 
of the stress range is summed up using the Palmgren-Miner linear damage rule [90] as 
follows: 
N. 
Accumulated Damage, D=Y, I Eq 2.6 
iNA 
where, 
Ni = the number of cycles of a particular stress range and mean 
Nf = the number of cycle to cause failure at a specific stress range and mean 
for a given material stress-life (S-N) curve 
i= covers the stress ranges within the matrix 
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Thus, the fatigue life can be expressed as: 
Fatigue Life = 
Length of time history Eq 2.7 
Accumulated Damage 
Fatigue life of a structure or component is influenced mainly by dynamic loads, stress 
and strain resulting from the loads, and the reaction from the material [2]. Therefore, 
fatigue analysis requires three key inputs, namely component loads, geometrical 
properties and cyclic material properties. In virtual durability analysis, component 
loads are attained through MBS simulation. With the absence of an actual prototype, 
the simulation technique must generate accurate representations of the service load 
histories. Pompetzki [2] outlines three strategies where durability analysis can be done 
using these predicted loads. It consists of a load based relative method, a location 
based method, and a finite element based method. 
The load based durability method assumes the geometrical and the cyclical material 
properties are unchanged. The method is suitable for the study of design problems in 
the product design stage, since fatigue life can be evaluated quickly. Nevertheless, the 
accuracy of the result is poor compared to the other strategies. In the location-based 
analysis, both the component loading and material data are required for fatigue 
calculation. The method is confined to analysing a critical location of the component, 
typically in regions with high stress or strain. The results are more accurate than the 
load-based method, and can be rapidly obtained. One main drawback of this technique 
is that the fatigue assessment is performed on specific regions on the component, 
neglecting other critical areas. 
The finite element (FE) based method is by far the most capable of producing a more 
accurate fatigue life prediction than the other two methods, but at the expense of 
increasing computing time and resources. Here, all three key inputs are needed for the 
analysis. The benefits of employing this technique is that the entire component is 
considered in the fatigue calculation. Since this research employs a virtual vehicle 
model, the fatigue life assessment of the semi-active suspension will be based on the 
FE method. 
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This section describes several fatigue analysis techniques employed in the automotive 
industry. They are the quasi-static durability method, the transient dynamic durability 
method, and the resonance (harmonic) durability approach. Outcome from the review 
will highlight the best method to evaluate durability based on fatigue life. 
2.4.2 Quasi-static Durability Analysis 
Conventional methods in durability assessment of suspension components rely on 
quasi-static stress analysis in the time domain. The approach is considered simple yet 
relatively accurate and regularly used as a benchmark to determine component stresses 
and predicting fatigue in the automotive industry [3,91-94]. For example, Lee et al. 
[92] compare the durability assessment, of the rear axle of a small size passenger car, 
between the harmonic stress method and the quasi-static stress approach in which the 
latter method is used as a reference. The damage results of the two produce good 
correlation without structural resonance. When the vehicle is subjected to random road 
input, structural resonances of the axle are present within the bandwidth. It is apparent 
that the quasi-static stress method generates larger fatigue life than the dynamic 
(harmonic) stress method since the former method does not consider local and global 
vibrations. 
In contrast, Haiba et aL [94] discover the opposite when they examine three life 
assessment strategies that would produce the most efficient and accurate life 
distribution for structural optimisation based on fatigue life. They conclude that quasi- 
static stress with a time domain approach gives better accuracy in terms of predicting 
minimum life and nodal life distributions, in comparison with the results from the 
transient dynamic stress approach which is employed as the reference strategy. The 
minimum life assessment calculated using harmonic stress approach generate 
unreliable results since it is sensitive to changes in the frequency range, the frequency 
resolution of the forcing functions and the buffer size for the PSD representation. 
Selection of these parameters remain subjective from one analyst to another and 
therefore can be potentially erroneous in predicting minimum fatigue life. However, 
these parameters do not affect the nodal life distributions even though the locations 
differ from those obtained using the reference strategy. 
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Although findings regarding quasi-static stress with the time domain approach from 
[92] and [94] contradict each other, the fundamental assumption of the effect of local 
and global vibration on the accuracy of the approach are still valid. In the study from 
Lee et aL [92], the influence of structural resonances exist with the introduction of the 
random road, which directly improve the accuracy of the fatigue life prediction from 
the harmonic stress method. In the case of Haiba et aL [94], the suspension component 
employed in their study is not affected by structural resonances since the lowest natural 
frequency of the flexible mode occurs well above the excitation frequencies. 
Assessment of fatigue life using the quasi-static method calculates stress histories 
based on the product of static load cases and the dynamic load histories. The stress 
influence coefficients can be obtained by replacing each of the load histories acting on 
the component with a unit load acting in the same direction as the load history and 
solve using static analysis. The process is repeated for the other load histories. These 
static load cases are then multiplied with the corresponding load histories to produce 
dynamic stress histories. Finally, the superposition principle is applied to ascertain the 
total dynamic stress of the component. Mathematically, it can be described as 
TcrF, (t) Eq 2.8 
where, u(t) is the total stress histories, a is the static stress load case based on a unit 
load in the same direction as the load history, F is the dynamic load history obtained 
either from experiment or through MBS simulation, and i is the number of load cases. 
In finite element analysis, the dynamic stress histories at each node can be described 
assuming plane stress conditions for a 2D model consisting of U., (t), qy(t), ry(t). For a 
3D model, the component stresses comprise of q., (t), cy(t), ai(t), %(t), r,,, (t), and rzx(t). 
Details of the mathematical expression for the 3D solid model is presented in Chapter 
6. Since the dynamic stress histories generally have variable amplitudes, rainflow cycle 
counting [87] is employed to determine the number of cycles in each block of stress 
range. Finally, fatigue life can be estimated by summing the damage for each stress 
range using Miner's rule as expressed in Eq 2.6. 
As mention earlier, the use of this method is restricted to stiff components where the 
natural frequencies are significantly above the operating frequencies. The method does 
not identify the regions where global and local vibrations exist [3,92,94,951. 
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Furthennore, it depends on the linear superposition principal to obtain the total stress. 
Hence, it is only suitable for linear elastic stress analysis applications, where stresses 
and strains in the plastic region are not considered [94]. 
2.4.3 Transient Dynamic Durability Analysis 
This technique applies to structures or components in which the natural frequencies are 
significantly affecting the fatigue life. Generally, this method takes into account local 
and global vibration in calculating the dynamic stresses. This can be done in two ways 
either by the direct transient method or by the modal transient method [91,94,96]. 
According to Huang et aL [91], obtaining dynamic stress using the direct transient 
method involves solving the entire equation of motions that accounts for linear and 
non-linear solutions. This contributes to the need for large computational resources and 
generally is implemented on specific regions of the structure. In contrast, the modal 
transient method utilises only the linear solutions when solving for the equation of 
motions. The method discards high frequency modes of the structure leaving only the 
problematic low frequency modes as possible resonance occurs from low frequency 
excitation of the road input, minimising the number of calculations for the dynamic 
stress. Huang et aL [91] describe three different techniques in modal transient analysis. 
They can be classified as the mode displacement method, the mode stress method, and 
the component mode synthesis method. Of the three, obtaining the dynamic stress from 
the mode stress method appears the most efficient in the sense that it does not require 
large computational resources as do the other two methods. 
Haiba [1] suggests another method which is commercially available within finite 
element packages. The modal superposition transient technique computes the dynamic 
stress by summing the modal participation histories of every mode with the modal 
influence coefficient using the linear superposition method. Modal participation 
histories are obtained from modal transient analysis whilst modal influence 
coefficients, which are the stress fields of a particular mode, are extracted from modal 
analysis. He points out two major factors influencing the dynamic stress, namely the 
number of modes used in the calculation, and the solution time step size used. The 
minimum life prediction and the nodal life distribution are reduced and converged to a 
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certain value and pattern as the number of modes considered increases. Similar 
convergence is observed for the life and the distribution when the solution step size is 
reduced. On both accounts, although modal transient strategy produces the best 
accuracy in predicting fatigue life and the nodal life distribution, it requires extensive 
computational resources. Therefore it is only used as a reference strategy in his study. 
2.4.4 Resonance Durability Analysis 
Predicting dynamic stress (harmonic stress) using this method assumes the structure or 
the component behaves linearly. The dynamic stress can be determined by combining 
the load histories data in frequency domain, expressed in PSD, with the frequency 
response function obtained from modal analysis. The load histories originally 
measured in time domain is converted to frequency domain using Fourier 
transformation. Instead of applying Miner's rule to calculate the fatigue damage, a 
probability density function (PDF) is utilised to estimate the damage based on the PSD 
dynamic stress histories. 
The first contribution of predicting fatigue damage using a PDF is proposed by Bendat 
[97] in 1964 when he proposes a narrow band solution for the dynamic stress histories. 
According to Halfpenny [89], calculating damage using this solution becomes 
inaccurate and not applicable as a wider band stress histories is selected. He provides a 
comprehensive review of fatigue analysis using frequency domain methods. Among 
them includes empirical formulations by Wirsching, Kam and Dover, Hancock, and 
Dirlik. Of all these formulations, Dirlik's [98] approach provides the best accuracy and 
robustness during application. 
Nevertheless, uncertainties in assigning frequency parameters such as frequency range, 
frequency resolution as well as the buffer size, as previously discussed in section 2.4.2, 
have resulted in poor fatigue life prediction. Therefore, the usage of this method in this 
research is limited to theoretical discussions. 
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2.5 Conclusions 
This chapter provides a comprehensive review of virtual durability of semi-active 
suspension components comprising of three key areas, namely vehicle dynamic 
simulation, development of semi-active control systems, and durability analysis based 
on fatigue life. To successfully predict fatigue life of a semi active suspension 
component, an integrated simulation method is required. It should combine MBS 
simulation for accurate service load prediction, with a mathematical simulation 
program in which a selection of semi-active control algorithms are developed. Then, 
finite element analysis is employed to predict fatigue life of suspension components 
subjected to different semi-active control systems. The fatigue life distribution can be 
used as a precursor for structural optimisation based on fatigue allowing creation of a 
more durable, lightweight and cost efficient components. 
From the literature reviews, it can be concluded that many researchers are more 
concerned with the effect of their controller models on the ride and handling 
perfon-nances. Hence, the study of the effect of semi-active control systems on the 
durability of suspension components receives very little attention. Recently, research 
in this area has started to gain interest mainly due to the rapid advancement in 
computational capability and resources, although very few results have been published. 
For example, the investigation by Lepold et al. [9] on the influence of suspension 
components durability resulted from an active suspension system. The fatigue analysis 
is evaluated at both the component level and full vehicle level under the influence of 
realistic active roll control (ARC) and active bounce control (ABC). Their study does 
not include semi-active control. In another development, Haiba [1] reviews several 
durability analysis approaches and tried to establish the most efficient combination of 
the two that will be used in structural optimisation algorithm based on fatigue life. He 
concluded that for dynamically loaded component, the most efficient and accurate 
combination is with the use of a quasi-static method. It accurately and efficiently 
predicts the minimum life and the nodal life distributions when compared to the 
reference method (transient dynamic analysis). However, the study investigates a multi 
purpose vehicle with a passive suspension system only, instead of with semi-active 
control systems. 
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To the best of the author's knowledge, at the time of publication, the author is among 
the first to study the influence on durability of suspension components with semi- 
active control systems. In ride and handling, semi-active control systems produce 
much better performance compared to passive systems. Even though these 
improvements are less than for the fully active systems, the implementation of such 
systems are more economical, less weight additions, and produces easier development 
of control models. Central to this scheme, the main aim of this research is to evaluate 
several existing semi-active control strategies and their effects on suspension 
component durability. This is necessary because different control theories would 
generate different damper forces exerted on the vehicle body as well as other 
suspension components. These repeated and abrupt changes in damper forces may 
result in improved ride comfort, minimised road loads, better road holding or 
manoeuvrability, but simultaneously may inflict high local stresses on suspension 
components resulting in possibly shorter service lives. 
The selection of suitable control strategies is based on the type of vehicle, the driving 
conditions, the road types, and proper representation of the tyres. Earlier work by 
Haiba [I] is utilised as the basis of this research. The reasons behind this justification 
include: 
a. His MBS simulation on passive suspension system allows the present author to 
validate his vehicle suspension models from the proposed modelling strategy. 
b. The use of realistic suspension models in his work can be employed to evaluate 
durability of selected suspension components when semi-active controls are 
applied. Here, fatigue life of the selected component with a passive suspension 
system is used as a reference. 
c. The comprehensive study on the virtual durability approaches laid out by him 
has provided a better insight into selecting the appropriate technique in fatigue 
analysis for the present research. As a result, the quasi-static durability 
approach shall be used in predicting the minimum life and the nodal life 
distributions of a selected suspension component. 
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Building upon these, the selection of semi-active control strategies and the 
corresponding control theories shall be based on those appropriate for a passenger 
vehicle. Performance in passenger vehicles is more focussed on aspects of improving 
ride comfort. Consequently, the most appropriate control theory that is capable of 
improving ride quality is the skyhook control. As mentioned in a previous section, the 
skyhook concept remains important in suspension control as it is used as a benchmark 
for comparison with other concepts, and it served as the basis for semi-active practical 
implementation [71]. Additionally, this skyhook control will be applied to switchable 
dampers. These are capable of generating jerk that would exert considerable stress on 
suspension parts, presumably affecting their service life. A two-state switchable 
strategy is used as suggested by Nell and Styen [20] since generally the switching 
occurs between the hard and the soft settings rather than on the intermediate settings in 
multiple-state switchable systems. 
As many semi-active control theories are based on quarter vehicle model, the effect of 
vehicle body motions are not taken into consideration when implementing these 
control strategies in a full vehicle model. Findings from Levesley et al. [6] and Ramli 
et al. [99] suggest that body motions particularly the pitch and roll motions tend to 
affect the dynamic response of the unsprung masses. Thus, a suitable semi-active 
control concept that considers these effects should be adopted using the MBS 
cosimulation approach. In this study, a two-state semi-active strategy with pitch and 
roll control as proposed by Nell and Styen [20] is adopted with some modifications. 
The original control strategy, based on a 3DOF FVM has been modified to suit a 
7DOFFVM. 
2.6 Outline of the Research 
The summary presented in the preceding section has identified gaps in current 
research. This includes studies relating to component durability under the influence of 
semi-active control systems. Pursuing this direction, this thesis will undertake a 
theoretical study to look at the effect of classical semi-active control theories on the 
fatigue life of suspension components. To achieve this objective, an alternative 
modelling and simulation approach is proposed. The approach combines a multi-body 
program for the vehicle models with a mathematical code for the semi-active control 
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models. The scope of the proposed research can be broadly categorised into four 
stages. 
In the initial stage, the proposed approach known as MBS cosimulation is evaluated 
against the purely MBS method and the conventional mathematical approach. Here, a 
selection of vertical tyre models with transient road input are developed as subsystems 
and are integrated with simple lumped 2DOF quarter vehicle models. The creation of 
these models as subsystems is another feature of MBS cosimulation which 
demonstrates the flexibility of the approach. These subsystems are designed such that 
they allow easy substitution of the parameters within the subsystems without the need 
to rebuild the entire system from scratch. 
Once reasonable criteria have been accomplished, the study continues to investigate 
the dynamic response of a multi-purpose vehicle (MPV) using the proposed approach. 
At this stage, several variations of the MPV (from 2DOF QVM to realistic model) with 
passive suspension systems are developed and analysed subjected to transient and a 
random road inputs. The findings from this stage will be used as a benchmark for the 
assessment of semi-active control strategies in the next phase of the research. 
The third stage of the research examines the effect of implementing the selected semi- 
active control strategies on the dynamic responses of the MPV and its critical 
components. The damper models are obtained from published work and the MR 
damper model derived from experimental data. These damper models adopt the 
skyhook control theory and the dynamic responses from several MPV models 
travelling over transient road and random road inputs are studied. Additionally, the 
advantages and limitations of MBS cosimulation are addressed particularly with the 
implementation of the experimentally-derived MR damper models. 
In the final stage, the influence of semi-active systems on durability is predicted. The 
durability based on fatigue life assessment of a particular suspension component is 
calculated using a quasi-static stress and a time domain life analysis. A finite element 
model of the suspension component is created to determine the load cases from the 
quasi-static method. These load cases are multiplied with the corresponding load 
histories, obtained from earlier stages of research, to produce dynamic stress histories. 
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The fatigue life of the component is ascertained using the Rainflow Cycle Counting on 
these variable amplitude stress histories, followed by Miner's rule to estimate the 
accumulated damage. Since the research focuses on virtual durability, the suspension 




Vehicle Modelling Strategies 
3.1 Introduction 
One of the important elements in virtual durability analysis is to accurately predict the 
loading histories of the components or structures. This can be achieved with the MBS 
cosimulation approach. This chapter provides detailed theoretical discussions and 
assessment of the proposed modelling and simulation strategy. The performance of 
MBS cosimulation is evaluated against other conventional approaches. It considers the 
actual computing time and the accuracy of the dynamic response. The accuracy of 
dynamic response is paramount since it directly affects the load histories, which in turn 
affect the predicted fatigue life. Other factors affecting the accuracy of the dynamic 
response are also studied, these include the effect of simulation step size, influence of 
implementing different tyre models, and the difference between open and closed-loop 
simulation methods. For simplicity, this chapter is confined only to a lumped two 
degrees of freedom quarter vehicle model (QVM) with passive suspension system 
subjected to transient step inputs. Validation of all simulations is achieved by 
comparison to the quarter vehicle model response with data from Crolla et A [30] and 
Levesley [100]. 
3.2 Why MBS Cosimulation? 
In automotive durability studies, MBS programs have been recognized by many [2,7, 
8,26] as an excellent means of predicting dynamic response of vehicles. The accuracy 
of the dynamic response from MBS simulation depends on how closely it represents 
the actual system. 
_ 
Among the factors affecting the accuracy include geometrical 
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properties, material properties and boundary conditions (interaction with adjacent 
components). As discussed in detail in section 2.2, the MBS method is generally 
preferred when complex models are involved particularly with presence of non-linear 
components. For instance, Haiba [8] provides a comprehensive durability study of a 
multi purpose vehicle with passive suspension. Here, all suspension details such as the 
hub, suspension arms, tie rods, torsion bars, bushings, bump stop, passive dampers, 
tyre models and even the road profiles are developed in an MBS program. 
However, with the introduction of semi-active control suspension, the use of MBS is 
currently restricted, as it requires elaborate mathematical functions necessary for the 
development of control algorithms. This imposes limitations on existing MBS 
software. Eventually, it leads to unnecessary simplification of controller models in 
order to satisfy MBS modelling requirements, potentially affecting the accuracy of the 
dynamic response. On the other hand, control engineers prefer a mathematical program 
when developing complex controller models. It provides a wide range of control 
functionality including real time simulation and supports efficient interfacing with 
hardware. In the development of many semi-active controllers, the descriptions of the 
vehicle model are often limited to a simple lumped quarter vehicle model [33,44,78]. 
While this enables extensive studies on control strategies to achieve improved 
vehicle's dynamic response, the model is perhaps oversimplified and hence 
unrepresentative. 
Hence, the use of a single computer code, either an MBS or a mathematical program to 
predict the service loads, may require simplifications that would generate inaccuracies. 
With the intention of overcome these shortcomings, an alternative simulation approach 
is developed to efficiently integrate these two modelling techniques. Both the 
suspension and semi-active controller models can be built in stages of different 
complexities, starting with simple models where the results can be firstly validated. 
The approach includes development of critical suspension components such as the 
vehicle models, suspension dampers, the tyre models as well as the road irregularities, 
in a modular form or subsystem allowing easy substitution of these subsystems. This 
would facilitate simulation by providing faster parameter replacement without the need 
of developing them from scratch. 
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The term MBS cosimulation has been adopted in the thesis to separate it from 
integrated simulation involving flexible multi-body systems. In flexible multi-body 
systems, both the rigid body motions and elastic body motions are highly coupled and 
can be modelled by a superimposition method consisting of complex formulation of 
constraint equations and mass matrix. Incorporating a flexible multi-body system is 
crucial for durability studies as suggested by Mousseau et A [10], if the intended 
components have elastic modes in the operating frequency regions. The scope of this 
research does not account for flexible multi bodies since the selected component 
previously evaluated [I] has elastic modes much higher than the operating frequency. 
3.3 Proposed NIBS Cosimulation Alethod 
The adopted approach combines MBS code (MSC. visuaINastran) used for modelling 
complex multi-body vehicle suspensions configurations, with a mathematical program 
(MATLAB/Simulink) used for the development of the semi-active controllers, tyre and 
road models. MSC. visualNastran [101] is a computer aided engineering tool for multi- 
body system analysis. Formerly known as Working Model 21), it is capable of 
simulating motions, vibration, stress and thermal analysis. This includes static, 
kinematics and dynamic analysis involving positions, velocities and accelerations, 
constraint force, length and torque, joints forces and moments. All interconnected 
components are assumed to be rigid. It offers additional features with the introduction 
of integration with MATLAB/Simulink. MATLAB/Simulink is a modelling and 
simulation tool that translate mathematical functions or models into a graphical block 
diagrams from a customisable set of block libraries [102]. This modelling and 
simulation tool is widely applied in control engineering, therefore provides a suitable 
platform for studying semi-active control systems in this research. 
MSC. visuaINastran is selected as a tool for vehicle modelling since the realistic 
vehicle models were previously developed in this environment. This is crucial in 
properly evaluating the accuracy of the proposed method with the purely MBS 
method. Additionally, the use of more advanced MBS software such as MSCADAMS 
is not considered, in order to minimise uncertainties during component remodelling 
due to the absence of geometric details from previous work. 
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The MBS cosimulation approach integrates the two simulation codes, in which both 
programs perform their own numerical integration in fixed time steps. It forms a weak 
coupling between the two programs, as reported by Vaculin et aL [26]. 
MSC. visualNastran continuously integrates inputs from MATLAB/Simulink between 
the time intervals, and generates outputs at a new time step. Likewise, 
MATLAB/Simulink performs its numerical integration with the inputs produced from 
the previous time point in MSC. visualNastran. Further description of the MBS 
cosimulation concept is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Each program executes numerical 
integration, where at each time step both codes update one another with new state 
values before advancing to the next step. MATLAB/Simulink computes the road 
displacement, x and the tyre force, F1, at t.. In calculating the tyre force, the initial 
displacement input, z, from the MBS hub/unsprung mass is utilized. Similarly, the 
damper force is calculated with the initial values obtained from MBS, depending on 
demands of the damper models. The MBS initial state values in the forms of 
displacements, velocities and accelerations, act as feedback inputs to 
MATLAB/Simulink subsystems. 
The vehicle model in MSC. visualNastran accepts force inputs from 
MATLAB/Simulink tyre and suspension damper subsystems, which are represented as 
linear force actuators. In solving the motions, MSC. visualNastran utilizes continuous 
numerical integration that allows the use of a fixed step or a variable step method. In 
fixed mode, the integration step is set to the default setting of the animation step, 
preventing smaller integration step being used. This may violate the overlap tolerance 
resulting in simulation inaccuracy if a large interval is selected. Conversely, variable 
integration will automatically adjusts to smaller time steps (not greater than the one 
specified in animation step) to obtain convergence, in which the overlap tolerance is 
satisfied. The process is conducted in the background and only the results at the 
animation step size are displayed. 
In the tyre subsystem, various mathematical tyre models can be created, although only 
two are shown in Figure 3.1 for illustrations purposes. Similarly, non-linear, passive 
dampers and semi-active damper models are generated in the suspension damper 
subsystem. This approach allows easy model substitution when evaluating the 
performance of various suspension systems. Motion histories generated from the MBS 
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cosimulation are used as key inputs to finite element analysis to calculate the stress 
distributions and to estimate the fatigue life of suspension components. 
I 
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3.4 Lumped Quarter Vehicle Model 
Evaluation of the proposed method begins with a simple two degrees of freedom 
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Figure 3.2: (a) Quarter Vehicle Model; (b) Dynamic Free Body Diagram 
Observing the free body diagram shown in Figure 3.2(b), the equations of motions can 
be derived as follows: 
Mwyw ki 
(Zg 
- Zw) -ks(Zw-Zb) - Cs('w-'b) Eq 3.1 
Mb 'b ks(Zw-Zb) + Cs(iw-4) 
Rearranging these equations in the form of input (on the right hand side) and output 
(on the left hand side) produce: 
mwiw + kzw + kz,, ksZb + Os2w - Cs2b kzg Eq 3.2 
lnb'b - ksZw + ksZb Csw + Cs'b Z-- 0 
Assuming a solution of the system of the form: 
z= Ae iwt Eq 3.3 
By differentiating Eq 3.3 once and twice, with respect to t, the velocity, i, and the 
acceleration, i are obtained as: 
i= ico. Ae icot 
2 iwt m Ae 
Eq 3.4 
Earlier work by Hudson [103] using the MBS software from MSC. visuaINastran 
shows near exact response to the analytical solution under sinusoidal excitation. Based 
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on the derivation of ' Ecl 3.2, a QVM is dcvc1opcd employing till-cc Inodc1l"I", 
techniques comprise of a purely mathernatical method with MATLAB/Siniulink, a 
purely MBS method with MSC. VISLiaINastran, and an MBS cosirnulation approach that 
integrates the two simulation codes. The aim of the study is to evaluate the accuracy of 
the dynamic response and the time needed to complete the simulation when the vehicle 
undergoes a transient step input. 
A MATLAB/Sirnuhnk block diagram method employed, as shown in Figure 3.3, 
allows critical vehicle suspension components to be modelled as subsystems. These 
Subsystems will be used in the MBS cosirnulation to represent the damper, tyre and 
road as shown in Figure 3.5. Similarly, a QVM representation for the purely MBS 
simulation is as shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4: MBS Simulation of QVM using INISC., visuaINastran 
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Figure 3.55: NIBS Cosimulation with MATLAB/Simulink and MSC.,,, isuaINastran 
MBS cosimulation with MSC. visuaINastran can be implemented in two ways, either in 
open loop or closed loop. In the open loop fon-nat (Figure 3.6), the actuator simply acts 
as road profile generator applying road amplitude displacements from 
MATLAB/Sirnulink as a function of time. Here, all other vehicle parameters are set in 
MSC. visLia]Nastran. Even though open loop COSil111,11ation produces better accuracy at a 
faster computational time than the closed loop cosimulation, the technique lacks 
flexibility. One main disadvantage is that it does not allow subsystems or modules of 
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critical components to be developed and therefore limits the capability of the approach 
when investigating problem related to semi-active applications. In contrast, the closed 
loop MBS cosimulation (Figure 3.5) utilized in the preceding analysis, allows 
feedback of dynamic signals from the MBS vehicle models. These signals are used as 
input to the critical subsystems in MATLAB/Sirnulink and are fed back to the MBS 
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Figure 3.6: Open Loop NIBS Cosimulation 
The vehicle model utilized in this chapter consists of a lumped two degrees of freedom 
quarter vehicle model adopted frorn Crolla et al. [30]. With the use of Ford Granada 
model data in Table 3.1, the QVM response from the three modelling and simulation 
techniques can be analysed, and is presented in subsequent sections. 
Vehicle Parameters Symbol Units 2dof QVM 
Effective sprung rnass Mb kg 317.5 
Unsprung mass M, kg 45.4 
Suspension stiffiless k, N/m 22000 
Suspension damping C, N. s/m 1500 
Tyre stiffness k, N/m 192000 
Table 3.1: Quarter Vehicle Model Parameters 1301 
3.5 Results and Analysis 
In this chapter, assessment of tile MBS cosimulation approach is based on the dynarnic 
response of a lumped two degrees of freedom quarter vehicle model with passive 
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suspension (Table 3.1), subjected to a transient step input. Normalized acceleration and 
displacement time histories for the sprung and unsprung mass are compared with the 
response from purely MBS simulation (MSC. visuaINastran4D) and the mathematical 
approach (MATLAB/Simulink). 
The mathematical approach using MATLAB/Simulink is used as a reference 
simulation. It employs a variable step solver using ODE113 based on Adams- 
Bashforth-Moulton method [104]. It allows the solver to reduce simulation step when 
large instantaneous input is encountered producing a more accurate prediction in the 
surrounding region. The MBS simulation uses a variable step Kutta-Merson integrator 
[101] for its numerical solution. In MBS cosimulation both solvers are utilized since 
solutions are produced concurrently in their respective simulation environment. The 
tolerance level is set at Ix 10 - 10 so that the limit on errors is kept below 0.01 percent. 
Simulation of each modelling strategy assumes the static load reaches its equilibrium 
state prior to the step excitation. In MBS simulation and MBS cosimulation, the QVM 
is allowed to settle to its equilibrium by running the simulation with zero input over a 
long simulation period. The procedure has to be repeated if any adjustments are made 
to the multi-body dynamic parameters. This includes the sprung and unsprung mass, 
suspension stiffness and damping and tyre stiffness. All simulations run for 4 seconds 
with a step input of 20 mm, occurring at 0.5 seconds. They run on a desktop computer 
with AMD AthlohTIII XP 2200+ processor at 1.81 GHz with 512 MB of random access 
memory (RAM). 
3.5.1 Model Solution Methods 
The purpose of this evaluation is to determine the effectiveness of the MBS 
cosimulation method for use in predicting load histories for durability analysis. The 
proposed method is evaluated against competing modelling strategies, namely the 
mathematical approach and the MBS approach. Firstly, the efficiency is determined by 
comparing the actual computing time required to complete the 4 seconds simulation 
period. Then, the accuracy of the dynamic response is ascertained by correlating them 
with that of the MATLAB/Simulink variable step approach, which is used as a 
reference. The evaluation also considers a second MATLAB/Simulink approach 
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utilizing a fixed step ODE5 Dorniant-Prince solver. This is essential to anticipate any 
significant degradation on the dynamic response as the time step is varied manually. 
Several observations can be made following the results presented in Table 3.2 based on 
4 seconds of simulation time. The data block on the right hand side of the table is the 
amount of space required for storing one output, for example sprung mass acceleration 
response. MATLAB/Simulink simulation with variable step solver achieves among the 
fastest computing time and generates the smallest data size. This is because the solver 
constantly adjust the integration step size to maximise simulation speed while 
maintaining reasonable accuracy. It is capable of overriding a predetermined output 
step size resulting in faster simulation time and acquire less output data size. With a 
fixed step solver, MATLAB/Simulink produces relatively fast solution but the 
accuracy in the response is affected by the selected step size. However, in this exercise, 
the minimum and the maximum step size limit has minimally affected the accuracy of 
the response with computing times remain below I seconds. 
Simulation results from the multi-body method show significant increase in the 
solution time and the data size in comparison with the reference technique. Of the two 
MBS techniques, MBS cosimulation requires the longest simulation time requiring 
more than twice the computing time from the MBS simulation. This is anticipated 
since the technique has to provide numerical solutions in both the mathematical and 
the MBS environment. Reducing the simulation step size would result in a drastic 
increase in solution time. This may be seen as a drawback particularly if the technique 
is to be integrated within an automated structural optimisation scheme. For example, a 
35 seconds simulation period of a simple 2DOF QVM on a virtual durability track, 
would take more than 40 minutes of actual solution time. It is expected that with 
increasing complexity in suspension geometry, the approach will require more 
equations of motion to be solved due to the increase in mass matrix and constraint 
equations, thus requiring considerable computing time. 
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Simulation Actual Computing Time Data Block 
Step Size NIBS (Bytes) 
(s) Simulink MBS Cosimulation 
Fixed Step (s) (s) (s) 
0.001 0.66 216.50 400.67 32008 
0.002 0.54 103.00 222.75 16008 
0.003 0.45 78.17 155.19 10672 
0.004 0.33 60.20 121.40 8008 
0.005 0.26 49.13 100.30 6408 
MATLAB Simulink xvith Variable Step Size as Reference Model 
Actual Computing Time: 0.34 s with 2584 býies of data block size. 
Table 3.2: Comparison of Niodelling. Nletliods (Solution Time) 
Next, the analysis examines the accuracy of the participating simulation techniques, 
based on I nis step size, against the reference simulation. Of the three approaches, I 
NIBS simulation shows the v, -orst correlation. In Figure 3.7, the unsprung mass 
acceleration of MBS simulation drastically overestimates the peak amplitude when 
compared to the reference model. This is due to the step input created in MBS prograrn 
that treats instantaneous signal as a discontinuity resulting in large amplitude responses 
Of tile unsprung mass. This high transient amplitude may result in erroneous prediction 
of the load histories on suspension components. Eventually, this would lead to 
incorrect stress distribution and poor fatIgLIC life assessment. Similar patterns can be 
seen in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 but to a lesser extent. tý I 
Conversely, tile MBS cosimulation data appears to match results from the reference 
simulation better. Observing the plots for the Linsprung mass (Figure 3.7 and FigUre 
3.8), reveals very minimal differences in both the acceleration and displacement 
signatures. This implies that the niethod is capable of generating accurate load histories 
and is suitable to be used as a tool in virtual durability analysis. 
Aniong the three simulation techniques, MATLAB/Sinitilink with fixed step solver 
produces the most accurate response. The acceleration and displacement profiles in 
Figure 3.7 to Figure 1-10, for both the sprung and unsprung mass, are almost identical 
with the reference SIMLIlation of the variable step solver. Despite being the best 
method, its usage is limited to simple vehicle models, therefore is considered to be 
inappropriate for evaluating durability at component levels. 
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Figure 3.7: Effect of Modelling Strategies on Unsprung Mass Acceleration 
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Figure 3.9: Effect of Modelling Strategies on Sprung Mass Acceleration 
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Figure 3.10: Effect of Modelling Strategies on Sprung Mass Displacement 
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In summary, the analysis of model solution methods suggests that MBS cosimulation 
can be employed to determine reasonably accurate load histories for use in durability 
analysis at the expense of increased computational resources. Despite this limitation, 
its ability to integrate two simulation programs is justified, especially when analysing 
the dynamics of vehicle with semi-active systems. MATLAB/Simulink with a fixed 
step solver appears to offer the best solution in predicting the dynamic response both in 
computing time and accuracy of the dynamic loads. Unfortunately, the software is ill- 
suited for detailed vehicle suspension models as they become more complex, since 
deriving equation of motions may be time consuming and prone to error, as pointed 
out by Prior [7]. On the other hand, the MBS simulation technique is capable of 
solving motions of complicated suspension system as long as there is no discontinuity 
in the input signal that would result in serious overestimation. Furthermore, the usage 
of MBS simulation alone is restricted when semi-active systems are introduced later in 
the thesis. 
3.5.2 Time Step Variation 
Analysis in this section attempts to identify a suitable integration time step for the 
MBS cosimulation approach that will provide sufficiently accurate dynamic responses 
in a reasonable time. Using a Kutta-Merson integrator, MSC. visuaINastran [101] 
allows the use of a fixed step or a variable step method. In fixed mode, the integration 
step is set to the default setting of the animation step. In variable mode, the integration 
automatically adjusts to a smaller time step than those specified in the animation step 
to obtain convergence in cases where the tolerances dictate otherwise. For example, a 
collision between fast moving objects may not be detected when a large fixed step is 
used where the objects might have passed through each other between the time steps, 
violating the overlap tolerance. With the use of variable integration step, the integrator 
will use a smaller time step (not greater than the one specified in the animation step) 
until the overlap tolerance is satisfied, resulting in smoother responses. The process is 
conducted in the background and only the results are displayed according to the 
animation step. 
The step size in this analysis refers to animation step, since the variable integrator 
works on a smaller time step than those specified in the animation step. Therefore the 
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accuracy of vehicle response depends on the time value set in animation step. The 
simulation begins with the default animation step size of 10 milliseconds (rns) and is 
reduced to I ms. However, the analysis only considers simulation time steps between I 
nis and 5 ms since the dynamic results beyond this range appear to either require too 
much computational effort or produce results which are less accurate than required for 
dUrability studies. The dynarnic response resulted from variation in the step size is 
correlated with those from the reference simulation of MATLAB/Simulink with 
variable step solver. 
Observing the sprung and unsprung mass acceleration and displacement plots shown in 
Figure 3.11 to Figure 3.13 clearly indicate, as the time step increase the response 
becomes less accurate as compared to the reference solution. Sprung mass 
displacement in Figure 3.14 shows mininlUrn amplitude variation, thus may not be a 
good indicator for this analysis. The effect of the step size variation is more 
distinguished at the peaks (maxlMUm and minimum). The differences in peak 
amplitudes with respect to the reference simulation are summarized in Table 3.3, and 
are calculated as in Eq 3.5. 
Percentage Peak A mpl m3s C,,, i Peak A mpl si Illillk x 100 Eq 3.5 
(Peak 
Amplitude) Peak A mpl Simulink 
Integration Step Size Difference in Peak Actual Computing 
(s) Amplitude w. r. t. Duration (s) 
MATLAB/Simulink 
0.001 1 -3 400.67 
0.002 3 -5 222.75 
0.003 7-9 155.19 
0.004 10- 15 121.4 
0.005 13-20 100.3 
Table 3.3: Effect of Step Size Variations 
Employing maximum time step limit of I ms may seem to provide the best accuracy 
but at the expense of considerable computing resources. On the other hand, a5 ins time 
step Would result in poor results which might have adverse effects on the load histories 
prediction. In order to maintain the balance between the accuracy and the length of 
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computing dUration, a2 rns integration step is selected. The actLial simulation duration 
is one half of the I nis SIMUlation while keping the response error within 5 percent. 
This time step was utilised for dynamic analysis of passenger vehicles with passive 
suspension system employed in this chapter and in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3.14: Effect of Time Step on Sprung Mass Displacement 
3.5.3 Influence of Tyre Models on the Vehicle Dynamic Response 
The main intention of this section is in identifying how well various tyre models can 
be integrated into the MBS cosimulation approach. Subsequently, the section will 
ascertain the effect the tyre contributes to the vehicle dynamic response. Detail 
investigations have been carried out by Captain et al. [105], Sul and Hirschey [1061 
and Haiba [ 1,8]. In addition, an analytical study from [ 105] compares the perforinance 
of several vertical tyre models for military vehicle traversing a rough road profile. 
Their investigation reveals that the fixed footprint tyre model offers a substantial 
improvement in simulating tyre forces into the vehicle suspension over a single point 
contact model. However, the sensitivity study reported in [8] show the tyre models do 
not significantly improve the correlation with the experimental results. In fact, many 
contribLitions were found resulting from modelling of suspension arm bushings. 
Findings frorn [1 , 
8] provide a better understanding of the inadequacy of simulation 
work compared to those from experiment. Since the author utilizes the same 
suspension system as in [1], the effect of tyre models on the load histories is not 
crucial and the aim primarily focuses on integrating simple tyre models within the I 
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MBS cosimulation scheme. It is anticipated in future more complicated tyre models 
involving lateral and longitudinal forces developed elsewhere can be incorporated in 
the scheme. Therefore, the selected tyre models for the analysis are restricted initially 
to point contact and fixed footprint models, chosen basically for their simplicity and 
robustness in application. 
The simplest representation of a tyre is with a spring suspended vertically between the 
wheel centre and the point where the tyre contacts the road surface, as illustrated in 
Figure 3.15. The tyre stiffness, kt is calculated by taking into account the tyre inflation 
pressure and tread hardness. As the wheel travels through the road undulation, there 
exist variation in amplitudes at the ground contact point and the wheel centre in the 
form of relative displacement. The tyre force at the wheel centre is generated from the 
product of the relative displacement and tyre stiffness. Sometimes, tyre damping is 
included in the model to emulate its viscoelastic properties and is modelled as dashpot 
parallel to the spring element. The corresponding force generated from tyre damping is 
the product of the damping constant and the relative velocities across the damper. The 
contribution of tyre damping force is minimal and has little effect on the dynamic 
histories when traversing normal road surfaces [8]. To the contrary, under large 
transient event such as striking a kerb or a pothole, the tyre's damping force must be 
considered. Hanley [107] points out that under these circumstances, a finite modelling 
approach provides a better accuracy of the forces as compared to the simple spring 
element models. The differential equation of motion of a QVM with point contact tyre 
model can be found in the first term of the right hand side of Eq 3.1 i. e. k, (zg - z,, 
) 
- 
In the fixed footprint model, the formulation considers the contact between the tyre 
and road surface as a contact length rather than as a point, as in the point contact model 
(Figure 3.16). The tyre force is distributed over the contact patch as it rolls on the road 
irregularities. The force distribution is determined by the number of spring/damper 
elements employed within the tyre contact length. In a fixed footprint model that first 
term is denoted as: 
( ýt-) f, (Z 
9 Z-) Eq 3.6 n 
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Figure 3.16: Fixed Footprint Tyre Model 
In MBS cosimulation, both tyre models demand unsprung mass displacement feedback 
from the MBS vehicle model generating force output back to the MBS in a form of a 
linear force actuator. The representation of both vertical tyre models in a 
MATLAB/Simulink block diagram is created as subsystems as illustrated in Figure 
3.17 and Figure 3.18. In this analysis, the fixed footprint model employs four spring 
elements. 
Road Input Tyre stiff n ess 
+ 
From hub disp 
Figure 3.17: Point Contact Tyre Model 
Ft 
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Figure 3.18: Fixed Footprint Tyre Model 11081 
Both the tyre models require a negative tyre force saturation to facilitate the ability of 
the tyre to leave the ground if a negative step is encountered. Thus, a force that is less 
than zero must not exist. This non-linearity feature is the crucial element in the tyre 
modelling. 
Results shown in Figure 3.19 indicate that the peak tyre force from the point contact 
model exceeds the force from the fixed footprint model by about 7 percent, with the 
latter lagging by a few milliseconds. Unsprung mass displacement in Figure 3.20, 
shows similar characteristics to the delay in the tyre force but with smaller differences 
in peak amplitude. Negligible variation is recorded of the sprung mass response 
between the two tyre models as illustrated in Figure 3.21. This suggests the tyre 
models have a small effect on the load histories of the unsprung mass and very little 
influence on the sprung mass. Similar conclusions were established by Ramli et al. 
[108]. 
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Time delay 3 
Kt a 102000 N/m Is divided by 4 footprint elements -48000 N/m. 
Each time delay Is calculated based on the vehicle constantforward velocity, 
contact patch length and distance bebmeen each spring element 
Of the two tyre models, the fixed footprint provides a better physical representation of 
the tyre force as it rolls over the step, with a gradual increase in force caused by tile 
flexibility and geometry of the tyre. The discrete pattern of the fixed footprint as 
shown in Figure 3.19 is generated by the number of spring element used in the model; 
in this case 4 elements are utilized. The discrete increments can still be 111111imlsed by 
either introducing more spring elements to the footprint model or using a rigid roller 
tyre model as describe by Captain et al. [ 105] and Sui and H ii-schey [ 106]. 
The analysis highlights the ability to incorporate a tyre model as a subsystem in tile 
MBS cosimulation technique. It offers flexibility for the analysts to evaluate a variety 
of tyre models quickly and efficiently by allowing easy substitution of tyre models. 
The influence of implementing different tyre models to obtain load histories was found 
to be minimal. Similar outcome was discovered by Haiba et al. [8] in which the 
vertical tyre models were created within the MBS program. In light of these findings, a 
point contact tyre model will be utilized for further analysis in the next few chapters 
due to its simplicity, faster solution time, with a reasonable accuracy in dynarnic 
response. 
Modelling Comparison. Tyre Force 
8000- 
- Point Contact Tyre [7 







Figure 3.19: Effect of Vertical Tyre Models on Tyre Force 
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Figure 3.20: Effect of Vertical Tyre Models on Unsprung Mass Displacement 
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Figure 3.21: Effect of Vertical Tyre Models on Sprung Mass Displacement 
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The outcomes of implementing MBS cosimulation for predicting accurate load 
histories for durability analysis have been investigated. The proposed method produces 
generally accurate dynamic response (between 1 to 5 percent of the peak amplitude) 
but at the expense of consuming longer solution times than those generated from the 
mathematical and purely MBS approach. Careful attention must be given when 
selecting the smallest integration step using this approach. Large integration steps 
would yield a poor response though it generates faster results. Conversely, utilizing a 
very small step size produces better convergence, resulting in accurate and smoother 
responses but at the expense of greater CPU usage. It was found that the use of an 
integration step of 2 milliseconds generates relatively accurate results with acceptable 
computing time. The proposed method provides modelling freedom and flexibility 
unrivalled by the purely mathematical and MBS programs especially when dealing 
with semi-active control applications. This can be seen with the analysis of tyre 
vertical models where different models can be easily substituted and analysed. The 
effect of tyre models on the load histories was found to be minimal; a similar outcome 
to that reported by Haiba et A [8] when the tyre models were constructed in a purely 
MBS environment. 
In a purely MBS simulation, the effect of static deflection is minimised by allowing 
the MBS vehicle model to reach its equilibrium state using runs with zero input over a 
sufficiently long period. This task has to be conducted each time the MBS parameters 
are changed. MBS cosimulation offers modularisation of vehicle critical components 
such as tyre stiffness and suspension damping, thus avoiding the need for the user to 
run this static deflection routine. However, one aspect the user should consider when 
adopting this method is the compatibility of software upgrade as highlighted by 
Blundell and Harty [15]. The author encounters similar problem in which the latest 
version of each software is not compatible thus limiting the ability to fully exploit their 
additional features. 
It has been demonstrated that the proposed method can be utilised as an effective 
method in predicting load histories for durability calculation for passive suspension 
systems. This has been achieved with the use of MSC. visuaINastran for generating 
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MBS vehicle models and MATLAB/Simulink for the development of suspension 
passive damper, tyre and road models. Nevertheless, the solutions obtained through 
this method assume all vehicle components act as rigid bodies. The assumption 
remains valid if the natural frequencies and the corresponding flexible modes of the 
components are higher than the excitation frequencies. This would impose inaccurate 
response typically for components with high mass and low stiffness if the flexible 
modes are within the range of the excitation frequencies i. e. the road input. In this case, 
other cosimulation packages such as MSCADAMS, DADS and SIMPACK which 
offer integration with flexible bodies may provide better response prediction than the 
current MBS software being used. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
MBS Cosimulation of a Multi Purpose Vehicle 
4.1 Introduction 
Previous work by Haiba [1] provides valuable insights when adopting MBS simulation 
for durability analysis based on fatigue life. Comparison with experimental results 
reveals reasonable accuracy in the simulated load histories, except in the longitudinal 
direction where better modelling of the lower arm bushing may improve the simulation 
results. Additionally, it was shown that better correlation can be obtained with a full 
vehicle model but this requires extensive computing time. This limits the functionality 
of the MBS method within the structural optimisation routine. Regardless of the issue 
of long solution time, the scope of this work is focussed on determining reasonably 
accurate load histories for the same suspension configuration as used by [1], when 
semi-active systems are introduced. Since there was no actual semi-active system used 
on the existing suspension, the study is limited to theoretical validation from published 
data. To achieve this requires simplification of the realistic model to a lumped mass 
2DOF quarter vehicle model, where many semi-active control strategies can be easily 
implemented and verified. 
The work presented in this chapter explores the use of a realistic suspension model 
with the MBS cosimulation approach to accurately determine load histories to a 
specific suspension component. It focuses on evaluating simulation responses of 
selected vehicle models with increasing suspension complexity and degrees of 
freedom. Vehicle models under consideration include a lumped two degree-of freedom 
QVM, a realistic QVM with non-linear elements, and a lumped seven degree-of 
freedom full vehicle model (FVM). They represent an unladen multi-purpose 
passenger vehicle with passive suspension system. The dynamic response of these 
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vehicles will be used as benchmark in Chapter 5 where performance of several semi- 
active strategies is assessed. Ultimately, MBS cosimulation is employed in generating 
load histories of a specific suspension component that will be used as a precondition 
for fatigue life estimation. 
4.2 Realistic Quarter Vehicle Model 
The intention of simulating a realistic suspension model is to ascertain accurate 
representation of component load histories for fatigue life estimation. As illustrated in 
Figure 4.1, the realistic QVM is firstly modelled using a computer aided design (CAD) 
package. Then, the model is exported to the MBS software, where appropriate mass, 
inertia properties and joint constraints are assigned. This double wishbone suspension 
configuration is modelled using MSC. visualNastran and consists of thirteen degrees of 
freedom calculated using Gruebler equation [15,1091 and is given as: 
Total DOF =6x (Number of parts - 1) - (Number of constraints) Eq 4.1 
Table 4.1 shows the details of the calculation of degrees of freedom for the QVM- It 
should be noted that the model has an extra degree of freedom compared to that used 












Figure 4.1: Realistic QVM of an MPV 
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Vehicle Components Constraints Number DOF EDOF 
Body, hub, 
road-tyre interface, Translation 4 -5 -20 
bump stop 
Body-damper interface, 
Lower Arm-damper interface, Revolute 4 -5 -20 
Body-Upper Arm, 
Body-Lower Arm 
Hub-Upper Arm, Spherical 2 -3 -6 
Hub-Lo, wer Arm 
Motion 1 -1 -1 
(translational) 
Total Parts 10 6 60-47 
Total DOF - - 13 
Table 4.1: Degrees of Freedom (DOF) Calculation for Realistic QVN1 
Vehicle data for the Linladen realistic QVM model is given in Table 4.2. The realistic 
model is then used to attain the equivalent vehicle parameters for a lumped mass 
2DOF model. This lumped model will be used primarily for modelling various semi- 
active applications in Chapter 5 and analysis of a lumped full vehicle model. 
Vehicle Parameters Symbol Units QVM 
Body mass Mj, kg 535 
Front liub mass Mj, ki, 38.75 
Suspension torsional stiffiiess K.... Nni/deg 46.74 
Suspension damping C Ns/m 3800 
Tyre stiffness K, N/m 239000 
Upper arm mass Al"(1 kg 2 
Lower arm mass A41, kg 5 
Tie rod mass M, kg 2 
Table 4.2: Realistic QXINJ Vehicle Data 
Performing MBS cosimulation using the realistic vehicle model requires a slight 
modification to the previous MBS model. The passive damper is replaced with a linear 
force actuator where the input is generated from a MATLAB/S1111LIfink damper 
subsystern. The subsystem demands relative velocity inputs from the vehicle body and 
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the unsprung mass. The two locations are denoted as the body-damper interface and 
the lower arm-damper interface, respectively. Each interface produces component 
vectors of absolute velocities in x, y, and z directions. 
4.3 Derivation of a Two-Degree of Freedom Quarter Vehicle Model 
This section describes the derivation of a lumped mass 2DOF QVM from the realistic 
model. The purpose of this analysis is to calculate vehicle parameters of the lumped 
model, such that its equivalent suspension parameters will be utilised when developing 
a local semi-active controller in Chapter 5. There are two methods to derive these 
parameters, namely using logarithmic decrement [I 10] and through kinematic analysis 
[15]. The former method is chosen over the latter since the actual dimensions of the 
entire realistic suspension model (required for kinematic analysis), are not available. 
This is vital in order to avoid unnecessary approximation of the dimensions from the 
MBS model that may affect the values of the parameters. 
These parameters shown in Table 4.3, were obtained using logarithmic decrement 
calculation, J, of the vehicle body displacement from the realistic QVM. The method 
determines the equivalent suspension damping, c,, and stiffness, k, and assumes 
vehicle body mass, Mb, and the tyre stiffness, k,, remain unchanged whilst the unsprung 
mass, mw is equivalent to the combination of hub mass and the linkages masses. The 
mathematical derivation using this method is available in Appendix IL 
Once these equivalent parameters for the lumped QVM have been determined, 
simulation in MBS is performed to compare response of the sprung and unsprung 
masses. The system response when subjected to a transient road input indicates very 
similar body and hub/unsprung mass responses. There is a slight variation in the 
hub/unsprung mass displacement profiles typically due to effect of non-linear elements 
in the realistic model. Based on calculation, the equivalent vehicle parameters of the 
lumped mass QVM are as shown in Table 4.3. 
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Vehicle Parameters Symbol Units 2dof QVN1 
Effective sprung mass 1711, kg 535 
Unsprung mass /? I,,, kg 47.75 
Suspension stiffness k, N/m 31000 
Suspension damping C Ns/m 1500 
Tyre stiffness k, N/m 239000 
Table 4.3: Lumped Mass QNIN1 Vehicle Data 16,1111 
Vehicle body resonance occurs at 1.14 Hz and the wheel hop frequency occurs at 
11.97 Hz. The ride rate, K,. (, and the damping ratio, ;, are determined as 27.4 kN/m and 
0.2, respectively. Gillespie [5 1] suggests that a comfortable ride can be achieved for a 
passenger vehicle when the resonance of the sprung mass and the wheel hop fall 
between 1-1.5 Hz, and 10-15 Hz, respectively. This is true provided the suspension 
working space is kept within practical limit. Clearly, the MPV model satisfies the 
general requirement for a typical passenger vehicle. The dynamic characteristics are 
calculated according to [51] and are available in Appendix 111. Additionally, these 
lumped mass and realistic vehicle models have been previously validated [I III with 
MATLAB/SimUlink, MBS simulation, and MBS cosimulation. Though in this analysis 
the scope is confined to MBS cosimulation to evaluate the body and the hub/Linsprung 
mass response of the quarter vehicle models. 
4.4 Derivation of a Seven-Degree of Freedom Full Vehicle Model 
The primary aim of building a lumped mass full vehicle model (FVM) is to evaluate 
the effect of various semi-active controllers on the suspension components as well as 
their effect on pitch and roll motions, which will be discussed in the Chapter 5. The 
study of the FVM in this chapter focuses on validating the responses of the vehicle 
models against published results [6], and examining the dynamic responses of the 
sprung and unsprUng masses. I 
A schematic diagram of the MBS cosimulation of an unladen FVM is illustrated III 
Figure 4.2. The FVM is allowed to move in the vertical direction at all four corners of 
the LinsprUng mass, but the unsprung mass is ined in both lateral and lon itudinal i restrai I gi I 
directions. The constraint on the spi-Ling mass allows translational motion in the 
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vertical axis and rotational motions around the lateral and 1011gitLidiiial directions. 
Vehicle Parameters Symbol Units 7DOF FVM 
Effective sprung mass (front) kg 535 
Effective sprung mass (rear) kg 400 
Unsprung mass (front and rear) kg 47.8 
Suspension stiffness (front and rear) k, N/m 31000 
Suspension damping (front and rear) C Ns/m 1500 
Tyre stiffness (front and rear) k, N/m 239000 
Pitch Inertia 1ýý kgm 2 1761.3 
Roll Inertia 2 k gill 465.3 
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Figure 4.2: MBS Cosimulation of FVM 
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4.5 Analysis Procedure 
In order to fully evaluate the dynamic behaviour of a selected vehicle model, the 
analysis examines the vehicle responses under transient and random road excitations. 
This includes responses from sprung and unsprung masses of the QVM and the FVM, 
and specifically to the lower suspension arm where the load histories will be utilized in 
durability calculations. The dynamic analysis includes: 
a. Time domain displacement response for a transient bump and pothole input. 
b. Time domain and frequency domain representation from a random road input. 
c. RMS acceleration from a random input 
4.5.1 Power Spectral Densities 
When a vehicle traverses a road surface, it generates broadband vibrations. These 
vibrations resulting from the vehicle dynamic response, can be classified into two 
frequency ranges according to Gillespie [51] and Blundell and Harty [15]. Ride occurs 
in the range of 0-25 Hz. Within this range, most machines and structures vibrate 
producing low frequency and non-directional sound. At these low frequencies, 
passengers tend to feel rather than to hear the sound. Above 25 Hz, these vibrations 
become more audible as the wavelengths grow shorter, in which range, the passengers 
hearing tend to be more sensitive. The maximum frequency limit of human hearing is 
about 20 kHz. The sources for these vibration and noise originate from the interaction 
between the tyres contact patches and the roughness of the road surfaces, engine and 
transmission, as well as from the vehicle aerodynamics. 
Human perception of vibration and noise in vehicles is subjective. In the context of 
this study, the vehicle ride response occurs when the tyre interacts with the unevenness 
of the road surface. Variation in amplitude of the road surface over which the vehicle 
traverses defines the road roughness [511. The roughness can be described as a 
function of road length or as statistical properties generally represented as a power 
spectral density (PSD) function. Here, the road irregularities emulate a random signal. 
Inman [110] describes a stationary random signal, x(t) as one that occurs when its 
statistical properties are time invariant. Thus, the average (mean) of a random input, 
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x,,, g can be written as: 
IT 
xavg = lim -jxt dt 
T-+- To 
Eq 4.2 
Finding the mean value of the square of x(t) defines variance. It is the average of the 
square of each data point of x(t) from the mean and for zero mean values is denoted as: 
21T 
Xavg = jiM _IX2 t dt 
7-- To 
Eq 4.3 
Square rooting Eq 4.3 yields the root mean square (RMS) of the signal x(t). It 
quantifies the fluctuation of the time history data and in this case, it is used as 
indication of the severity of vibration subjected to random road input. 
ýXa2vg 
Xrms avg Eq 4.4 
For random excitation, it is often important to know how fast the time series changes. 
This can be detennined by applying the autocorrelation function, R.,, (r) expressed as 
the product of the time signal sampled at different points in time. 
IT 
R. (r) = lim -I x(t) x(t + r) dt Eq 4.5 T-4oo To 
where, r is the time difference at which the time signal is sampled. 
The time series can be converted into the frequency domain using Fourier transform. 
Generally, it decomposes a complex random signal into a discrete set of sine waves of 
varying amplitudes, wavelengths and phase angles denoted as: 
co X(W) =I jx(týe-jwt. dt Eq 4.6 2; r -. 
in which, X(co) is the signal in the frequency domain. 
Transforming the autocorrelation of the random signal in time series of Eq 4.5, to a 
function of frequency defines the power spectral density (PSD). 
S. (w) =1 
TR.. (rýe-j". dr 
2; r -., 
Eq 4.7 
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It describes the amount of power per unit of frequency as a function of the frequency. 
PSD indicates the strength of the variance as a function of frequency. It is measured as 
magnitude squared per frequency and the magnitude within a specific frequency range 
can be identified by integrating PSD within that frequency range. In evaluating 
dynamic response of vehicle subjected to random road input, PSD and RMS values are 
utilised throughout Chapter 4 and 5. 
PSD can be calculated using the periodogram function in MATLAB. This is a function 
in the MATLAB Signal Processing Toolbox. Here, PSD, P.,, is calculated using 
sampling frequency, f, in Hz, of the response, x. The syntax is given as: 
[Pxx, f] = periodogram (x, window, nfft, fj Eq 4.8 
The frequency range, f is determined by the length of the FFT, nfft, fi and response 
vector, x. A sample calculation and MATLAB commands containing the calculations 
is available in Appendix IV. The corresponding RMS acceleration is determined by 
calculating the area under the PSD and is given as: 
A 
RMS Acceleration I p,.,. df Eq 4.9 
A 
where, fi andf2 are the lower and upper frequency limits 
4.5.2 Road Surface Modelling 
Generally, vehicles are driven over a variety of road surfaces. Accurate representation 
of these surfaces is vital, as it plays a significant role in suspension designs [83], and in 
the context of this research, a reliable fatigue life prediction. The process of modelling 
road surface starts using measurement techniques either by surveying, using a wheeled 
profilometer, or with non-contact probes [30]. This is followed by digitising the 
measured road data into the forrn of displacement or frequency. In displacement, the 
road models are then converted into a time domain by dividing the distance travelled 
with a constant velocity. This form of road representations is employed in this 
research, and is explained later in this section. 
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In frequency domain, the road models can be described mathematically using a 
spectral density function as reported in [30]. 
S(n) = G. n-P Eq 4.10 
where S(n) is the spectral density as a function of wavenumber, n (in cycle/m), G is the 
road roughness coefficient, and p is the slope of the spectral density curve (in log-log 
scale). The surface roughness coefficients typically range from IX 10 -7 for smooth 
road (motorway) to 5x 10-6 for a rough road (minor road). Figure 4.3 illustrates the 
spectral density of an average motorway, principal road, and minor road according to 
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Figure 4.3: Spectral Density of Typical Road Surface 1301 
Two categories of road input are used throughout this research. A bump and pothole 
input for evaluation of transient events and random road inputs for evaluation of ride 
dynamics. In durability analysis, these road models impose different forms of loading 
on the components. While, there are many studies involving durability under the 
influence of random road excitations, very few reported in the literature have examined 
durability due to transient events. In this research, the transient road input in Figure 4.4 
combines a bump profile from Blundell and Harty [15] and a pothole profile from Sui 
and Hirschey [106] while Figure 4.5 shows the profiles at 34 km/h, built in 
MATLAB/Simulink which is employed as an input in the MBS cosimulation. 
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Figure 4.5: Bump and Pothole at 34 knVh (9.44 m/s) 
In order to examine the ride dynamics of the selected vehicle models, two forms of 
virtual random road surfaces are adopted throughout this chapter and the next. They 
are: 
a. Smooth tracks (courtesy of MIRA Ltd) as shown in Figure 4.6(a) and (b). The 
smooth road tracks are used to represent normal driving conditions mainly to 
determine the performance of the MR damper in the semi-active applications in 
Chapter 5. 
b. The rough road surfaces (courtesy of Leyland Technical Centre, LTC Ltd. ) as 
illustrated in Figure 4.7(a) and (b). These surfaces, also known as durability 
tracks, are utilised for fatigue life prediction in Chapter 6. They are also used 
for investigating the effect of road roughness on the performance of semi-active 
systems. These durability road profiles arc built such that accelerated durability 
tests can be conducted since general road surfaces inflicted insignificant 
damage to vehicle components over short durations. They consist of 
specifically designed track elements that would simulate extreme driving 
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conditions [1]. Each of the wheels will have its distinctive displacement along 
the tracks inducing the vehicle body to bounce, pitch and roll. This imposes 
severe loading to vehicle components. These 350 meters virtual pav6 tracks are 
measured at a constant forward velocity of 34 km/h and digitised in the form of 
road height as a function of distance. In MBS cosimulation, the digitised road 





in MATLAB as a 2D array. This method is simpler to develop unlike the 
method by [1] where the numerical road data are modelled as road surface 
using a CAD package. 







Figure 4.6: MIRA Tracks Left and Right Hand at 34 kni/h (Smooth Road) 
(a) Time Domain; (b) Frequency Domain (PSD) 





Figure 4.7: LTC Pav6 Left and Right Hand Tracks at 34 km/h (Rough Road) 
(a) Time Domain; (b) Frequency Domain (PSD) 
32 
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4.6 Results and Analysis 
Observations made in this chapter are centred on the dynamic ride response of an MPV 
with passive suspension, modelled as a lumped mass 2DOF QVM, a realistic QVM, 
and a lumped mass 7DOF FVM in an unladen state. The findings will be used as 
benchmarks in the following two chapters. 
4.6.1 Dynamic Simulation of MPV Quarter Vehicle Models 
The first analysis involves correlation between the lumped mass 2DOF QVM derived 
from the logarithmic decrement calculation and the reference model of the realistic 
QVM. The analysis is necessary to attain accurate representation of the simplified 
QVM that will be used for the lumped mass 7DOF full vehicle model simulation. Both 
vehicle models traverse the bump and pothole, shown in Figure 4.4 and 4.5 travelling 
at constant forward velocity of 34 km/h. 
Very minimal differences are observed between the response of the simplified 2DOF 
model and the realistic model as illustrated in Figure 4.8(a) and (b), and 4.9(a) and (b). 
Negligible effect can be seen on the sprung mass displacement profile. Closer 
inspection of the unsprung mass displacement in Figure 4.9(a) and (b), reveals the peak 
value for the lumped mass model slightly overestimates those of the realistic model. It 
is apparent that, it entails slightly longer settling time than those from the realistic 
model. Minor variations between the unsprung mass response of the two models are 
due to the approximation error of the equivalent lumped mass parameters using a 
logarithmic decrement calculation. 
Based on these outcomes, the representation of the realistic model as a lumped 2DOF 
model can be employed in further analysis involving the full vehicle model. 
Additionally, the simplified model shall be used extensively in the next chapter 












Figure 4.8: Bump and Pothole Response (a) Unsprung Mass; (b) Sprung Mass 
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Figure 4.9: Close-up of Unsprung Mass Response (a) Bump; (b) Pothole 
4.6.2 Dynamic Simulation of MPV Realistic Suspension Model 
in this analysis, the MPV with realistic suspension model is driven over the right hand 
side of the LTC pave track at a constant forward velocity of 34 km/h. It attempts to 
establish and evaluate the response of MPV suspension components subjected to 
random excitation. The response is recorded in three principal directions, namely 
longitudinal (X), lateral (Y) and vertical (Z) with respect to the vehicle centreline from 
front to rear. Each signal is sampled every 2 milliseconds for the entire 350 m track 
length for 37 s. Analysis centres on the acceleration response in the time domain and 
expressed as PSD as illustrated in Figure 4.10(a) and (b) to Figure 4.13(a) and (b). 
RMS acceleration is calculated in a range from 0 to 20 Hz and is tabulated in Table 4.5 
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The time and spectral plots suggest that most of the dynamic response is concentrated 
in the vertical direction compared to the longitudinal and lateral directions. This is true 
for all suspension components and the sprung mass since the road undulations are 
defined along the same direction. The longitudinal and lateral vibrations appear to be 
relatively small in comparison with the magnitude in vertical direction. Lateral 
vibrations at the suspension components register higher levels mainly due to the 
suspension system hitting the bump stop while the response in longitudinal direction is 
associated with the forward motion of the vehicle traversing road irregularities. 
Closer inspection of the RMS vertical acceleration indicates a gradual decrement in 
vibration energy as it progresses from the hub to the vehicle body. Most of this energy 
is generated by resonance of the vehicle and its components resulting from the random 
road excitation. PSD accelerations of the suspension components shown in Figure 
4.10(b)-4.12(b) illustrate the influence of the wheel hop frequency. Similar 
representation of the vehicle body as shown in Figure 4.13(b) demonstrates the 
dominance of lower frequencies originating from the natural frequency of the vehicle 
body. However, a clearer indication of the wheel hop frequency from the PSD plots 
could not be obtained. This is due to the periodograrn function employed for this 
analysis which did not consider other signal processing functions such as overlapping 
process [102]. To account for a long span of time signal as the vehicle traverses the 
track, a rectangular window is selected. Rectangular window or no window is suitable 
for analysing pseudo-random signals that generate no leakage when transforming the 
time domain signal into the frequency domain using the FFT process. As a result, the 
PSD plots register all disturbances along the track as the vehicle passes through. There 
are other forms of windowing functions such as Flattop and Hanning windows which 
are generally utilised for periodic signals. 
During actual driving conditions, the time histories obtained with data acquisition are 
passed through signal processing sequences so that the PSDs provide meaningful 
representations of the wheel hop and body bounce frequencies. For example the 
overlapping process uses a segment of the time signal to calculate the PSD which not 
only will reduce the time of FFT computation but also improve the PSD 
representation. 
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Figure 4.10: Hub Acceleration; (a) Time Histories and (b) PSD 
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Acceleration Time Histories: Lower Suspension Arm 
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Figure 4.11: Lower Arm Acceleration; (a) Time Histories and (b) PSD 
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Figure 4.12: Upper Arm Acceleration; (a) Time Histories and (b) PSD 
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Acceleration Time Histories: Body 
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Figure 4.13: Body Acceleration; (a) Time Histories and (b) PSD 
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Directions 
RMS Acceleration in M/S2 
(0-20 Hz) 
Hub Lower Arm Upper Arm Body 
x Longitudinal 4.0869 0.05188 0.00538 0.00689 
y Lateral 6.1954 2.4169 2.0212 0.00011 
z Vertical 59.216 25.683 19.376 3.2274 
'Fable 4.5: R. NIS Acceleration of the Realistic QVNI Suspension Components 
4.6.3 Dynamic Simulation of a Full Vehicle Model 
To evaluate any significant differences in dynamic behaviour between a full and a 
quarter vehicle response, the analysis continues by investigating the dynamic response 
of a full vehicle ride model subjected to a transient road input. This is essential 
particularly when assessing serrii-active systems where most of the control algorithms I 
are developed based on quarter vehicle models. Implementing such a system in a full 
-vehicle model may or may not produce the desired results as in a QVM application. As 
the degrees of freedom increase, the vehicle body is not only confine to move 
vertically as in a QVM application, but also is influenced by rotational motions around 
the vehicle centre of gravity. 
Constructing a full vehicle model In MSC. visuaINastran can be done either with a 
distributed sprung mass or using lumped masses at each comer of the vehicle. The 
difference between the two models in terms of dynamic response is negligible as 
reported by Hudson [103]. He provides a comprehensive analysis on a typical saloon 
car with a passive suspension system. The vehicle models include a QVM, HVM, and 
FVM subjected to sinusoidal and step inputs. Hence, in this research, an FVM with 
lumped mass is adopted. This is to allow sprung mass response at each comer to be 
utilised as a feedback input to the damper force when the MBS cosiniulation approach 
is employed. The suspension system is assumed to be independent so that the effect of 
body motions can be thoroughly assessed. 
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The lumped mass FVM of the MPV (Figure 3.1), is driven over the bump and pothole 
profile shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 at a constant forward velocity of 34 kmfh. 
To aid analysis, the simulation is simplified by having only the front right hand side of 
the FVM allowed to strike the pothole. Generally, for a vehicle travelling on a straight 






where, v denotes constant forward velocity, d,, b is the wheelbase distance, and td 
represents the corresponding time delay between the front and the rear wheel. 
Figure 4.14 - Figure 4.19 show the displacement response of FVM due to the transient 
excitation. Evaluating the FVM response at each comer and the QVM response for the 
sprung and unsprung mass reveal the following characteristics: 
a. The FVM unsprung mass responses clearly indicate that the assumption of a 
fully independent suspension remains valid. It can be observed that there is 
minimal impact at the other three suspension comers as the front right wheel 
strikes the bump and pothole (Figure 4.14 and 4.15). Additionally, comparing 
the FVM and the QVM show nearly similar responses when the wheel hits the 
bump and pothole, as illustrated in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15, although slight 
differences in the signatures was observed when encountering the pothole. 
b. Even though the amplitudes of the lateral (Figure 4.18) and the longitudinal 
(4.19) motions are much smaller than that of in the vertical direction, these roll 
and pitch motions of the vehicle body have provided some damping effect to 
the vertical motion. This can be seen by observing the vertical response 
between the FVM and QVM as illustrated in Figure 4.17. 
c. Observing the sprung mass vertical response in Figure 4.17 clearly suggests 
that, with the absence of body lateral and longitudinal motions, QVM 
overestimates the displacement response. The FVM displacement signatures 
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show higher damping than those from the QVM. This can be seen with a 
shorter settling time in which the successive peaks produce greater attenuation. 
Similar findings are observed by Ramli et A [99] and Levesley et aL [6]. 
However, in both papers only a single transient event was employed in which 
the residual effect of the latter excitation was not realized. 
These outcomes are expected to significantly influence the dynamic behaviour when 
semi-active control systems are employed. Two key elements will be ascertained. 
Firstly, to assess the effect of implementing semi active control derived from a QVM, 
on the FVM, as finding suggests the QVM dynamic response considerably 
overestimates those of the FVM. Secondly, to evaluate how much pitch and roll 
motions in the FVM affect the performance of semi-active control based on a QVM. 
This will be studied in detail in Chapter Five, focussing on the aspect of dynamic load 
prediction. Ultimately, these assessments will provide valuable insight to the load 
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Figure 4.14: Close-up of Unsprung Mass Response - Bump 
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Modelling Comparison: Unsprung Mass Vertical Displacement 
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Figure 4.15: Close-up of Unsprung Mass Response - Pothole 
Modelling Comparison: Sprung Mass Vertical Displacement 0.04 
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Figure 4.16: Sprung Mass Response of Lumped Mass FVM at All Corners 
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Modelling Comparison. Sprung Mass Vertical Displacement 
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Figure 4.18: Sprung Mass Lateral Response of Lumped FVM 
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Figure 4.19: Sprung Mass Longitudinal Response of Lumped FVM 
4.7 Conclusions 
This chapter has described important aspects of modelling vehicles with increasing 
complexity and its relation with the dynamic response when subjected to potentially 
damaging road inputs. In general, the QVM simulation response overestimates 
displacements when compared to those from FVM particularly for the sprung mass. 
The vehicle body pitch and roll motions of the FVM appear to have dampening effects 
on the body vertical response. This would impinge on the vehicle dynamic responses 
when semi-active control systems are applied, as many semi-active controller theories 
are derived based on a QVM. However, the usage of quarter vehicle models remains 
vital for supporting evaluation of existing semi-active control theories. 
The MBS cosimulation approach has again demonstrated a degree of flexibility when 
building complex vehicle models, unlike a purely mathematical approach or a purely 
MBS approach. Lengthy and complicated derivation of equations of motions using the 
mathematical method can be replaced with geometric models within an MBS. 
Previously, the representation of road surface in an MBS environment requires 
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Modelling Comparison: Sprung Mass Longitudinal Displacement 
conversion of the digitised road data into a 3D surface modelled in a CAD package. 
This process can be tedious and time consuming if a variety of road surfaces are to be 
considered. Alternatively, MBS cosimulation allows the digitised road data to be used 
in its original form, where only minimum effort is required to convert the data into the 
format recognisable by the mathematical code. The only drawback to this approach is 
that it requires longer simulation time than the other approaches. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Dynamic Analysis of Semi-Active Control Systems 
5.1 Introduction 
The work presented in the last two chapters focuses entirely on dynamic analysis of 
vehicle with passive suspension systems. Some of the findings will be used as 
benchmarks involving dynamic analysis and fatigue life assessment of semi-active 
control systems. This chapter examines the effects of selected local and global semi- 
active control strategies on the vehicle dynamic response. This includes analysis of 
load histories of a suspension component that will be employed later in the next 
chapter on fatigue life prediction. Local and global control laws are developed and 
analysed. The local control strategies consist of two-state switchable (TSS) semi-active 
systems that adopt skyhook control theory, and control algorithms for an MR damper 
model derived from experimental data. Inclusion of an MR damper model attempts to 
demonstrate the ability and limitations of MBS cosimulation to produce load histories 
based on realistic semi-active applications. The effects of global control strategies on 
the dynamic response are evaluated based on implementation of a semi-active 
algorithm that includes pitch and roll motions of a full vehicle model. The vehicle 
models are subjected to transient and random road inputs with a simple point contact 
tyre model. 
5.2 MR Damper Model 
In recent years, the use of magnetorheological (MR) dampers has received increasing 
interests as an affordable and reliable semi-active device [61,68,85,112,113]. It 
works principally by manipulating the viscosity of MR fluid when it is exposed to a 
magnetic field. The fluid consists of very small iron particles submerge in a carrier 
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liquid such as mineral oil, synthetic oil, water or glycol. When a control current is 
passed through the coils located at both ends of the fluid, a magnetic field is induced. 
The fluid modifies its rheological behaviour according to the changes in magnetic 
polarization induced by the control current, effectively altering the damping 
characteristics of the damper. The changes from free-flowing state to semi-solid are 
reversible and occur almost instantaneously. 
This study utilizes the Carrera MagneshockTm MR damper model. Fluid damping 
characteristics are varied according to the coil current which generates an 
electromagnetic field within the fluid. The fluid characteristics of the Carrera 
MagneshockTm are shown in Figure 5.1, expressed as experimental force-velocity data 
[114]. With zero control current, the MR damper acts like a conventional passive 
damper. As control current is passed through the coil the fluid characteristics change in 
accordance to the applied current. The dependency on current flow can be simplified 
using a Bingham plastic flow model as describe by Peel and Bullough [115]. 
Generally, fluid that complies with the Bingham plastic model shown in Figure 5.2(a) 
requires a minimum shear stress, r to initiate flow. It displays a linear shear-stress and 
shear-rate behaviour after reaching the stress at threshold and can be expressed as the 
following equation [ 116]. 
r=Y +PV p (Y) Eq 5.1 
where, z- is shear stress, Yp is the fluid plastic viscosity or the stress at threshold, PV is 
the slope of the Bingham fluid model, and yis shear rate (1/sec). 
In developing a control model, the discontinuity of the Bingham fluid model (finite 
yield force, Fy at zero velocity) creates modelling difficulties and is not suitable when 
adopting MBS cosimulation approach. Alternatively, a bi-viscous model as shown in 
Figure 5.2(b) introduced by John and Wereley [ 117] and Sims et A[ 113], assumes a 
pre-yield and a post yield damping states. Pre-yield damping, Cp, exhibits a very high 
damping value at very low velocity and a post-yield Cp,,,,, damping is similar to the 
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where, cp,, is the pre-yield damping, cp,,,, is the post yield damping and F. is the yield 
force 
Table 5.1 shows the values of Cp,,, Cp,,,, and Fy derived from experimental data [I 11, 
114]. Without the discontinuity as in the Bingham model, the controller model can be 
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Figure 5.2: (a) Bingham Plastic Model [116]; (b) Bi-viscous Model [111,1141 
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The dynamic characteristics of the MR damper are made up of the fluid stiffness, Kf 
and its mass Mf and can be predicted as described by Sims et al. [1131. MR fluid is 
compressible and its compressibility behaves like a spring where the stiffness is 
derived from the experimental data. The fluid mass represented by the fluid inertia can 
be approximated from the density and volume of the fluid inside the damper as shown 
in Table 5.1. It is worth noting that the values for C,,,,,, and Fy depends on the amount 
of control current passed through the fluid while other parameters remain constant. The 
difference in MR damper characteristics between the experimental and the simulation 
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Kf 1.29 MNm 
Mf 1.5 kg 
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5.3 Vehicle Models, Road Input and Tyre Model 
The vehicle models employed in this chapter include a lumped mass 2DOF QVM, a 
realistic QVM and a lumped mass 7DOF FVM of the MPV. Vehicle parameters for the 
realistic and the lumped mass QVM are available in Chapter 4, Table 4.2 and 4.3, 
respectively, and the parameters for the lumped mass FVM are shown in Table 4.4. In 
this chapter, the capability of MBS cosimulation technique is demonstrated by 
increasing the complexity of the vehicle models and integrating these with the realistic 
semi-active control models. Ultimately, a realistic QVM is used with the realistic semi- 
active controller models to evaluate the load histories of the suspension arm. Similar 
transient and random road input are applied to all vehicle models as in Chapter 4 
except for in evaluating semi-active control strategies for a full vehicle model where 
rougher road profiles are utilized. 
5.4 Two-State Switchable Semi-Active Control Systems 
This section evaluates several two-state-switchable (TSS) semi-active control systems 
based on local and global controls. The local control system refers to the derivation of 
the control algorithm from a two-degree of freedom model. Variations of the skyhook 
control models are introduced in the form of an ideal model and those from the MR 
damper models (Figure 5.4). In global control, pitch and roll motions of the vehicle 
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of Two-State Switchable with Switching Parameter 11111 
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5.4.1 Two-State Switchable with Damping Coefficient Switching (TSSI) 
This control strategy was introduced by Karriopp et al. [391 for a single-degree-of I 
freedom (SDOF) model. Moline et al. [44] extend the method for a 2DOF QVM model 
and is given as: 
-neter 'f 2b(2b -2w) switching parai 
else switching parameter = Csoft 
Eq 5.3 
It evaluates the product of sprung mass absolute velocity and the relative velocity 
between the sprung and unsprung mass. If the sprung mass velocity is greater than the 
velocity of the unsprung mass, the damper will switch to a hard setting to rninimise the 
response. Othervise, the controller switches to the soft setting equivalent to the passive 
damper since it cannot provide a negative force to oppose the unsprung mass response. 
Modelling the control algorithm in MATLAB/Simulink requires an on/off logic 
controller that switches between two linear damping coefficients, namely the hard, 
Cl,,,., i and the soft, Cjý setting as shown in Figure 5.5. TSS I serves as an ideal case 
which subsequent MR controller models such as TSS2 try to emulate. 
if 
F 
Figure 5.5: TSSI with Damping Coefficient Switching 
The hard and soft damping constants are approximated from the experimental MR 
damper force velocity characteristics. The soft setting is when zero control current is 
given to the MR damper which is equivalent to a passive setting of 3800 Ns/m, as 
shown in FigUre 5.3. The hard setting is estimated at 6000 Ns/m. The damping I 
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coefficients are applied to the realistic QVM at an oblique angle. For the equivalent 
damping coefficients in a lumped 2DOF model, the values are scaled down to 1500 
Ns/m and 2368 Ns/m respectively. 
5.4.2 Two-State Switchable with Damper Force Switching (TSS2) 
The second TSS employs an MR damper model that relies on damper force switching. 
It is based on control scheme develop by Sims et al. [118] that uses a linear feedback 
control as shown in Figure 5.6, in order to achieve a linear response from a non-linear 
response of the MR damper. It compares the actual damping force with the one 
produced from TSSI until the error between the two forces is minimised. The 
optimized controller gains are B=0.8 and G=0.001 as reported by Levesley et al. 
[111]. 
In MBS cosimulation, MR damper models for the TSS2 and TSS3 are treated as a 
subsystem represented in a "black box" as shown in Figure 5.7(b), which requires the 
absolute velocities of the sprung mass, V2 and unsprung mass, vj. The input velocities 
to the subsystem are taken from the MBS vehicle model and the damper force, Fd goes 
back to the vehicle model as a force actuator. By setting the control current to zero as 
shown in Figure 5.7(a), the MR damper acts as passive system and is used as reference 
when comparing with other TSS models. 
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Figure 5.7: NIR Damper Subsystems (a): Zero Current; (b) TSS2 and TSS3 
5.4.3 Two-State Switchable with Control Current Switching (TSS3) 
In a similar fashion to TSS2, the two-state switching parameter can be replaced with a 
maximum and a minimum current, I ... i, control currents, where and are 0.6 
A and OA, respectively. This semi-active strategy is defined as TSS3. The switching to 
zero control current resembles the soft setting similar to TSSI and TSS2. The only 
difference is that when the controller selects the hard setting in which a maximum 
control current of 0.6A is exerted, the MR damper displays its non-linear 
characteristics. The difference between TSS2 and TSS3 can be observed from the 
signature of their respective control Currents that will be discussed later in this chapter. 
The representation in MATLAB/Sirnulink is illustrated in Figure 5.7(b), but the details 
of the block diagrams are not included in this thesis due to confidentiality issues. As 
far as the author's objective is concerned, the intention of incorporating realistic semi- 
active controllers within the MBS cosimulation is one of the key research objectives. 
5.4.4 Two-State Svvitchable Nvith Pitch and Roll (TSSI PnR) 
Generally, senii-active controller models have been developed based on quarter vehicle 
models. Applying such a model in a full vehicle model assumes all suspension comers 
are independent. Effects of vehicle body motions are generally not taken into account. 
Levesley et al. [6] analyse a lumped 7DOF FVM with independent passive suspension 
having only one wheel striking a pothole. They demonstrate that the other three wheels 
and body positions exhibit some response suggesting a strong influence of body 
rotational motions during the simulation. They conclude that the differences in 
response might be induced by the body pitch and roll motions. Similar conclusions 
were obtained by Rarnli et. (11 [991 using, MBS COSIMUlation of the MPV traversing a 
burnp and a pothole. It is predicted that by applying semi-active control systems 
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based on a QVM independently for a FVM, the reduction in vehicle dynamic response 
at each suspension comer may be smaller than those obtained from the equivalent 
QVM since the effect of body pitch and roll motions are not considered. Therefore, a 
global semi-active controller is required to address the issue. To date, there is very 
limited number of publications on this type of semi-active controller model. 
Among the first to implement semi-active suspension with pitch and roll control was 
Venhovens et aL [19]. They introduced both attitude and vibration control, primarily 
aimed at reducing pitch and roll motions resulted from acceleration and braking. This 
is achieved by determining the wheel loads as a function of lateral, longitudinal and 
yaw accelerations. The control strategy determines vertical force at each wheel station 
while maintaining the suspension working space as constant at a given load transfer, 
thus the vehicle body will only rotate due to the tyre deflections. This strategy was 
developed using a PID controller but was unsuitable to be adopted for the present work 
due to hardware limitations. 
A similar control strategy was investigated by leluzzi et aL [25], implemented on a 10- 
wheeled truck. The controller model consists of a skyhook control law to improve ride 
comfort, a lateral control for reducing roll motion caused by driving inputs (cornering 
and lane-change), and a longitudinal control to manage pitch motion resulted from 
braking. However, no details are provided for the lateral and longitudinal controls. The 
controller model is capable of controlling both ride and handling behaviours and 
demands that the tyre model incorporates lateral and longitudinal dynamics, which is 
outside of the scope of this research. 
Another interesting controller model in this category was developed by Nell and Styen 
[20]. This global two-state switchable semi-active controller was implemented to 
improve ride performance for a heavy off-road vehicle using a simplified three-degree 
of freedom vehicle model considering roll, pitch, and bounce motions of the sprung 
mass. To reduce body acceleration, the controller strategy calculates the combination 
of damper states that would generate the largest acceleration opposing the sprung mass 
motion, or a minimum acceleration in the direction of the sprung mass movement. The 
outcomes suggested that by incorporating pitch and roll motions in the semi-active 
controller algorithm, showed improve performance in ride comfort. Greater reduction 
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in body acceleration was observed when the vehicle was examined on rougher road 
profiles. 
Based on the survey, the control law from [20] is suitable for implementation in this 
study. However, some modification to the algorithm is required to suit the 7DOF FVM 
of the MPV. The main improvement lies with the relative velocity measurement, 
which is measured between the sprung mass and the corresponding unsprung mass, 
whilst the original controller measures relative velocity between the sprung mass and 
the corresponding velocity at ground position. 
Several assumptions have been made when adopting this controller strategy. The 
vehicle body is allowed to rotate about the lateral (pitch) and longitudinal (roll) axes 
with respect to the vehicle centre of gravity with no rotation about the vertical (yaw) 
axis. Vertical translational motion is caused by forces from the suspensions and 
translational motions along the lateral and longitudinal directions are constrained. It 
was reported [119] that rotational motions produce more discomfort than the 
translational motions. 
Developing the controller model begins by comparing the pitch acceleration, 6x) 
against the roll acceleration, by . The pitch acceleration is defined as the difference in 
vertical body acceleration between the front left hand side2 2F-LHs and the rear left 
hand side, YR_LHS divided by the distance between the two measurement locations, a. 
Similarly, the roll acceleration is obtained by taking the difference of the vertical body 
acceleration between the front left side, 2F-LHs and the front right side, 2F 
- RHS 
divided by the distance of the two points, 8. The distance a and fl can be regarded 
as the wheelbase and wheel track, respectively measured from the wheel centres. The 
two expressions are shown in the following equations. 
'F 
LHS - ZR LHS E)X = 
a 
YF 
LHS - ZF RHS Gy = 
j6 
(Pitch Acceleration) Eq 5.4 
(Roll Acceleration) Eq 5.5 
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Next, the algorithm compares the two angular accelerations from Eq 5.4 and Eq 5.5. In 
Eq 5.6, if the value of pitch is larger than those of the roll, then the product of the 
damper forces and the pitch acceleration will be chosen to calculate the damper forces 
(Eq 5.7). Otherwise, the damper forces will be computed from the product of the 
damper force and the roll acceleration (Eq 5.8). The representation of the equations in 
MATLAB/Simulink block diagram is shown in Figure 5.8. 
if I (§, l >I 6Yl Eq 5.6 




=1: 1 6X Eq 5.7 
else; OF LHS+dR_LHS -dF RHS-dR_RHS)n=1: 16X(§y Eq 5.8 
Where, dF LHS s 
dF RHs s 
dR_LHs, dR_RHs are the damper forces on the front left, front 
right, rear left, and rear right hand side of the vehicle body, respectively. For a two- 
state switchable strategy, each of these damper forces is capable of switching between 
a soft and a hard setting. With four suspension units, there are 16 possible 
combinations of damping forces for each unit, denoted as subscript "n". Out of the 16 
possibilities, the combination from the four dampers that produces the minimum 
product (MP) with either the pitch or the roll accelerations will be chosen as the output 
damper forces to the MBS suspensions. The damper forces are determined by 
multiplying the damping coefficients with the relative velocities across the damper, as 
shown in Eq 5.9 to Eq 5-12. 
dF_LHS = Csoftlhard ýrel F-LHS Eq 5.9 
dF_RHS = Csoft1hard 'rel F_RHS Eq 5.10 
dR-LHS = Csoftlhard "reIR-LHS Eq 5.11 
dR-RHS = CsoV? 1hard'2reIR-RHS Eq 5.12 
Table 5.2 shows the switching logic combinations (denoted as MP I to MP 16) and the 
damping coefficient values approximated from the lumped mass vehicle model with 
the MR damper. 
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Damping Coefficients for All Four Suspensions 
No. Front Left (FL) Front Right (FR) Rear Left (RL) Rear Right (RR) 
NIP I Cs"It CMI csotl Csoft 
MP 2 CsOft Cson CSO(I Chard 
MP 3 Csoft CsOfI Chard COtI 
MP 4 Csoft CSOR Chard Chard 
NIP 5 Cý011 Chard CsOfI Chard 
MP 6 CsOfI Chard CS011 Chard 
MP 7 CSOA Chard Chard CS'Al 
NIP 8 Csoft Chard Chard Chard 
MP 9 Chard Csoft CSOA CsOtI 
NIP 10 Chard Csoft CS011 Chard 
MP II Chard Csoft Chard CsOtI 
NIP 12 Chard Csoft Chard Chard 
NIP 13 Chard Chard CsOfl CS011 
NIP 14 Chard Chard Csoft Chard 
NIP 15 Chard Chard Chard Csoft 
MP 16 Chard Chard Chard Chard 
Cs,, ft = 1500 Ns/m; Chard 23168 Ns/m 
Table 5.2: Damping Coefficients Combinations 
In MATLAB/Sirnulink, a logic operator is used to determine the minimum value. 
Representation of the selection procedure is shown in Figure 5.9. Finally, the selected 
damper forces are sent back to MBS in the form of actuator forces. This procedure is 




Figure 5.8: Two-State Switchable with Pitch and Roll Controller Model 
Figure 5.9: Svvitching Logic for the Damper Force Selection 
15.4.5 Verifying TNvo-State Switchable with Pitch and Roll Controller Model 
The controller model is analysed to confirm that the selected damper force 
combination satisfies the mimmum product of acceleration. This is done by manually 
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assigning known values for the relative velocities. These velocities are multiplied with 
the 16 combinations of damping coefficient of hard and soft setting to produce 
damping forces. Then, the value of pitch or roll acceleration is multiplied by the 16 
damper force combinations. MATLAB/Simulink then searches for the minimurn 
product and produces the corresponding damper forces. Figure 5.10 shows a simplified 
version of the controller with only 4 damper combinations. 
Figure 5.10: Validating the Damper Selection Logic 
5.5 Results and Analysis 
The focus of analysis in this section examines the dynamic characteristics and 
responses when local and global semi-active controller strategies arc applied to the 
selected vehicle models. Ultimately, it airns at generating service load histories such 
that the durability of a suspension component can be predicted and compared. The 
analysis begins by evaluating the MR damper force performance applied using TSS2 
and TSS3. Successful implementation of a realistic serni-active controller model in 
MBS cosimulation Would confirm the suitability of the method to be used in a future 
study concerning controllable suspension systems. This is followed by dynamic 
analysis of the three participating semi-active strategies on a QVM of the MPV 
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subjected to transient and random road inputs. The study continues, using all 
suspension systems, to examine the response of the lower suspension arm from the 
realistic QVM. The extent of the study will provide indication of the load histories that 
will be utilised in fatigue analysis. Final analysis in this chapter centres on assessing 
local and global semi-active controllers on a full vehicle model of the MPV. The 
evaluation includes ride performance of the sprung and unsprung masses subjected to 
different random road surfaces, traversing at various constant forward velocities. 
5.5.1 Evaluation of Magnetorheological Damper Force Control 
A first step in studying the controller performance involves dynamic assessment of the 
three TSS systems subjected to local control. The bandwidth of the sinusoidal inputs 
ranges from 1 Hz and 15 Hz with amplitude of 10 mm, which covers body resonance 
occurring at 1.14 Hz and wheel hop frequencies at about 12 Hz. Performance criteria 
include force-velocity characteristics, damper and control current response, QVM 
sprung mass and unsprung mass responses. All of this analysis is conducted in 
MATLAB/Simulink. 
In analysing the MR damper characteristics, comparison of the force-velocity 
relationships are made against TSS I since it represents switching using an ideal linear 
damper. Figures 5.11 (a) to (f) illustrate the force-velocity relationships for the TSS2 
and TSS3 controllers against TSSL It can be observed that TSS2 closely emulates 
TSS I throughout the input frequency range. In contrast, TSS3 at low input frequencies 
presented in Figure 5.11 (a) to (c) shows a complex signature, resulting from the non- 
linear nature of the damper. The patterns significantly improve at higher frequencies as 
depicted in Figure 5.11(d) to (f) as they more closely resemble TSSL This 
demonstrates that the current switching of TSS3 is not as efficient as TSS2 which 
results in excessive damper forces produced at low frequencies. 
This complex behaviour is mainly caused by the nature of TSS3 that switches between 
only the minimum and the maximum control currents. Clearly, Figure 5.12(a) to (f) 
demonstrates the discrete switching pattern of TSS3 when compared to TSS2. Unlike 
TSS3, the feedback control loop of TSS2 continuously adjusts the control current for 
the hard setting to match the ideal Kamopp law. At low frequencies, less control 
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current is required in TSS2 compared to TSS3 where maximum current of 0.6 A is 
demanded as illustrated in Figure 5.12(a) to (c). It can be observed that, as the input 
frequencies are increased, the amount of control current required by TSS2 is relatively 
similar to the control current of TSS3 (Figure 5.12(d) to (0). 
Next, the study examines the dynamic response of damper force, sprung mass and 
unsprung mass accelerations as shown in Figure 5.13(a) to (f), Figure 5.14(a) to (0, 
and Figure 5.15(a) to (0, respectively. In this analysis, the response from the passive 
damper is used as a benchmark for the three semi-active strategies. The response 
signatures from all three figures demonstrate an interesting finding. Sharp transient 
forces appeared in all competing semi-active systems even though sinusoidal inputs 
were used. These erratic patterns are not present for the passive damper. At low 
bandwidth between 1 Hz to 5 Hz, the damper force response from TSS3 is 
significantly greater than the other systems as the frequency increases, its performance 
is more closely matched with those from TSS1 and TSS2. This sharp transient 
response is known as jerk, as mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, and it is a common event 
in switchable semi-active systems where conventional skyhook control is used. 
According to Ahmadian et aL [49], the jerk minimises the benefit of the switchable 
strategy. It can be seen that, even with an ideal linear semi-active damper as in TSSI, 
jerk still occurs particularly at peak amplitudes and registers higher amplitudes than 
from the passive damper. In fatigue analysis, the effect of this sharp transient response 
on the suspension components' durability could inflict greater damage, thus shortening 
the service life of components. This issue will be addressed in the next chapter. 
Figure 5.16 and 5.17 illustrate RMS accelerations of the sprung and unsprung masses 
plotted against the input frequencies. In both figures, the highest RMS accelerations 
are measured at the wheel hop resonance occurring approximately at 12 Hz. For the 
sprung mass response (Figure 5.16), all semi-active systems perform much better 
below 3 Hz where TSS3 produces the smallest RMS value. Above this frequency, the 
performance deteriorates for the semi-active systems, with the worst from TSS3. In 
contrast, the unsprung mass response in Figure 5.17, demonstrates higher RMS 
accelerations for the semi-active systems than from the passive system, at frequencies 
below 6 Hz. Beyond this frequency, the semi-active systems perform better than the 
passive. The RMS accelerations of the semi-active systems gradually reduce, with 
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TSS3 showing the best response. Around the wheel resonance frequencies, all semi- 
active systems show significant overall RMS reduction compared to the passive. Based 
on these analyses, it shows that the switchable semi-active systems might contribute 
less damage to the suspension components. 
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Figure 5.16: Sprung Mass RNIS Acceleration 













5.5.2 Dynamic Simulation of Vehicle Models with Semi-active Systems 
In the previous section, the two-state switchable strategies were analysed based on 
sinusoidal inputs at frequencies covering the sprung and unsprung mass resonances, 
using MATLAB/Simulink. The following assessment involves implementing these 
strategies on the MPV with realistic and lumped suspension models employing the 
MBS cosimulation approach. Here, the vehicles traverse a bump and pothole, as well 
as a random road input, used in Chapter 4, at a constant forward velocity, with the aim 
of examining the effect of various suspension systems on large transient and random 
road inputs. The study begins by evaluating the dynamic response of quarter vehicle 
models (a lumped mass model and a realistic model) under the influence of bump and 
pothole road input. Next, the two vehicle models are assessed based on the sprung and 
unsprung mass responses subjected to random road input. 
Figure 5.18 and 5.19 show dynamic response comparison of the competing suspension 
systems from a lumped mass QVM. Observing sprung and unsprung mass 
displacement response from bump and pothole indicate TSS3 outperforms other semi- 
active strategies. Closer inspection of Figure 5.19 reveals TSS3 generates the smallest 
response and lowest oscillations for both the bump and pothole excitations compared 
to the other suspension systems. Since all the controller strategies implement skyhook 
control, significant improvement can be observed from the sprung mass response 
compared to the passive model. The three controller strategies provide, on average, 10 
percent reduction in peak amplitudes from the passive system. Additionally, the 
control current switching of the TSS3 seems to perform better for transient events 
where it exhibits the smallest residual oscillations than from TSSI and TSS2. This is 
primarily due to a larger damper force produced by TSS3 compared to TSS1 and TSS2 
at low frequencies. It can be observed from the sprung mass acceleration in Figure 
5.16 that TSS3 showed the best RMS acceleration reduction, among all competing 
systems, below 3 Hz- 
Similar displacement signatures can be observed from the realistic QVM analysis 
illustrated in Figure 5.20 and 5.21, although there is variation in terms of amplitudes. 
A large reduction in sprung mass displacement response is measured for TSS3, 
principally due to a large damper force produced at low bandwidth compared to other 
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systems. Analysing the response between the lumped mass model and the realistic 
model, in Figure 5.19(a) and 5.21(a), shows different displacement signatures. When 
the vehicle travels over the bump, the lower suspension arm moves upwards until it 
strikes the bump stop, indirectly restricts the upward motion of the hub. This non- 
linear response is not present in the simulation. Referring back to Figure 4.8 and 4.9 in 
Chapter 4, the responses from the two vehicle models were almost similar. This was 
due to the application of low amplitude of the bump and pothole so that the 
movements of the suspension components were not affected by the non-linear element 
in the realistic model when the two models were compared for validation purpose. 
Following on the findings from the transient excitation, the study continues by 
examining the semi-active strategies subjected to random road input. A right hand side 
of the MIRA track is used for the simulation of a lumped and a realistic QVM. Results 
from the sprung mass RMS acceleration in Table 5.3, indicate a reduction of at least 20 
percent can be achieved from all three semi-active systems when compared with the 
passive case. TSSI registers about 20 percent reduction, TSS2 registers 22 to 25 
percent, and lastly TSS3 produces the most reduction at around 30 to 38 percent. Time 
and frequency domain representations in Figure 5.22 to 5.23 show similar trends of the 
competing suspension systems. Of the two vehicle models, response from the realistic 
QVM is generally slightly smaller that of the lumped mass model with the exception of 
TSS3, possibly be due to the influence of non-linear elements within the realistic 
model such as the bump stop. 

















Figure 5.18: Lumped QVM Response (a) Unsprung Mass; (b) Sprung Mass 
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Unsprung Mass Displacement 
Sprung Mass RMS Acceleration 
(in M/S2) 
Suspension %Y4 difference 0 0 
Types Lumped mass QVNI vj Realistic QVM (based on lumped 
mass QVNI) 
Passive 0.8981 0.8336 7.2 
TSSI 0.7112 0.6720 5.5 
TSS2 0.6752 0.6452 3 
TSS3 0.5528 0.5815 -5.2 
Table 5.3: WNIS Acceleration Comparison due to Random Road Input 
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Figure 5.22: Acceleration Histories (a) Lumped QVM-, (b) Realistic QVNI 
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5.5.3 Dynamic Response of a Suspension Component 
Assessment in this section centres on attaining dynamic loads from the competing 
suspension systems. It considers the lower suspension arm from the realistic QVM and 
evaluates three TSS semi-active models against the passive system. The vehicle is 
driven over a numerical representation of the MIRA right hand track using 
MATLAB/Simulink at a constant forward velocity of 34 km/h (9.44 m/s). This 
generates a dynamic response measured as acceleration histories recorded along the 
arm. The analysis focuses on measurement at the centre of gravity and at two other 
locations, namely Loc I and Loc2, as illustrated in Figure 5.24. Results are presented as 
overall RMS accelerations and as a function of acceleration power spectral densities 
(PSD) recorded in longitudinal (x), lateral (y), and vertical (z) directions. 
The overall RMS accelerations of the suspension arm are tabulated in Table 5.4. Here, 
the performance of each semi-active strategy is assessed based on percentage 
improvement from the passive system [20] expressed in Equation 5.13. A positive sign 
of the overall value indicates a reduction in vibration level and a negative sign shows 
otherwise. 
% improve =A 
CCRMS (passive) -A CCRMS (semi - active) Eq 5.13 
A CCRMS (passive) 
Of all three principle measurement directions, longitudinal (x) records the smallest 
overall vibration level, followed by lateral (y) direction. The highest levels are 
registered in the vertical direction (z). This is true for the passive and the three TSS 
systems. Longitudinal and lateral movements are restricted by constraints adjoining the 
arm with the vehicle body, hub, and the tie-rod. Vertical vibration is dominant 
particularly near the hub (Locl) due to its close proximity of the excitation source. The 
vibration energy gradually decreases along the arm from Locl to Loc2 (near the body). 
Comparing the semi-active strategies, TSS2 produces a maximum reduction in overall 
vibration. On average the system provides a reduction of between 15 and 25 percent 
from the passive system except in vertical direction at the arm centre of gravity, where 
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only a drop of 10 percent is observed. TSSI records a similar yet smaller reduction 
when compared to TSS2. In contrast, TSS3 performs poorly at the lower suspension 
arm with most of the vibration levels exceeding that of the passive system. The highest 
level is registered at Locl in the vertical direction, and can be observed in the PSD 
plots illustrated in Figure 5.25(a) and (b) to 5.27(a) and (b). 
Due to the characteristics of the TSS systems, the PSD plots in the longitudinal, lateral 
and vertical directions are described in terms of two frequency ranges, namely (a) at 
low bandwidth (0-5 Hz), and (b) at higher bandwidth (5-50 Hz). At low frequency in 
the region of body (0.5-1.5 Hz), TSS3 appears to exhibit the lowest response in all 
principal directions (see Figure 5.25(a), Figure 5.26(a), and Figure 5.27(a)). However, 
above these frequencies (around the wheel hop region, from 10-15 Hz, TSS3 
performance deteriorates drastically influencing the overall vibration levels (Figure 
5.25(b), Figure 5.26(b), and Figure 5.27(b)). Further evidence is highlighted in Figure 
5.28(a) to (d), which examines the hub and body acceleration response. Vertical 
vibration energy for TSS3 extends well above the wheel hop frequency to about 50 Hz 
in the proximity of the hub and the arm at Loc 1 (5.28 (a) and (b), respectively). It can 
be concluded that even though TSS3 has excellent performance in ride comfort with 
significant reduction in body acceleration, it has adverse effects on loads at component 
levels which could be detrimental to fatigue life. In general, TSS2 exhibits the best 
performance not only with respect to ride comfort but generates smaller loads on the 
suspension components as well. This is achieved by means of linearising the MR 
damper response. 
-aiwa z (near body) 
Figure 5.24: Lower Suspension Arm Measurement Positions 
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Passive TSS 1 TSS 2 TSS 3 
Dir. Acc RMS Acc RMS % Acc RMS % Acc RMS 0/() 
(M/S, ) (nVs2) improve (ni/s2) iniprove (n1/S2) improve 
x 0.0024727 0.001965 2 0.55 0.00187 24.4 0.0022779 7.9 
0.1853 0.15859 14.4 0.14102 23.9 0.27384 -47.8 
Z 1.8712 1.7111 8.6 1.5827 1 5.4 3.0176 -61.3 
x 0.0021199 0.0017912 115.5 0.001743 17.8 0.0023929 -12.9 
N 0.062426 0.049574 20.6 0.048729 21.9 0.080131 -28.4 
Z 1.1184 1.0064 10.0 0.99714 10.8 1.6461 -47.2 
x 0.0022736 0.0020336 10.6 0.0019187 115.6 0.0031968 -40.6 
v 0.073985 0.064739 12.5 0.060339 18.4 0.10828 -46.4 
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5.5.4 Suspension Control Strategies for a Lumped Mass FVNI 
In the previous section, all dynamic responses were thoroughly analysed based upon 
quarter vehicle simulations. In this section, the work has been extended to a full 
vehicle in an attempt to investigate the effect of the entire body motions on the 
dynamic loads. The investigation adopts the MBS cosimulation approach to assess 
three suspension systems. Passive suspension is used as a benchmark while two semi- 
active switchable models are employed for the study namely, TSSI and TSSI with 
pitch and roll control (denoted in this section onwards as TS S1 PnR). 
Passive and TSSI suspension models emulate totally independent suspension. Here, 
each comer is allowed to move independently, neglecting the influence of body 
motions. TSS1 PnR considers these effects as described in section 5.4.4. Although 
TSS2 provides the best overall performance, it is not utilised in this analysis, since it 
presents some significant challenges, as it requires an integration step of just 0.5 
milliseconds (2000 Hz sampling rate) for the solution to converge. At this sampling 
time, simulation over the tracks of 30-40 s would results in excessively long 
computation time and appears impractical. 
As a substitute, TSSl is chosen since its performance is close to that of TSS2. 
Implementation of the control law that includes body motions i. e. pitch and roll is 
much simpler since it only considers two damping states (hard and soft damping 
coefficients). Additionally, TSS1 allows a lower sampling rate of 500 Hz or 2 
milliseconds, with minimal degradation of the dynamic response, therefore, 
significantly decreasing the solution time. 
A preliminary study examines the influence of road roughness on the sprung mass 
acceleration response at all four comers designated as Sprung FL (sprung mass front 
left comer), FR (front right comer), RL (rear left comer) and RR (rear right comer). 
First, the vehicle runs on a smooth road surfaces, consisting of a left and a right track 
of a virtual representation of MIRA road as shown in Figure 4.6(a) and (b), at a 
constant forward velocity of 34 km/h for 20 s. Then the procedure is repeated for a 
rough road surface, also known as durability track, that comprises of a numerical 
representation of the left and the right hand side of Leyland Technical Centre (LTC) 
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pave as illustrated in Figure 4.7(a) and (b) at the same forward velocity. The analysis is 
conducted for an unladen full vehicle model. 
Table 5.5 summarizes the overall RMS acceleration for the vehicle sprung mass at all 
four comers subjected to road input from the MERA tracks. On average switchable 
semi-active systems reduces body acceleration between 15-20 percent over the 
passive system. It shows that TSS I with independent suspension performs marginally 
better than those from TSSI PnR. Minimal improvement of TSSI PnR might be due 
to lack of pitch and roll motions when travelling on this surface. According to Nell 
and Styen [20] the performance of this type of controller performs better on rough 
road profiles. Levesley et al. [ 111 ] suggest continuing the study on a durability road 
sections at various constant velocities to assess the pitch and roll strategy. 
Examining the results in Table 5.6 indicates the performance of TSSI PnR 
significantly deteriorates on rough road profiles. RMS acceleration values on two 
comers slightly exceed those from the passive system while the other two comers 
show relatively small improvement. In contrast, TSS1 with independent suspension 
appears to generate improvement in ride comfort with an average reduction between 
13-20 percent. The reduction is consistent with the results from the suspension arm 
presented for the realistic QVM, in which the maximum possible reduction of 20 
percent can be achieved with TS S 1. 
For the TSS I PnR, it can be concluded that the strategy does not work as expected. 
The original application [20] was intended for an off-road commercial vehicle in 
which the vehicle was modelled in three degrees of freedom consisting of body 
bounce, pitch and roll motion only. The relative velocities were measured between the 
vehicle body and the ground in which the unsprung masses were assumed negligible 
with respect to the vehicle body mass. At present, the application of TSS I PnR has 
been modified to suit a small size multi-purpose vehicle. Here, the relative velocities 
are recorded between the vehicle body and the corresponding unsprung mass. In this 
case, the response from the unsprung mass must be considered since it significantly 
affects the overall vibration levels. 
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RNIS Acceleration at Passive TSSI % TSS1 PnR % 
34 km/h (m/S2) (m/s) improve (m/S2) improve 
Sprung Mass FL 0.8427 0.6756 19.8 0.6734 20.1 
Sprung Mass FR 0.8836 0.6999 20.8 0.7276 17.7 
Sprung Mass RL 0.8432 0.6953 17.5 0.7284 13.6 
Sprung Mass RR 0.8465 0.6899 18.5 0.6742 20.3 
Table 5.5: Vertical RNIS Acceleration on Smooth Road (NIIRA Track) 
RMS Acceleration at Passive TSSI % TSSI PnR % 
34 kni/h (ni/S2) (ni/S2) improve (ni/S2) improve 
Sprung Mass FL 1.4633 1.2744 12.9 1.5234 -4.1 
Spning Mass FR 1.4348 1.152 19.7 1.4216 1 
Sprung Mass RL 1.4338 1.1517 19.7 1.4205 1 
Sprung Mass RR 1.46 1.2698 13 1.5186 -4 
Table 5.6: Vertical RNIS Acceleration on Rough Road (LTC Pav6) 
To further verify the perforniance of TSS I PnR, the FVM is tested on the LTC pav6 at 
various constant forward velocities. Analysis focuses on sprung mass acceleration 
response at all four comers in three principal directions i. e. lateral (x), longitudinal 
and vertical (z). Table 5.7 to 5.10 provide the summary of overall RMS 
accelerations calculated from 0 to 16 Hz. General trends remain similar to prevIOLIS 
finding where vertical vibrations dominate overall levels for all competing suspension 
systems. It can be observed that as the velocity increases, the overall vibration 
gradually increases. Again, it shows that this type of semi-active controller does not 
perforn-i as good as the independent TSSI. Figures 5.26 (a) to (d) reveal spi-Ling mass 
acceleration from TSS I PnR exhibits a higher response than the passive systerns while 
TSS I with independent suspension appears to generate a more consistent reduction at 
all comers. 
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FL SprungNlass R-NIS 34 km/h 40 kni/h 60 kni/h 80 km/li 
Ace (ni/s) 
Passive 0.5113 0.5317 0.5689 0.5837 
x 
TSS 1 0.5181 0.5286 0.5672 0.6391 
TSS I PnR 0.5256 0.5499 0.5899 0.6369 
Passive 0.3609 0.3805 0.4664 0.5339 
y TSS 1 0.333 0.3467 0.3979 0.4565 
TSSI PnR 0.363 0.3873 0.4697 0.5442 
Passive 2.2382 2.3231 2.6384 2.9071 
z 
TSSI 2.1833 2.2485 2.458 2.7894 
TSSI PnR 2.3187 2.4218 2.7331 3.0611 
Table 5.7: RNIS Accelerations at Front Left Body 
FR Sprung Mass RAIS 34 kii-L/h 40 kni/h 60 kni/h 80 kni/h 
Acc (m/s 2 
Passive 0.5114 0.5425 0.5716 0.6123 
x TSSI 0.5213 0.5433 0.5769 0.6307 
TSS I PnR 0.529 0.5617 0.5958 0.6332 
Passive 0.3665 0.3834 0.458 0.5127 
y 
TSSI 0.3374 0.3489 0.3942 0.4302 
TSS I PnR 0.3707 0.3913 0.4641 0.52 
Passive 2.2355 2.384 2.6986 2.9605 
z TSS 1 2.1116 2.2177 2.425 2.6347 
TSS I PnR 2.2497 2.4199 2.7279 2.9734 
'Fable 5.8: RNIS Accelerations at Front Right Body 
RL Sprung Mass RNIS 34 kni/li 40 kmfh 60 kni/h 80 kin/li 
Acc (ni/S2) 
Passive 0.5055 0.5314 0.5605 0.5758 
7x TSS 1 0.5103 0.5264 0.5541 0.5787 
TSSI Pn-R 0.5234 0.5503 0.5831 0.5903 
Passive 0.3522 0.3733 0.4398 0.4728 
y TSS 1 0.3237 0.3403 0.3773 0.4083 
TSSI PnR 0.3559 0.3819 0.4444 0.4856 
Passive 2.2312 2.3812 2.6893 2.9615 
z TSS 1 2.108 2.2166 2.4204 2.6359 
TSS I PnR 2.2456 2.4171 2.7187 2.9743 
Table 5-9: RNIS Accelerations at Rear Left Body 
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RR SprungNlass RMS 34 km/h 40 kni/h 60 kin/li 80 knilh 
Ace (nVS2) 
Passive 0.51 0.5467 0.5704 0.6082 
x 
TSS 1 0.518 0.5459 0.5705 0.6171 
TSS I PnR 0.5314 0.5672 0.5957 0.628 
Passive 0.3621 0.3813 0.4387 0.4843 
y TSSI 0.3316 0.3469 0.3803 0.4132 
TSSI PnR 0.3681 0.3908 0.4454 0.4915 
Passive 2.2331 2.3139 2.6257 2.7993 
z 
' FSS 1 2.1764 2.2392 2.4474 2.6162 
TSSI PnR 2.3119 2.4122 2.7198 2.9165 
Table 5.10: RNIS Accelerations at Rear Right Body 
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To further investigate the TSS I PnR controller, the unsprung mass responses resulted 
from the implementation of the competing suspension systems are examined. Table 
5.11 shows tabulated vertical vibrations at various constant velocities. The unsprung 
mass recorded dramatically increased levels, as the forward velocity increases 
implying higher loads experienced by the suspension components. 
Figure 5.30 (a) to (d) provide a graphical comparison of vibration level against forward 
velocity. Clearly, TSSI with independent suspension shows consistent reduction in 
overall RMS accelerations at all suspension comers. In contrast, TSSI PnR provides 
mixed results. It recorded marginal improvement at the front suspensions. Greater 
reduction is observed at the rear suspensions, with the highest reduction recorded at the 
rear comer surpassing TSS1 performance throughout the entire velocity range. 
It can be concluded that implementation of the adopted pitch and roll control (TSS I 
PnR) into the existing two-state switchable semi-active system in a conventional 
passenger vehicle may not be practical. Vibration reduction at the unsprung mass 
suggests lower loads are exerted at the suspension components. Theoretically, it would 
improve components durability. However, ride quality deteriorates from such 
application, defeating the original intention of the controller to improve passenger 
comfort. 
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Unsprung Mass RNIS Ace 34 kni/h 40 kni/h 60 kni/h 80 kni/li 
(M/Sl) 
Passive 55.301 59.15 64.713 70.3 
FL TSS 1 45.234 47.894 52.433 56.66 
TSSI PnR 55.08 59.067 64.531 69.8 
Passive 57.631 58.544 61.018 64.151 
FR TSS 1 46.561 47.911 50.029 53.25 
TSSI PnR 55.815 56.702 59-564 62.7 
Passive 53.3 56.871 61.448 65.854 
RL TSS 1 43.703 46.62 51.051 54.21 
TSSI PnR 46.37 47.767 52.459 55.86 
Passive 55.284 55.052 58.238 61.625 
RR TSS 1 44.9036 45.424 48.551 50.7 
TSSI PnR 41.389 40.93 43.524 46.8 
Table 5.11: Vertical R-NIS Accelerations of Unsprung Mass at All Corners 
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Figure 5.30 (a) to (d): FVM Unsprung Mass Vertical RMS Accelerations 
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5.6 Conclusions 
It has been demonstrated that MBS cosimulation can be utilised as a tool in readily 
obtaining load histories for vehicles with semi-active suspension systems. Simple and 
realistic subsystems describing controller functions can be separately analysed and 
easily substituted into the simulation scheme. This is shown by firstly, employing 
TSSI that uses a simple damper coefficient switching to a lumped QVM. Next, two 
realistic controller models (TSS2 and TSS3), where the damper characteristics, derived 
experimentally from an MR damper, are implemented to a lumped QVM. Once the 
dynamic response has been established, the two-state semi-active controller models are 
applied to a realistic suspension quarter vehicle model. MBS cosimulation determines 
the load histories of a suspension arm from the competing suspension systems. These 
results will be used in Chapter Six to evaluate the effect of implementing these control 
strategies on the suspension an-n durability. 
MR damper models from TSS2 and TSS3 require MBS cosimulation to run at a very 
small simulation step size of 0.5 milliseconds. This is the lowest sampling rate (2 kHz) 
for the MR damper model to function, allowing proper convergence with minimal 
errors to the simulation. Consequently, it has a dramatic effect on the solution time 
when MBS cosimulation is implemented particularly when the vehicle is traversing 
long sections of pav6 track. 
MR dampers employing two-state switchable strategies are dependent on control 
current. TSS2 provide the best overall vibration reduction at the sprung and the 
unsprung mass including the lower suspension arm. TSS3 provides the best isolation to 
vehicle body but at the expense of higher vibration experienced at suspension 
component level. It produces excellent reduction at low frequencies around body 
resonance (0.5-1.5 Hz) but significantly deteriorates at higher frequencies (5-30 Hz). 
Generally, this may induce lower fatigue life on components, as increased loading 
would increase stress and strain levels. 
Implementing the two-state switchable with pitch and roll control strategy derived 
from an off-road semi-active application has not improved the ride comfort for a multi- 
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purpose passenger vehicle. Employing existing semi-active control derived from QVM 
to FVM appears to be adequate. Unlike for off-road vehicles, the effect of pitch and 
roll is less on passenger vehicle with shorter wheelbase and track width. Additionally, 
an MPV is typically designed to perform on smooth road surfaces rather than on roads 
with large undulations. Therefore, incorporating pitch and roll control strategy based 
on an off-road vehicle [20] into the multi-purpose passenger vehicle does not seem to 
be beneficial. Nevertheless, the study has again highlighted the capability of MBS 
cosimulation approach, which can be readily extended to evaluate dynamic response of 
a full vehicle model. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Durability Analysis of the MPV Suspension Arm 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the durability of a suspension component that is subjected to several 
semi-active control systems is evaluated. To achieve this, necessitates the use of a 
finite element (FE) method and a fatigue solver. According to Halfpenny [86], 
implementing fatigue life prediction using FE methods has been limited, until recently, 
with improved computing capability and resources, this method has received wider 
attention from researchers and analysts alike. The degree of accuracy in fatigue 
prediction is far superior than the load based and location based durability analysis but 
at the expense of increase solution time, as reported by Pompetzki [2]. As suggested in 
Chapter 2, quasi-static durability analysis is selected as an accurate and reliable 
method in predicting fatigue for the lower arm used in this study. Here, the FE method 
provides a set of static stress or strain solutions at each node or element in the fon-n of 
load cases that correspond to the load histories obtained from MBS cosimulation 
models described in Chapter 5. Using a fatigue solver, the product of each load case 
and its equivalent load histories is linearly combined producing a total dynamic stress 
or strain history at each node of the suspension arm. Then, the fatigue solver calculates 
the number of cycles for the stress or strain range of the dynamic stress histories using 
rainflow cycle counting. Finally, utilising Miner's rule the fatigue life of the 
suspension arm can be estimated by summing the damage for each stress range. The 
assessments are based on relative distribution and relative estimates of the life, rather 
than on exact values, measured in repeats of the distance of a virtual durability track, 
and the nodal life distributions of the suspension arm. 
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However, the usage of the quasi-static durability analysis has some limitations. The 
strategy does not account for stress or strain where the structure is influenced by local 
and global vibrations. It means that if there exists structural natural frequencies within 
the calculation range of the stress, then the predicted results will be inaccurate at the 
affected region. In a previous study [1], the suspension arm's lowest flexural mode 
occurred in a frequency region higher than the frequencies of the durability road input, 
suggesting that the effect of the global and local vibration can be ignored. 
Consequently, this allows the quasi-static strategy to be implemented. In order to 
perform the durability analysis for the suspension lower arm, a new model has to be 
created. Additionally, this requires modal analysis to be repeated to validate the new 
model against the previous one. With no previous FE model or the geometric details 
available, the process of creating the model is done by approximating the dimensions 
from a half-scale physical model of the suspension arm. 
For this research, ANSYS 9.0 is utilised for the finite element modelling of the lower 
suspension arm. ANSYS is a computer-aided-engineering (CAE) tool for solving multi 
disciplinary problems. It consists of many products such as multiphysics, structural, 
mechanical, fluid dynamics, electromagnetics, etc., capable of producing linear and 
non-linear solutions. The present study employs an ANSYS structural module to 
determine the arm's resonance frequencies and to establish the static load cases. 
Once, the static load cases have been obtained, a fatigue solver, FE-Fatigue from 
nCode is used to calculate the minimum fatigue life and the corresponding damage 
distributions. nCode provides a comprehensive package for fatigue solutions ranging 
from data acquisitions to virtual design analysis software. This includes a fatigue 
module known as FE-Fatigue. The module is a CAE fatigue prediction package that 
can be integrated into many leading CAE codes, for example MSC. Nastran, ANSYS, 
ABACUS, LS-DYNA, etc. In this study, the FE-Fatigue program is utilised to predict 
the minimum life by applying the static load cases from ANSYS and multiplying them 
with the corresponding load histories obtained from MSC. visuaINastran, to establish 
the dynamic stress histories. Then, the program computes the stress range cycles from 
the dynamic stress histories, and finally calculates the accumulated damage. Fatigue 
life prediction of the lower suspension arm, described in this chapter, will be based on 
the implementation of ANSYS and nCode software which is explained in the 
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following sections. 
6.2 Finite Element Modelling of the Lower Suspension Arm 
The first step in creating the geometric representation of the suspension arm begins 
with constructing a 3D solid model as illustrated in Figure 6.1(a). It is defined as a 
volume with isotropic mechanical properties. Then, the volume is meshed into solid 
elements. Shown in Figure 6.1(b), the model consists of about 1980 solid elements, 
where 1845 elements are meshed as 3D solid biicks, and 135 elements as 2D solid 
beams. For the solid brick element, a 20-node element is utilised instead of the 
standard 8-node element, where each node on the element, has three translational 
degrees of freedom [120]. Unlike the 8-node element, this higher order quadratic 
element has additional midside nodes, suitable for irregular-shaped models or curved 
boundaries and is capable of providing better convergence for the solutions. The solid 
beam elements represent the joints/constraints in MBS. In order to prevent localised 
bending and localised resonance, the beam elements are defined to have high stiffness 
with low density with large sectional geometries. 
Figure 6.1: Lower Suspension Arm FE Model (a) Solid 3D Model; (b) With Mesh 
6.2.1 Performing Modal Analysis on the Lower Suspension Arm 
Since quasi-static stress method does not consider the effect of local and global 
vibrations, modal analysis must be performed on the lower suspension arm in order to 




within the range of the excitation frequencies (0-60 Hz), then the quasi-static method 
may not be accurate in predicting the stresses. In this'present work, modal analysis is 
performed to validate the suspension arm model against results obtained from earlier 
studies. 
Modal analysis is a method of determining dynamic properties of a mechanical system, 
namely the natural frequencies, the mode shapes and the modal damping. A natural 
frequency or a resonant frequency occurs when the stiffness force and the inertia force 
of the structure, are equal, and are acting in the opposite directions [14]. The stiffness 
force attempts to restore structural response to its equilibrium position once an 
imbalance force is exerted on the structure. In contrast, the inertia force is the force 
acting on the structure due to the unbalance force, and it is proportional to acceleration. 
At resonance, these forces cancel out, and the frequency at which it occurs is called the 
natural frequency. Consequently, the structure looses its ability to resist external load 
and the resultant vibration is balanced by the damping force. The mode shape of the 
structure at each resonance frequency can be in the form of rigid body or flexible body 
modes. In this context, only flexible modes are considered since they produce stresses 
and strains on the elements. 
Implementing modal analysis using the finite element method requires the suspension 
an-n model to be minimally constrained so that it emulates a free-free condition. In 
FEM, this condition can be realised by attaching a few nodes on the structure to 
ground nodes with a low stifffiess cord. Eventually, by doing this, the suspension arm 
will consist of rigid body modes (due to the elastic cord) as well as the flexural/flexible 
modes. However, in this study only the flexural modes are taken into considerations. A 
natural frequency in an FE environment is known as an eigenvalue, and the 
corresponding mode shape is called its eigenvector. To extract these dynamic 
characteristics, the block Lanczos method is employed. The method is suitable and 
generally accurate for most structures and is used as a default in many FE codes. 
Furthermore, the same method was adopted in earlier studies to produce the natural 
frequencies, allowing comparison with the present model. 
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6.2.2 Lovver Arm Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes 
Modal analysis results surnmarised in Table 6.1 compares the first six of tile flexible 
modes of the suspension arm with those obtained from Haiba [I]. The findings indicate 
that the natural frequencies do not match well with those produced in [1]. The 
differences in natural frequencies may be attributable to different geometrical details 
and boundary conditions applied to the model. 
Mode shapes comparison is not possible since no eigenvectors were provided from 
earlier -work. Further modifications on the applied boundary conditions failed to show 
any similarity Nxith previously obtained frequencies, since infori-nation on the boundary 
conditions and the mode shapes from previous studies, were not available. The first 
three flexible modes of the current model are presented in Figure 6.2 and can be 
described as the fundamental vertical bending, twisting, and lateral bending. 
Though exact values of the natural frequencies differ, the analysis confinns that the 
lowest fleXLiral mode is significantly above the excitation frequencies. Hence, the 
lower ann's stresses and strains will not be affected by local and global vibrations, 
allowing implementation of the quasi-static durability method. 
Model Descriptions Mode I Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5 Mode 6 
Lower arm (current model) 362.3 430.1 1047 1372 1378 1401 
LoNN er arm (Haiba's model) 420.5 589.5 1129 1809 1891 2227 
* Based on tabulated results. No descriptions on mode shapes and boundary conditions 
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Figure 6.2: Modal Analysis of the First Three Flexural Modes 
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6.3 Estimating Fatigue Life from Variable Amplitude Loading 
Load histories from vehicles traversing random road excitations are in the form of 
variable amplitudes. These data can be ascertained either through an experimental 
setup, consisting of strain gauges or accelerometers attached at critical components, or 
by means of a modelling and simulation method. Generally, the stages involved in 
predicting fatigue life of components or structures comprise of the following: 
a. Determine the total dynamic stresses histories of the structure 
b. Identify cyclic stress ranges using cycle counting methods 
c. Calculate the cumulative damage 
In Chapter 2, several approaches available for fatigue life estimation based on variable 
amplitude loading are introduced, including justification for the method adopted in the 
cuffent study. 
6.3.1 Quasi-static Durability Analysis 
Outcomes from modal analysis suggested that the quasi-static stress method with time 
domain life estimation is a suitable strategy for the durability study involving semi- 
active suspension control systems. The procedure of obtaining the minimum life can 
be explained with an example of a prismatic bar with three load histories shown in 
Figure 6.3. 
To obtain the dynamic stresses of the prismatic bar, the first step requires calculation 
of the static load cases. This is done by applying a unit load at the position, in the same 
line of action and direction of the load history, one at a time, and solve for the static 
stress. Each of this load case consists of nodal stresses expressed as component normal 
stresses, shear stresses, principal stresses, and von Mises stresses. This process can be 
executed using an FE method, in this case using ANSYS. 
Then, these static load cases are multiplied by the corresponding load histories to 
ascertain dynamic stress histories. The total stress histories can be determined by 
applying the superposition principle to the dynamic stress histories, in which stresses 
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of all load cases for the entire time interval are added. For example, the component 
." UY, stresses 
for a 3D stress analysis contain normal and shear stresses in the form of cr, 
q,, ry, ry,, and -r,,. The solutions for the dynamic stress histories can be calculated as: 
ax (t) a.,,, F, (t) + a., ý 
F20 +o-.,, F3 
(t) 
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where, 
i is the number of load case, a ., j, cryi, o-, j, -r(, y)i, r(yg, correspond to the 
stress components, and F(t) is the load history. 
This process can either be computed using a MATLAB program (Appendix V) or 
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Figure 6.3: Obtaining Static Load Cases using Quasi-Static Method 
Once the total dynamic stress/strain histories have been obtained, tile results have to be 
quantified into a set of constant amplitude cycles using a cycle counting method. The 
purpose of cycle counting is to compare the contributions of the varying amplitudes to 
the fatigue obtained from a constant amplitude cycle [90]. This is necessary because 
the stresses or the strains histories are of varying amplitudes. Cycle couriting methods 
are designed to extract equivalent constant amplitude cycles from tile random stress 
and strain histories so that the linear cumulative damage calculation can estimate the 
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structure fatigue life. There are many cycle counting methods available such as range- 
pair, racetrack, level-crossing, peak counting and rainflow, which all aim to reduce the 
random characteristics of the stress/strain histories into a set of constant amplitude 
cycles [87,90]. 
Perhaps, the most widely used method is the rainflow cycle counting, firstly proposed 
by Matsuishi and Endo [121]. The method counts the stress, strain or the load cycles 
by first repositioning the time history plots such that the horizontal time axis becomes 
a vertical axis with increasing time downward, while the amplitude is transposed from 
the vertical axis to the horizontal. By doing this, the cycle is counted from a reversal to 
the subsequent range resembling rain flowing down a pagoda roof as illustrated in 
Figure 6.4. 
There are several basic steps when applying this method as described by Stephens et 
aL [90]. First, the time history must begin either from the highest peak or the lowest 
valley. This is necessary to avoid counting of half cycles. Then, the rainflow continues 
until the next reversal is encountered, where it reaches a peak or a valley in which the 
magnitude is equal or greater than the previous ones. Additionally, the counting is 
stopped when it encounters the previous rainflow. The step is repeated for the 
following reversal until the end of the history. For example, in Figure 6.4, the rainflow 
can be described as follows: 
a. The flow begins from a local minimum at point A and continues at the next 
reversal at point B to B'. Since the subsequent local minimum point at C is 
larger than point A, the flow continues to another reversal at point D until the 
end of the time history. 
b. Rain flows from a local maximum at point B continues at point C and stops at 
point D since the subsequent local maximum is equal or greater than point B. 
c. The rainflow from a local minimum at C stops at point B'because it encounters 
the previous flow from ABB'D. 
Rain flows from a local maximum at point D continues to the next reversal at 
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point E followed by another reversal at point G, and continues until the end of 
the time history as no succeeding local maximum is greater or equal to point D. 
e. The flow starts at a local minimum E continues at the next reversal at F and 
terminates at the following local minimum point G since it is smaller or equal 
to point E. 
f Rainflow from point F ends at E' when it meets the earlier rainflow from 
DEFG. 
The rainflow begins at a local minimum at point G to point H and continues 
until the end of the time history since the conditions to stop the rainflow have 
not been satisfied. 
Based on this description, the cycles can be counted. Two full cycles are present i. e. 
from BCB'D and EFE'G, and the remaining are half cycles. This rainflow counting 
method can be performed manually for a short time history. For a long and complex 
history, the method can be executed using computer programs. Several rainflow 
counting algorithms are available, in the American Society for Testing and Materials 
(ASTM), for this purpose [87]. The rainflow algorithm adopted by nCode is based on 
the extension of the ASTM standard (a 4-point method), that allows the cycle counting 
to start at the beginning of the time history [122]. A sample of cycle counting using 
this method is available in Appendix V. 
Finally, the damage produced by these set of constant amplitude cycles can be 
approximated with cumulative damage calculation from the Palmgren-Miner Linear 
Damage rule as explained in Chapter Two. Alternatively, the fatigue calculation and 
estimation can be evaluated using commercially available software. FE-Fatigue 
software from nCode is capable of providing detailed fatigue analysis using the quasi- 
static method or random vibration method depending on the load histories and FE 
results. Since this study involves a linear stress/strain analysis, the former method is 
employed. 
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Figure 6.4: Rainflow Cycle Counting Method 
6.3.2 Durability Analysis of the Lower Suspension Arm 
To examine the effect of semi-active control systems on the durability of suspension 
components, the lower suspension arm is selected as a case study. The motives behind 
this selection are based on the following: 
a. To allow fatigue life comparison between the present lower arm model with 
earlier results. Indirectly, it can also be used to validate the cosimulation 
approach against those previously obtained from pure MBS simulation. 
b. The lower suspension arm has the most loading, in comparison with the hub, 
upper ann, tie-rod, and the vehicle body. In addition, it has a direct contact with 
the bump stop when a large transient event is encountered. 
c. Due to lack of geometrical details for other suspension components, the lower 
arm is the only available component for the durability analysis. As previously 
mention, the geometric details are manually approximated from a half-scale 
model. As a result, the current representation of the suspension arm is not as 
detailed as the one produced in earlier studies. However, this limitation offers 
another perspective in this durability study. By comparing fatigue results with 
the previous study, some appreciation of the effect that geometrical details have 
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on the fatigue life estimation and its distribution can be gained. 
The lower suspension arm consists of twenty one load histories in the form of forces 
and moments, at the constraints as depicted in Figure 6.5. These load histories are 
obtained from MBS cosimulation for four competing suspension systems, namely the 
passive system, and three semi-active systems with a two-state switchable control 
strategy, denoted as TSSI, TSS2, and TSS3. An example of the load histories is 
illustrated in Figure 6.6. 
In order to ascertain the static load cases, the suspension arm has to be statically solved 
with a finite element code. These load cases represent the MBS constraint interfaces. 
Since a unit force or moment is applied at the nodes, some of the load histories have to 
be divided according to the number of nodes representing the constraint. For instance, 
the revolute joint connecting the arm to the vehicle body is represented by 2 nodes (A 
and B in Figure 6.7). Therefore, the load histories for the revolute joint have to be 
divided by two, so that the resultant dynamic stress histories will be the equivalent of a 
single load case applied at the centre between A and B. 
inertia relief is applied to the arm as shown in Figure 6.8, to account for force or 
moment imbalance when a unit of load is applied for each load case. It works using the 
assumption that the structure under consideration is in 'static equilibrium under 
minimal constraints. In ANSYS, applying the inertia relief method requires a 
maximum of 6 constraints where reaction forces are determined due to the applied 
load. Once these static load cases have been determined, the results files are then 
translated to nCode FE-Fatigue program where these load cases are combined with the 
designated load histories. Then the fatigue solver is executed to predict the lower arm 
minimum life and the nodal distributions. 
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Figure 6.5: Load Histories of Lower Suspension Arm 
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Figure 6.6: Sample of Load Histories at Spherical Joint (Lower Arm to Hub) 
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Figure 6.7: Location of the Lower Arm Static Load Cases 
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Figure 6.8: APPlied Constraints with Inertia Relief 
The lower suspension arm is made of hardened and tempered alloy steel, 817M40 and 
having the following material properties as summarized in Table 6.2. The stress-life 
and strain-life curves of the alloy steel are as shown in Figure 6.9 and 6.10. The first 
five material properties can be ascertained from engineering material properties 
database. When estimating fatigue using the strain-life method, the remaining two 
properties must be utilised. It can be determined either by curve-fitting the cyclic 
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stress-strain data or Using the mathernatical relationship [90] given as: 
K' Eq 6.7 (C 
f) 
n 
where (Tj, ' is the fatigue strength coefficient and ej. is the ductility coefficient. If no 
experimental data is available, the cyclic strain exponent, n' call be approximated as 
follows: 
11 F= Eq 6.8 
C 
in which b is the fatigue strength exponent and c is the dLICtllity exponent. 
Density, p Yield Ultimate Modulus Poisson's CvcliC O"Clic 
(kg/m 3 strength, strength, of ration, u strength strain 
cr,, (MPa) cr. 1t (MPa) elasticity, coefficient, exponent, 
E (GPa) K' n' 
7800 1166 1277 200 0.3 1166 0.0246 
Table 6.2: Mechanical Properties of 817M40 [1] 
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Figure 6.10: Strain-Life (E-N) Curve for 817M40 Alloy Steel 111 
6.4 Results and Analysis 
With the method for ascertaining fatigue life established, the study examines the 
influence of semi-active strategies on the durability of the lower suspension arm. This 
includes the prediction of minimum fatigue life and the nodal life distributions of the 
component due to a random road input and a transient event. Minimum life is 
quantified as total distance travelled on both road inputs and as a number of repeats. 
Due to high sampling rate of the two semi-active strategies (TSS2 and TSS3) to obtain 
the load histories, a shorter track length of the pav6 is employed to accommodate the 
data storage limitation in MATLAB and MSC. visuaINastran. Therefore, the minimum 
life for the random road input is defined as distance in kilometres or as number of 
repeats of a 100 m pav6 track instead of 350 m. A similar definition is employed for 
the transient input, where the distance for the bump and pothole is 15 rn with the same 
vehicle forward velocity. With a shorter distance than the pave track, the minimum life 
is expressed as distance in metres and as repeats of the bump and pothole length. 
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6.4.1 Fatigue Life Assessment due to Random Road Input 
This evaluation begins with the comparison of the predicted rnminiurn life among the 
competing suspension systems based on relative estimates of the life and its 
distribUtIon rather than as exact values. The results presented in Table 6.3 and 6.4 
show the first 4 of the most damaged nodes. These nodes are consistent in terms of 
severity from all suspension systems that contribute to shorter service life. Generally, it 
can be concluded that, the implementation of semi-active system with switchable 
skyhook damping control technique will produce a more than 50 percent reduction in 
service life of the suspension component, when compared to a conventional passive 
suspension system. TSSI, TSS2 and TSS3 register reductions of 48,68, and 96 
percent, respectIVelY, in minimum fatigue life in comparison with passive suspension. 
The worst of the 3 semi-active systems came from the Implementation of TSS3, with 
the shortest life of about 52 kni or 522 repeats traversing the pav6 track. This poor 
fatigue life perfori-nance is most likely due to the influence of the sharp transient events 
or the jerks, as illustrated in Figure 5.13(a)-(o to Figure 5.1 5(a)-(f), originating from 
semi-active systems \vith a conventional skyhook damping control, implemented in 
this study. Additionally, the minimum life of TSS3 further deteriorates as a result of 
the high frequency content from the constant current switching algorithm. 
Even though dynarnic analysis of TSS2 in previous chapter suggested improvement of 
the sprung mass, unsprung mass, and lower ann responses, it appears that this semi- 
active strategy has a detrimental effect on the ann's fati IIIII igue life. Similarly, it is true for 
TSS I but its m11111111,1111 life is 20 percent longer than that of TSS2. 
Node No. Passive TSSI TSS2 TSS3 
217 1279 620 393 52.2 
513 1579 911 543 53.2 
1436 1704 982 586 56.4 
1417 2182 1038 622 64 
Table 6.3: Comparison of Minimum Life Prediction (in kin) 
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Node No. Passive TSSI TSS2 TSS3 
217 12786 6204 3926.6 522.17 
533 15785 9110.2 5428.1 531.77 
1436 17037 9816.9 5863.6 563.89 
1417 21825 10379 6221.2 639.99 
Table 6.4: Comparison of Minimum Life Prediction (in Repeats of Pav6 Track) 
The nodal life distributions of the suspension arm in Figure 6.11 and 6.12 indicate 
regions of high stress concentration near the notched area. With all life contours 
plotted with the same minimum and maximum ranges, TSS3 can be seen to produce 
the highest fatigue damage followed by TSS2 and then TSSI. The least damage is 
generated from the passive suspension system. Additionally, damage contours between 
the top and the bottom surface of the lower arm indicate similarity in distribution for 
all suspension systems especially at the critical area around the notch. Figure 6.13 and 
6.14 display some of the nodes at potentially damaging locations. The effect of the 
bump stop on the suspension arm can be observed in the region shown in Figure 6.13, 
represented by node 2131,2612,2142, and node 2219. 
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Figure 6.11: Fatigue Life Distributions due to Random Input (Top Section) 
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Figure 6.12: Fatigue Life Distributions due to Random Input (Bottom Section) 
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Figure 6.13: Identification of Nodes at Critical Damage Locations (Top Section) 
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Figure 6.14: Identification of Nodes at Critical Damage Locations (Bottom Section) 
The fatigue prediction and nodal distributions of the most damaging nodes are 
tabulated and plotted as illustrated in Figure 6.15 to 6.17 based on the 50 most 
damaging nodes of the passive suspension system. The most damaging nodes for all 
semi-active strategies are about the same as the passive, except for the last 2 to 5 
nodes. It clearly indicates the three semi-active strategies produce inferior fatigue 
performance than the passive. 
Sensitivity analysis performed for the suspension arm's nodal damage distribution 
suggests that the stress or strain cycles are uniaxial. All of the nodes for the four 
suspension systems exhibit no biaxial or multiaxial loading. Additionally, there is no 
variation in the angle spread for the principal stress which means that the arm is purely 
affected by the normal stress loading. The critical damage regions occur on the free 
surfaces of the suspension arm with no sub-surface damage detected. This is consistent 
with a classical fatigue theory in which crack initiation resulting from fatigue 
mechanism normally originated from free surfaces [87,90]. 
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of Life Distributions in km (Random Road) 
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of Life Distributions in Repeats (Random Road) 















Figure 6.17: Comparison of 50 Most Damaging Nodes (Random Road) 
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6.4.2 Comparison with Previous Work 
To determine the validity of this fatigue life prediction, the present findings are 
evaluated against the results from earlier studies [1]. Here, the two models are 
compared based on load histories obtained for the passive suspension system 
traversing the random durability road input at similar constant forward velocity. 
Despite the difference in the intensity of the damage levels, as illustrated in Figure 
6.18 and 6.19, the nodal fatigue distribution remains similar, concentrated around the 
notch regions. Effects from bump stop can also be observed in the present model, 
though at lower damage values. The side surface of the suspension arm shows 
negligible damage as compared to previous work. The differences in contour 
intensities and spread between the two models are mainly influenced by the following 
factors: 
a. A simpler geometric representations used in the present work as compared with 
the one produced earlier. Due to unavailability of the earlier geometrical 
details, all physical dimensions of the suspension arm are approximated from a 
half-scaled model. Additionally, this restricted durability assessment of the 
other suspension components such as the hub, upper arm, tie-rod etc. 
b. A shorter track length employed in the current research than the one used 
previously. This is due to the high sampling rate required by the MR damper, 
which restricts the data storage capability. Moreover, the available track for the 
present study consists only of the pave section, unlike from the previous 
durability analysis where the random road input constituted of a pave' section 
and a corrugation section. 
Apart from these discrepancies, the virtual durability analysis employed in this 
research can be expanded on the basis of relative distribution and relative estimates of 
the life, rather than on exact values, consequently allowing the concept to be 
implemented early in the design cycle. 
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Figure 6.18: Fatigue Life Distribution of Present Work 
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Figure 6.19: Fatigue Life Distribution from Previous Work [11 
6.4.3 Fatigue Life Assessment with Bump and Pothole Input 
In the previous two sections, the durability of the lower suspension arm was evaluated 
under the influence of random road input (pav6 track). The work in this section 
describes fatigue analysis of the suspension arm subjected to potentially damaging 
transient road excitation in the form of a bump and pothole as illustrated in Figure 4.4 
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and Figure 4.5. Load histories for all competing suspension systems, obtained from 
previous chapters are utilised along with the static load cases for the durability 
calculation using the quasi-static stress method. 
Shown in Table 6.5 and 6.6 are the tabulated results of the minimum predicted life in 
kilometres and in repeats of the transient input. The level of damage approximated at 
the nodes is consistent in terms of the order of severity for all competing systems. 
Fatigue damage is likely to initiate at node 217 located at the notch of the bottom 
section of the lower arm, since it consistently produces minimum life. In general, 
fatigue performance of the passive system is again far superior to those of the semi- 
active systems. Fatigue performance for TSS1 deteriorates by about 37 percent in 
comparison with the passive system, whilst TSS2 and TSS3 produce 57 and 56 percent 
reduction in fatigue life, respectively, compared to the passive system. TSS3 shows a 
dramatic improvement in fatigue performance under transient loading compared to its 
perfon-nance subjected to random loading. With less amplitude oscillations, TSS3 
produces less constant current switching therefore inducing smaller high frequency 
energy. Its effect on suspension durability can be clearly observed from the nodal life 
characteristics. 
Nodal life distributions shown in Figures 6.20 and 6.21 reveal different damage 
contours than from the pav6 road excitation. The damage patterns for the suspension 
arm with pav6 input are generally similar between the top and the bottom surfaces. 
However, with bump and pothole input the damage signatures for all competing 
suspension systems are different between the two surfaces of the lower arm. The top 
surface demonstrates almost identical damage profiles with slightly different damage 
intensities, while at the bottom of the suspension arm, differences in the patterns are 
more noticeable. The effect of large transient loading seems to contribute to a highly 
localised damage compared to those caused by the random excitations. This 
characteristics is further illustrated in Figure 6.22 to 6.24 in which the comparison of 
the 50 most highly damage nodes showing close resemblance between the values from 
TSS2 and TSS3. 
Nevertheless, the general outcome remains similar to those from the pave input, where 
the three switchable semi-active systems produced fatigue damage faster than the 
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passive system. Again, the cause of this shorter service life is most likely due to the 
sharp transient events initiated from the conventional skyhook damping control. 
Unlike, the pav6 input, road excitation from a bump and pothole generally produces 
lower frequency energy. Therefore, the effect of high frequency energy from the 
constant current switching in TSS3 is not as dominant as in the pav6 input. 
Node No. Passive TSS1 TSS2 TSS3 
217 134.8 82.1 58.2 61.1 
1417 190.6 118.8 81.6 81.8 
952 317.4 208.7 141.6 141.7 
Table 6.5: Comparison of Minimum Life Prediction (in km) 
Node No. Passive TSSI TSS2 TSS3 
217 8986.6 5473.3 3879.3 4076.7 
1417 12705 7917.6 5440.8 5450.4 
952 21159 13912 9442.2 9446.6 
Table 6.6: Comparison of Minimum Life (in Repeats of Bump and Pothole) 
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Figure 6.21: Fatigue Life Distributions due to Transient Input (Bottom Section) 
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Figure 6.24: Comparison of Life Distributions in Repeats (Bump and Pothole) 
6.5 Conclusions 
This chapter describes the effect of implementing semi-active controls on the 
durability of a suspension component. For this study, the lower suspension arm is 
utilised as a case study to allow verification with previous work. The prediction of the 
minimum fatigue life and the corresponding nodal distributions are attained using the 
quasi-static stress method with time domain life estimation. 
Determining fatigue performance using quasi-static durability strategy assumes 
negligible influence from local and global vibrations. Therefore, initially modal 
analysis is performed to establish the lowest flexural mode of the suspension arrn. The 
finding indicates the lowest flexible mode occurs at 362 Hz, which is far above the 
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excitation frequencies. The present modal analysis results confirm that the quasi-static 
durability method can be utilised for fatigue life estimation in this case study. 
Fatigue life assessment of the suspension arm is analysed based on a relative estimate 
of the minimum life and the nodal life distributions. Clearly, the passive suspension 
system provides a longer service life for the suspension components than that of the 
semi-active systems on both the random and transient road inputs. This shorter fatigue 
life is most likely attributable to the sharp transient events originating from the 
conventional skyhook damping control. The two-state semi-active MR damper with 
constant current switching (TSS3) produced faster fatigue damage than from the other 
semi-active systems. Using the durability road input, current switching generates high 
frequency energies, which directly affecting the dynamic response of the suspension 
arm. This in turn affects the dynamic stresses, especially around the notch region of the 
arm. Damage characteristics on the lower arm's top and bottom surfaces demonstrate 
some differences between the random and the bump and pothole inputs. Stress 
distributions due to the bump and pothole input showed highly localised damage, in 
which higher damage levels occur at the bottom surface of the arm than at the top. 
Conversely, the damage distributions caused by the durability road input indicate 
comparable contours across the top and the bottom surfaces. 
Verification of the durability analysis conducted in this case study, is done by 
comparing the damage contours with those produced from previous work. Even with 
limitations on simulation capability and resources, the damage regions from the 
present research appear to resemble that of the previous work, but with lower damage 
values. These differences are mainly attributed to the variation in geometric details and 
road inputs employed in the analysis. 
Implementation of the two-state switchable semi-active systems with skyhook control 
may provide better comfort but this is at the expense of shorter service life of 
suspension components. Further work can be included by investigating the effect of 
fully active control systems and semi-active systems with continuously variable 




7.1 Summary of Thesis 
Extensive studies have been done over the last 30 years focussing on developing, 
testing, and evaluating various semi-active control strategies to achieve better 
performance in ride and handling. As a result, semi-active suspension systems have 
been widely accepted as being capable of providing improved performances in vehicle 
ride and handling over conventional passive systems. However, the effects of applying 
these semi-active control strategies on the durability of suspension components have 
received very little attention. 
A review of current practice has established that studies pertaining to predicting 
durability based on fatigue life of suspension components with semi-active control 
systems are rarely attempted. To address this gap in knowledge, this research 
examined several semi-active strategies for a passenger vehicle, and their influence on 
the fatigue life of a suspension component was addressed. To achieve this, a modelling 
simulation technique capable of generating service load histories was established and 
evaluated. The approach known as MBS cosimulation allows seamless integration of 
key vehicle elements such as the tyre models, the damper models, the road models, and 
the vehicle suspension models, and simulated in a combined environment. Validity of 
this modular approach has been established by evaluating the accuracy of the dynamic 
response of vehicle models, in which the proposed method produced comparable 
results With other modelling techniques. Outcomes from this assessment have been 
published and presented at an International Symposium of Multi-body Dynamics in 
July 2004 [108], which focussed on analysing responses from a lumped mass quarter 
vehicle model. 
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With the proposed modelling approach validated, this research analysed the response 
from a variety of vehicle suspension models in terms of increasing the degrees of 
freedom. It was discovered that the QVM simulation overestimated the response 
particularly at the sprung mass when compared to a FVM. The FVM responses 
appeared to be damped by the vehicle body pitch and roll motions raising concerns 
regarding the validity of semi-active controllers developed on quarter car models. It 
was proposed that a semi-active controller should take into account these motions 
when applied to the FVM. Findings from this analysis was presented at the NAFEMS 
World Congress in May 2005 [99]. 
The next crucial element in the proposed method involved evaluating the dynamic 
response and ascertaining the load histories of an MPV with a semi-active suspension 
system. Linear and non-linear damper models were implemented along with global and 
local controllers using a skyhook damping approach. The three variants of the discrete 
two-state-switchable semi-active strategy with local control were a semi-active damper 
with linear damping coefficients switching (TSSI), an MR damper force switching 
with linearised feedback control (TSS2), and an MR damper with constant current 
switching (TSS3). Evaluation of the force characteristics of the selected semi-active 
systems, revealed that all semi-active systems examined, exhibited sharp transients in 
their responses compared to the passive system. From the investigation of the local 
semi-active control systems it was found, 
a. TSS2 provided the best vibration reduction at the sprung mass, unsprung mass, 
and at the lower suspension arm. 
b. TSS3 produced exceptional reduction in body acceleration at low frequencies 
but substantially deteriorated at higher bandwidth. 
A global semi-activc control (TSSI PnR), adopting a linear damping cocfficient 
switching that took account of the vehicle body's pitch and roll motions was 
implemented for the full vehicle model. It was shown that the global controller, which 
was adopted from an off-road application, resulted in relatively poor ride comfort in 
comparison with the performance from the fully independent semi-active controller 
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(using local control). Results from this investigations have been published in a special 
edition of Part K of the proceedings of the IMechE in January 2007 [111]. 
With valid load histories from the competing suspension systems established, fatigue 
life of a particular suspension component was ascertained using a finite element 
method approach. Quasi-static stress and a time domain life assessment strategy was 
found to be the most suitable method for the durability calculations, since modal 
analysis conducted prior to the durability analysis, showed that the lowest flexible 
mode occurred in a region far above the excitation frequencies. Durability calculations 
for the lower suspension arm revealed that a shorter service life resulted from all the 
semi-active systems. It was shown that the switching strategy with skyhook damping 
control generates sharp transient events, inflicting greater stresses on the suspension 
ann. TSS3 produced the shortest service life, primarily due to these large transient 
events but due also to high frequency energies generated from the non-linear 
characteristics of the MR damper. Verification of the durability analysis with that 
produced in earlier studies showed some resemblance in terms of damage regions 
though with less severity, due in part to differences in geometric details. 
The major drawbacks of adopting the proposed MBS cosimulation approach to predict 
the load histories were related to long solution time and software upgrade 
compatibility. The solution time required to achieve similar accuracy with other 
modelling and simulation strategies, increased significantly. Therefore, to include 
MBS cosimulation within an automated structural optimisation framework for example 
may not be feasible with current computing power despite its ability to seamlessly 
integrate different modelling methods. Another factor is related to compatibility issues 
during software upgrade, as each new version is released at different times of the year 
often affecting communication between programs. 
7.2 Statement of Achievement 
The ultimate aim of this research was to predict the effect of semi-active control 
systems on the durability of suspension components. In realizing this objective, the 
following has been achieved: 
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a. Comprehensive review of virtual durability analysis comprising of current 
practice in modelling and simulation techniques, semi-active controls, and 
durability based on fatigue life. 
b. Proposed and validated a modelling and simulation technique that is suitable 
for semi-active applications. 
c. Simulated and evaluated the dynamic response of a multi-purpose passenger 
vehicle with the proposed MBS cosimulation approach. 
d. Simulated a selection of semi-active suspension systems for the MPV that 
include controllers derived experimentally from an MR damper. 
e. Investigated the dynamic response of a full vehicle model when subjected to 
global semi-active strategies considering the effect of pitch and roll motions. 
Produced load histories of a suspension component using the MBS 
cosimulation method for assessing competing suspension systems. 
g. Predicted and evaluated the durability of the component by estimating the 
minimum fatigue life and the damage distributions from the selected 
suspension systems. 
7.3 Original Contributions to Knowledge 
To date, research on the durability of suspension components fitted with semi. active 
systems, specifically involving two-state switchable with skyhook damping controls, 
has not been published. Additionally, the effect on components fatigue life with the 
implementation of magnetorheological dampers as a semi-active device has rarely 
been attempted. The method of predicting load histories for the durability calculations 
using MBS cosimulation is seldom practiced even though it is capable of producing 
sufficiently accurate histories but at the expense of increasing solution time. More than 
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half of the research findings have been presented in international conferences. 
Recently, results have also accepted for publication in the proceeding of the IN4echE. 
The full papers are available in Appendix I. 
7.4 Recommendations and suggestions for future works 
This research has provided an important framework for studies involving virtual 
durability analysis of semi-active suspension components. Further investigations may 
include the following: 
a. To study the effect of driving manoeuvres on suspension component durability 
for vehicles with semi-active suspension. The same semi-active control laws 
can be employed however changes in tyre models are necessary to incorporate 
the lateral and longitudinal loads. Introduction of driving inputs like step steer, 
lane change, accelerating, and braking can be incorporated to assess the 
influence of transient driving states on the components' loads. 
b. To evaluate the dynamic response of suspension components using a flexible 
multi-body cosimulation approach. The modelling method chosen for this study 
assumed the vehicle suspension components as rigid bodies, since the 
suspension component involved for the durability analysis has natural 
frequencies far above the road excitation frequencies. If the components in 
particular those with high mass and low stiffness, having natural frequencies 
within the bandwidth of the excitation frequencies, then resonance would 
occur. In durability calculations, effects from resonance are crucial since they 
have direct influence on the dynamic response, affecting stress and the 
predicted fatigue life. In these cases, a flexible multi-body approach is required 
to accurately obtain the load histories. Simulation codes such as MSCADAMS 
and SIMPACK have recently introduced this feature enabling better prediction 
but none has been applied using a cosimulation approach. 
c. To examine the effects of alternative semi-active control strategies such as 
groundhook or a hybrid fully active suspension control systems. 
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d. To further investigate the causes of slow simulation speed of the proposed 
method and to find ways to rectify the problem. 
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Abstract- This paper describes the development and use of a multi-body co-simulation 
approach for predicting the dynamic response of a vehicle containing magnetorheological 
(MR) semi-active dampers. The approach Is used to Investigate the effects of various local 
and global control strategies on the load histories of suspension components for the purpose 
of asiessing their likely impact on fatigue fife. The approach adopted alms to exploit the capa. 
bility of a multi-body system (MBS) code and a mathematical simulation code, by Integrating 
the NIBS vehicle models vvith selected semi-active damper/controller models. Various MBS 
vehicle models are developed of increasing complexity using NISICIvisuaINastran, which are 
linked to three local, two-state switchable, control algorithms and also two global controllers, 
each developed in NIATLAB/Simulink. The control strategies are implemented within the 
veh icle model using an MR damper model derived from experimental test data. Road Inputs, 
Including both bump/pothole and random road excitation, and the tyre model are also 
implemented within NUTLABISimulink. Ultimately, the aim is to develop an approadi which 
would allow concurrent structural optimization mid controller optimization to enable lighter 
and more durable suspension components to be produced. 
Keywords: co-simulation, multi-body system, serni-active control systems, magnetorheologi- 
cal damper. ser%ice loads, load histories, pitch and roll controt two-state switchable 
WrRODUCTION 
With increasing sophistication and performance of 
modern software and hardware capabilities, virtual 
prototyping is rapidly becoming a realistic alterna- 
tiN, e to physical protot)ping, Much hiterest is 
currently focused on developing virtual prototyping 
to allow optimization of automotive components 
for extended fatigue life while at the same time redu. 
cing weight. A key prerequisite of the optimization 
process is to obtain accurate load histories for the 
component to be optimized. Ideally, this should be 
done as early In the design process as possible, pre- 
ferably before even a rolling chassis prototype is 
available. In this case, simulation must be relied 
upon to obtain these load histories. Previous works 
-Correspon&ig author: Upartment of Alechaniml higkwdng, 
Unit, mity of La? ds. Ufth LS2 91T UX enjait imc. lepeskyO 
WLar-jik 
Ill and 121 have demonstrated that predicting the 
service load histories of a suspension component 
from a vehicle with a passive damper using a 
purely multi-body system (INIBS) method Is now feas- 
Me. 77he current NIMS software allows complex non- 
linear passive damper models to be Integrated Into 
the suspension modd. Semi-active systems, which 
have been shown to closely match the performance 
of the more costly and complex active systems 131, 
can also be Integrated within the MBS simulation 
environment. Of particular Interest in the area of 
semi-active systems are magnetorheological (N-111) 
dampers, which have received Increasing attention 
as a cost effective and reliable semi-active damping 
device for vehicle suspension applications. Altering 
the iriscosity of MR fluids Is achieved by passing 
a control current through the fluid. essentially 
changing the damping characteristics of the device. 
Con%vntional passive damping Is gencrally a 
function of the relative velocity across the damper, 
Skyhook damping, used extensively by a number of 
lNljjj)6q 0 I&IechE2007 Proc. INkchE VoL ZZI Pan L- 1. Nlultl-budy Dynamks 
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researchers including Sammier et aL 141, is a function 
of the absolute velocity of the sprung mass. Ws 
strategy was originally proposed for a single- 
degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system 151 and excellent 
isolation of the sprung mass from the road Input 
was observed, at the expense of an increase in the 
unsprung mass vibration amplitude Other semi. 
active control strategies have been Identified by 
Kunopp 151 in the form of a two state switching 
strategy, and by Cebon et aL 161, in the form of modi- 
fied skyhook damping, which uses a combination of 
passive and skyhook damping forces to mininilze 
both body acceleration and tyre load fluctuations. 
Unear optimal control methods for semi-active 
systems have also been proposed [71, but such con- 
trol strategies are far more complex and solving 
such s)stems within the current NIBS software con- 
figuration would generate much more compu. 
tational overheads. It is observed that the MR 
damper has highly non-linear characteristics, which 
are found to be control current dependant. Control- 
lingthe MR damper to give a desired response can be 
achieved by applying a force feedback control 
method, as done by Sims et aL [a). It was demon- 
strated that the MR damper could be suitably 
controlled to give a viscous damping force. 
The Introduction of semi-active damping presents 
new challenges for the development of automated 
optimization, because both the algorithms used to 
adjust die level of damping and the damper itself 
could potentially cause sudden rapid changes in sus- 
pension component loads, thus affecting fatigue life. 
In addition. these senii-active devices are likely to be 
linked to a global chassis controller, which again 
should be Included if accurate load histories for a 
full vehicle are to be simulated Much controller 
development for autornothme suspension com. 
ponents is currently done within mathematical 
simulation packages and not within an MIkS environ- 
ment. Currently, research at Leeds is aimed at exam- 
iiiing the effect of the suspension component load 
histories when semi-active control Is implemented. 
hi doing so. an alternative approach is introduced, 
NIBS co-simulation, that allows semi-active control 
models developed In a mathematical program to 
fink to the vehicle models in an NIBS code. 
A comparable passive suspension system is used 
as a reference to analyse the performance of the 
semi-active system. 11he feasibility of using an MBS 
co-simulation approadi to determine the durability 
of various suspension components is demonstrated. 
it provides great flexibility through its modular 
approach and similar motion accuracies when com- 
pared with other methods, but at the expense of 
increased simulation time. The serni-active damper 
control strategies. two-state switchable damping 
coelficient switching (TS. SD, and damper force 
switching (TSS2) demonstrate a reduction not only 
in the body acceleration but also in the load histories 
of die suspension component. In contrast. senil- 
active damper control with current switching 
(TSS3) produces better body acceleration reduction 
than TSS1 and TSS2, but exhibits higher acceleration 
histories at the suspension arm. For the full vehicle 
model (FVM) application. the bencifits of incorporat- 
Ing pitch and roll control for a two-state switchable 
semi-active damper on a relatively smooth road 
surface appear to be Insignificant. 
2 NIBS CO-SMIMATION 
NIBS simulation has long been recognized as an 
excellent tool to predict dynamic response of 
vehicles (1,2,9,10). Ilie accuracy of the simulation 
results relies on the accuracy of the representative 
model as compared to die physical system. in 
terms of geometrical properties, material properties 
as well as the interfaces with other components. 
One of the key advantages of the MIkS approach Is 
that it allows non-linear elements sudi as bump 
stop and suspension bushings to be modelled 
readily. 
The Introduction of semi-active suspension 
components that require extensive use of mathemat- 
ical functions and control algorithms presents chal- 
lenges for current software that use the NIBS 
method and may restricted its use in these appli- 
cations. Such restrictions may result In the unwanted 
simplification of models to suit the MBS software 
capability and, therefore, inaccurate results may be 
produced. MBS co-simulation offers an alternative 
approach where eadi subsystem Is developed In a 
simulation environment that is most appropriate to 
it, without sacrificing overall accuracy. 
On the basis of these conditions, the approach 
adopted here integrates the NIBS software (\ISC. 
visuaLNastran) tisood for modelling complex multi- 
body vehicle suspensions configurations, with 
MATLABISirnulink used for the development of the 
semi-active controllers, tyre and road models, as 
shown in Fig. 1. MSCvIsuaINastran is a computer 
aided engineering tool for NIBS analysis. It Is capable 
of simulating motions, vibration, stress, and thermal 
analysis. Measured parameters In statlcý kinematic. 
and dynamic analysis include positions, velocities 
and accelerations, constraint force, length and 
torque. joints forces, and moments. I'lie application 
of 1\111S in this study assumes all connecting 
components as rigid bodies. 
Here, each program executes Its respective 
simulation simultaneously, where at each time step, 
both codes update one another with new state 
values before ad, 6uncing to the next step. Sirriulation 
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POIlit C011L. 10 hwd Fooprint 
I\lc Mlls Outpul Model" Vehicle I'P' -I, 
)ampers hiNlorle, 




Random 'I'm Aný,, uhr 
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I ýc 6111PU 311 I-JI- I' I I: ýI 1ý dAl"I"N 
itchahle &' contirmots, ly %ariabic : ontrol 
, iraiqic, 
, Wi-k -nitiol & pach and roll , ., wwl km 
I ig. I %IBS L O-SIHILIL1110.1 111(Kit'llitIg ý., trjAtvp 
I ), gi: IS %% 
tit III NJ %I I -Uý- 
Hlk L 0111 j)tIl 1. -,, 010 1 Odd 
ýit Io- Flit' IN'It' Mli)SýSlt'fll (ACLI1,11cs. 
lilt! tN'It' fOILT, 1-1, flow both load and MIPS Miidc 
AII)LIts in I 
lie I). re skit is y sI ell I, V ý1 1`10 LIS 
týlt. Illodets Vall bt, cit'alvd. although 
011IN moart. , Iio%%Il ill fig. I fol illustlations pulposes. filt- IIILXiV1 M-CCI)IS fOICC IIII)LI11, flOll) 
ille tý it- x1d sil"Jivil-sioll dallipel subsystems. Thost. 
I.,, 1111cm ()IC(' 'ICIUMOIS ill 
MO NUN eMIMMUM JAwTmA myn to NMABI 
Simulink fol both Subsystellis is takrn floill the 
swe oupm of dit, MBS whit-tv modt-I in tht- Imms 
of displaccmunts, It-ItItIVA' VC[OL-111CS. M)d di(VIVI& 
tions. Non-link-ai, passoc dampvi, and scnn-actm- 
dmipet modds att, gkinctait-d in the susponsion 
diullpel subsystem. %%livivit" the iincal suspension 
Mims is modviOd anhin dw NMS "QMv nmA+ 
This ýtj)1110ýldl tillkhNS IIIMICI %UhSht(ItiOll %NlIt'll 
1%jimloj r McOll 2,0417, 
llr(K:. Methl Voi. 221 Pan K: 1. rvlulti-IxW. %l Dviiamits 
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MC lxvLýIcy. H Handi, N 'Stt-nibridgt-, d9ld 1) A Crolia 
t' %j: IIý1ý. :Iý'ýt(-; )t-:! I): :II, ý: ILk'()! ýI:; (AI 'I S1 IS I WI Isl ()II 
s\stc! IIs. Ii Ic st Is Iw! 1"; o! I dallipt-1 st I bs ymcIII 
pI Od II Ct"i 0 It' II it[ II 1' (1 101 CC. /', I 11ý' it('CL-j)tIl1g tll[)LIIS 
111)111 'JIt' %MS ýCbidti modt-LA ty p ictil block diagiam 
of 111t. plopt)sk-d 11)(. 1hod I,., sbmiin ill Fig. 2. Motion 
gk-! I(1ý11L-d flOll) OIC MBS CO-SillItIlAtiOll itIL' 
USVd ttS kCý illj)fflii tO MiJySiS til 
[11C S(IL-1-1 diStlibI111011', Mid N) 
Jýjtipjt' idt' of SU1,14-11-S1011 L-0: 1111011(11t', 
IýIbIt. Iýýt,; III-tI((I%\1\I, IIIIIt-tI, It. I 
t it -It ); I rar I I- it -I 1:, 1,1111 v, IIXII 
I ý, * I: : i, ý m, kg 
I rom hill) Illatis kg 
Suspewoon torsional stifft ivss 'N lllýdvg I f. 74 
SlISIX-11shill dalliping C III MINI 
I Vrr stiffix-m 111 -1 N Oill I 
1, J pI )v r ;I rn I Ina, s -1 Lower arm rlil; s ý,, j! . 
kg 
III I' ri ILI III ýl 'ýS IN )I I Kg -1 
". I Vullicle illoduls 
! L' kjo, 111 W: \ Ch, t'it' 1110dt'l QVN11 ShOV, 11 ill 
is dc% v to I It d bý II aliba (, I W. AIc St. Is p t-11- 
sion componciw, %%cw fitst modelled using a CAD 
pjjckýjgvý Them (lie liusliviision model is eXponed to 
t1le ). I soft %ý ýt Iv. %, %I it -I c it ppI op Ii ate mass, i lie I tia 
111d jOillt L-011SIltillIS tit' cllSsiglled. *1*1)U 
Illodel t: ()IlSiS(S Of IýNVIVC dt-glUC-of-freedom, vhich 
Il. m. bt-co foullillatt'd ýls outlined hy Ralinciat ; 111. 
Vehicle data for the realistic Q%Al 'unladviii an, 
gi%'L'll ill klblt' 1. The realistic QVN1 is then used to 
obtain the equivalent vchic1t, pammutct-s for a 
jollljWd Illd, S QVM. The II. J. '111Wd QVM IS iISVd 
ill tho, smdN to kAidate hoth MBS and N111S co- 
siintilation modelling approaches. 
A hill), Wd l1lit-IS lAA1 IS 31SO btlil' to CVýiiLIXV (he 
holl'stic (, ý, I CCI of \dliOLJ, scini-active confrollers to 
(he ýuspvllsioll components as well its their effect 
Oil I)ItCh tod loll III (11C 
dý'H, tllllk lVSl)O! ISk-. I ilt- 
1AA1 is allowed to Illove if) tile vertical direction 
M illi fOL11 CDIIIVIS Of tile kill-SIMIlig IMISI, hill is 
restlawled III both lateral and longitudillal d1lec- 
tiolls. The constlailit put oil the splung Illas" pcl- 
Illits it all slat ional motion ill tile vvitical ilms and 
louttional motions x-ound ill(. latclal mid loligmidi- 
nal axvs. 
1bv vqwvalcia k-ChICIV Of tile 1111111Wd 
QVM inTahlu, 2 %\vic olitainud hy logmithinic kicciv 
mcni 112! calculation, ý of dic%chide body displat-c- 
111cill ti olli (hv I callst ic 0%'. \I. Hic IlIvillod 
dOCHIMICS the V(jMVZIlUIIl su"penslon dalliping. 
C, WILl StifflIOSS, K, It is iISStIIIIVd thill flIC VVIULAC 
b0dý- IllitSS, tilld 01C OlIC-dillIVIISIO11A INIC Still 
ness, K, wimim unchanged. Miczcws the tinspimig 
lums, AQ k ewlivalvill to tile collihillatioll of 111111 
1IMS-1 Mid the linkages masses. 
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Nlu I ti-lmdy co-simulution (if %vin I -attive %u %p vmlmi syquivis 1113 
IabIv2 : mIll, rd ', )%\! %t'llitir (I; tt. i 
IrI,;, rariv Iv rs )M Qý Ni 
1; IS 
%Ir Ulll., 
iI It, I t'j 11 LIL-ý 
J1 \II, t: iI it kiIýI: ýIL1k'! ."! ýk", ,tIkL, 11 LLIIýi: k-LI 
:1, I Iii-st-d oil tilt, I im lped pal in it-1 k-I dala. 11k. ý L-1 udk- 
J)()Ljý Y t-sonanct, occuis it t 1.14 1 lz iuid tI ic %N I wc II to p 
1! CL11101 10 OLVM ýtl 12 1 IA- I'he I Idt' lith', Xvq, Mid tilt' 
&1: 11ping iatio, aic dc(cmunt-d it,, 27.4 kVin Mid 
0.2) , 1cSpccU\ t -I ý. 
II wk IIII ped II Ili S,, QV\ I it II if I villistic 
QVNI lliiw twi-ti \i1lidatcd fol % anows sankilatioll 
ollfig(11,01011', Ll,; Ilg Nl\ I lAB-"--11! l1tlI11lk 1101W, MBS 
1. Lo-, mittlatmil, it-sults of wllich alt, s. alolle. and NIBS 
olitfilit'd i: 1 IL-L'I'lloll 13 itild scctioll 1.4. 
2.2 kru nioduk 
jejow it st,, id\ bý Rarnh cl (11. . 141. it IMMIRT Of (ý'Ie 
illodcl, %Nvit, dt-ýdoped its subsy"It-Ills %%itllill tilt- 
I, \ I ý, ' It I 1111 k CIlVj 10111110 Ill. HI L' %ý Of k I) I (, '- 
sented hin, ColIct'llI(I'MCs Oil 01C J)oilll contact tyre 
1110(it. -I to SILIdN The dyllaillic response of sev(Tid 
vchidt. Illodels cylippcd mth 
diffe"k-lit su"pt'llsion 
This sallpic IN IC Illudd allow., (lie Micei to 
juaw ilic pound Mien if is subjected to it nugative 
fOIL'L', hN 01110dLIC1119 It SiltUIZ01011 MOA tO 1111lit (hC 
nialillmill IN-It. toict... This silliplust of Illodels Ilit.. " 
bi't'll ChOSt'fl Lill(' to It% t-01111)LI101101lid 
(ww, oi : h: ', .% olk is "0 Lik-w: nlint, ! hr t, fler"s 
of wl lou's sklilll-it t 1w "u"Ilk-lision oil 
load historics. 
2.3 Damper moduls 
ThC f*OWC C-lialacit-11"tics of an MH daillpt-1 tall lic 
wited COIISI(]Clithlý- %N ith the application of it SLIll- 
, thic contiol ctutem, its shovii lit dic v\Iwimit-wid 
fince vviocity ditta fol it (, allcia %lilglIt", I)OCk". ' mII 
dallipci ill Fig. T, al. It Citil hV 'It-L-11 thilt I ATO Coll- 
1101 CHIR'llt IMS Silljjlýtt to .1 itijljLj, jlji 
IMSSi'vT damper. As it conn ol cm O-ni is applit-d. (hr 
cl I it I ak- t el is ti L-S challge diallialit aliv. I'vel mid 
Bullough i151 havc i'llo%%li thill this cull't-lit (1k, pt-11 
diuit flov, Cilll ht' ; ij)I)lOXillhltCd hý- -t BillglIcUll I)IitS- 
tiC f1OV1 . Whit'll 
hilh A filli(V ýit-ld tOl 1V ill Zt'l 0 
Vk-1061ý. I'llt' di-M-OlitilltIOUS lhittil'ti Of lhV Billghall) 
f]O%N 1110LICI Ill'At", C0111101 diffiCtIll d1ld IS 11100E)IC 
killsuitablo. - fol vchick. applical lons. The 
modt-1 is it fuidwi tik-w1opink-nt of the Binglimn 
wodd, and %Nas intioduced hy lohn and Wvivlvý 
1161 and furtlict th-vk-lopt'd by Sitils vt al, AT 
thilike thc Bilighall) illodel, I hc hi-viscous 
Illodcl assullics tht'l-c is pi-t-yield flow Hits quasi- 
stcadý' of till- \111 fluid flow is 
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lig. 4 McClItilli-11 iill, tlllký Ol '111% 
re tit al ard , irntilatcd WSUIUS 
Cp i, IS tht' IM L'ý it-ld 
d it III [)I 11g, ( ', ý, ,tII L' 1) 0St 
tilt' ýWld fOlCV. ThC Lý'IILAIIIiL' 
il(*t k, I 1, ( 1 k", Of dI L' ditillf)CI. It-MlItilIg flt)lll tilt' 
tII(j jilt-Ithl. IIILISI ItISO I)(' Coll- 
SjLjt. lt, Lj. Ij%' tilt' fItlid imilia by a niass 
itIld tilt' Of 'hC f1thd hý' a SI)IiIlg. thU 
ji%niuwc chitiaciciishus of tht, 
dampui call he 
Int-dicted. its dt'llio list I lit cd bý Sims Ot al. '8'. A 
: Ilct hallical Inalop of this Illodt. -I is shmill ill 
I 1g, 1.1hu pai; mwit-is F, KI, cl_, wid c,,, have 
jwt-11 dcll%t-d holli cxpelilliclital data and -III is C.. Sti- 
matt-d fiom knowledgu of thu volunic and densitN- 
of JJJU N111 fhlid thu dampm It %Nas found 
that both hS itud clxýj lilt, contlol cullent dept'll- 
daw. %%herva", thu It"llailling %allit"s aru constant. 
Hit, %alucs used ill the N111 (himpor modol SiIIILI- 
jjjjlon% mv shomi ill 'fable 3. and it companson 
of Ill(' WSHIt, Mid the sillitli'lled 
2.4 Road models 
I %ý o tv I)t-sk)fIk)iIkIIIIII(IIs, IIk-t IS L' If IIIIiIIi, IIýIII t-I .A 
ImIlip"aild potholt. Iliflut ii, ust'd to cvioklal I, trall"It'lit 
\'I' II It'd I cvv II Is v, iIIIII It clit to II Of Vii I ida IiIIg VVI I idt' 
III I )Ill. Is, si II Ill I allot III le tII od " and st. II it - ac IIýI, 
1110dVIS. 1110 II'MISIt'llt Mild IIII)tIt Ill Fig. 5 (ollibilics 
-tv !I Id htllllp plofilt. 110111 Mulidt-11 and I lill 
1)(1thOlt- fIOIII Sill all(i Hil'SCilt'N' Il! )j. ()JI(T. WLL'j)(- 
, ibk' CIAClia ha\X bt-t-11 it lalldolll Mild 
Input is, kisied to excitt, the vimous 111OL101". Ill 1111S 
paper, all vehicle modds all, subjeutt-d to navvising 
dw virtual landoill load sullact, at a collstatit vcloci(y 
of . 11 
knoll. Hic pov%, cr spuk-tial dt-n-sity TSDJ of illis 
tandom load input is shown ill Fig. 6. 
:1 SLNI I -ACTj VI 1*1(()1, NJ ()1)1 J, S 
: 1.1 T%O-Statu %%%itcllahle 
*1 Ill. Yss srlm-actiý k. k onliol ""latt-gy usckj III till', 
ý%oik ý%m fli,, t ptoposed hý Kainopp i'l (11.17); 111 
wims of tht, lumpt-d QVM In I ig. 7, the 
I., L. IIII- activu L'o IIII "I st I mvgy I-, pvc II by 
if* -1: ,: -ý -- ..: I10 SýNitchillg parlinvict - 
cise parallicit-I = 
ý21 
II III Lquation ý' 
P, usk's iu IonI oft, k-ontiol 
10giC tO SdeCt hd%W('11 (M) diSCIOV diiIIII)CI 'Wl(IlIgS 
Table 3 Mit damper modol paramoters 
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( _j, 
both knew damping coefficients. 
'I firoughoul filt. Icillailidel of till', paper. tN,., Sysivill 
is lett-m-d to its FSSI. The response of the MR 
dallipv! to all applied colltlol Cul-lunt is highly lioll- 
lineal, iv, shm-m in Fig. T'a). This 111AL", MVtlM(L' 
C0111.1(11 of OW dC%i(-V 11101ký diffiCU11. SIMS Ot (JI. ý81 
(je%cloped a teedback linvanzation contiol nivillod 
%Nht-t-by the lesilollse of tile dal"pei can be slutped 
ill ml attt-nipt to pioduct, it lint-ai , imotv, icsilollse. 
'I'lic control scheme i% shom, in Fig-B. %%hurv tht-con- 
tjoilt., gaar, have been optimized %kith values, 11- 0.8 
or 
ik 2) D, t)r 
L 
ik . %ywrm swon hing 
%alme I'dromemers 
1 100 11, ... d 
1 1. and 
ISt1 ýk ht.! nauk and ý, %%i(dlillg 
10 
a nd(; - 0.00I. The gitin 1), is the IIa id linviu dani p 
ingCoctfit-it-lit. providing tilt- v1scous folt-c %%luch (he 
MR dampei emulaws. To appIv Karnopp*s m"itt-tting 
contiol stratt-gy to the \111 damper, two diffett-nt 
iApploadit's Call be adoptcd. Film, by Shaping the 
IL-SI)MISC Of tilt' '1111 &IIIII)VI to gi%V it lillCill diullIMIg 
forcu, suitable contiol 10giL' I', dV%V10I)t-d to ('111tilille 
file general Caw ovell ill equation : 21. Ill this cast., 
file damping coefficients and mv it-plact-d 
by and D4, It-SI)OCtIVVIý-, %%ht'IL- LA,. L1 is file hald ýAscotis &. 111111ilig cot-flicient and 1)() is III(, soft 
%iscous damping covi'licicnt of tilt, MR dampei, 
V" II ik'I I IS ýICIIIVVVC. i VII)CII d 0A ('0111101 (1111i'llt IS 
applivd. This system is refern-d to its I"-. S-'. Second, 
by it-pUcing tilt- haid and soft damilvi sotinp %%ith 
a maximum mid mininlum contiol ctmcnt, and 
1111111 It'six, ctiveiv. all alt er I tilt ivc S%\Itt. llillg logic is 
achieved. This s\, "It"Ill is kllo%Nll its I SS3. A 'A. 111,111illic 
of tilt- vafious mo smtchahlo sysicnis vxýmnnvd 
ill I his papk-I and t hell. I espct, tivc svV11cl ung 
I)MMINVIS LAIV OtillilIL-Li ill Vig. 71. 
3.2 INS wid, I)i(ch and roll uowrol 
'I 'I It? L'o III, I AI vI II Io tI L-1 it dop It -(I II om Nt -I I itful St v N'l 1 '20 
1111CMIS it) IIIII)IOVk' Ildt- fol ill) Off-Mid 
Vt'hidt'. It WitS hitSt'd Oil I bthiý' hOMILT, IlItCh. Mid I'011 
! NIHM", 4: Proc. INk-chl: Vol. 2ý11 Part K: 1. %itild-Nkly D%liamits 
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106 %1 cI ev, it kwiiii, N stcnibridge, and 1) A (: ri)ilLi 
MR Damper Model 
I ig. 8 Fcctlhat-k control o! MR (Liniper model 
I lot ofii, %% it It ivs; wt, tt)t I it, axes oft lie body centre of 
Illill t-Iloost-s ffie mininitim 
prtxiuct of accel- 
cratioll t% it Selection clitclioll fol the daillim States 
vach comer. III till', papel, lilt, vollitiollet Illodul 
I)eell Illodifit'd 10 NUil it [IIIIII)Cd SL'VU[I-1)()I-' IAAl. 
(ýOfIIIMIVS OR' ithi, 011111' j)iIL'I1 iti. -CCIL-tation, 0., 
. appinst tht, alholme roll acceleration, 
0, . 
The pitch 
'it I of I. (- Lit -lilt -u of vel fical , ILL't'it-1. -)"' 
is -f -d its tile different 
ýj(vvlviiifions bvtý%ccij lilt, front It-fl-hand cortict, 
. Z,,, i, Mld lilt' IC! tl 
left-hand coittei, of lilt. 
WhICiV dINIdL'd 
b) ft. d" Sllt)%%Il III V111IM10111 ý31. III 
it -, fill Lit if IiII lilt-[. the I oil accelef 
Mimi IH, cigibedelt-1- 
miiwdhý tAing the difference of (lie ývrlical acceletit- 
[to II I)etMV It 011 CfI Ollt IC ft CO II let, ý., _1 I., it rid file 
ft ont 
iio)i comer, 4_1m, of lite vehicle dividing file differ- 
el)('C %% IIIIIIW %% id III, J3, IssI it) %% III: I c(It fit I it) I1 : 41 
j: tIN 
Lach of tile damper force ill Vitht-r C(IL416011 (61 Of : 71 
Ila', t-%%t) discrew settings, it , off and it hard settings. 
Thk- danipci (oict-s mt. dt-wiminctl bý multiplying 
Illese darlipilig constant vilh file felall-vt. veloclut... " 
acloss tile daillpt'l. its shovw ill equations ý81 to 1 111. 
As tI wre a ru foul clan Ip Ci fOl'CL-S ý, L )I It -M Od CI I CO rI ICH, 
%%hich are citImble of svOlching hetween soft of thc 
hard Settings, 1hult? exists it 111a. \illitull of IG dampel 
COMbillatiOlIS. "I'llC daillih-t fOlkT C0111hillatiOll 111al 
prodOck-s tilt, Illillillitlill ploduct ý011 tilt, pitch of 
roll acLVIClatiOll Mll hV UM'd W., tht' M111MI, lot('(' to 
the linvai at-11.1al0l'S. I Of L-VIIIII)IC, '11C 111SI CD111I)l 
nation is vdwn all soft damping selling, art- 'WICCIC(l 
and the last combination is %% hen all hard "(. tllllgs 
are chosen. %Vilh tilt, use of logic opt-i'mors, all IG Coll I- 
binations wil I bt, chvckvd. Thv COl1figL1l 3601) 11 lilt giVL'S 
(Ilt'IllillillIL1111 I)IOLILIL: t Ofdall1j)VI fOICUS%% 1111 tht' IMIC11 
of loll acc-cluiation %%, ill be sclected and the coitc- 
Sj)Ol1dillg dall1l)VI fOlC0S ýNill he USt'd aS Olitillit 10 
each confer of (hc MRS whidt. Illodd. T Itis, ploce'.. 's 
will be calculated it( vach tifllk' SIVI) aS 




P, tAý I'. L' j I! td I It _(V 
I 
L'I tl 110 ' 1, 
0, 
. 
dicil lik. ploduct of 
(tit. , kimmation of 
the t1trupvt foices and the pi(ch 
accvlvlýtt loll as Ill equation 'W, %%ill bt. used. ill coil- 
(1101t, if tht. absolute loll accelclution. 
6 
larger II im It I it- it I Is 1AL It vp it ch a tvi -I ei at ion, aII 
'jIv product of 
the sum of the dampt-i forces and the 













(-*-. c, ft., 'Ii. u, i . Id I. -In" 
: 81 
Cv. fuhald ]VI I-RKS 
ý, R. j Fiý d -],, I Fýtli.,, 
1111jilis I'l ltjutý 
ThsTSS" hh ph ch md M=M Wpm hhnOsdmvl- 
oped in the MNIIAII, 'Siniulink enviionnivnt using 
hlock kiiapt, ani method, as shoý%n in 
Fig 9. It ickluiit-, 
hody ýACCV[VtiAtiojj otlIpAlt tt-0111 die MBS Whidt' SLIS- 
poshn nudd at vach c(wiwrs (A the vuhick to Mcu- 
late pitch and ['011 awelt, I ati Otis. Concurtently, 111c 
1,01ittivc velocitie's b0t%well the hody and dic coffe- 
SpOildhIg IIIISI)IMIg 1)MI, % Me LIIA'd tO VOIIII)LItV 
dampui h""s. The danWvi cotnhinatimi dw gAvs 
111illililuill product of pitch 01 loll acceleration 
'Fig. 101 Will be Ivd back to the %IBS vchivic model 
via a linom- force acitiator. 
1ýr, K. Nt"Ll', "'. 22, 
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9 TýS willi pitch and mll controller model 
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1ý P It VIHd 
I (In NI C UNC-41M. 11 liallili. N Stembrklgi-, and 1) A CrolLa 
I 'I\l U I1() \ H1. SJ[. I" 
4.1 MR dattipcr force control 
I and 12 sho%% the lolk-c %clocio, chaladel- 
i,., t i(s afious TSS systems, TS. S1, TSS2. and im the 
FSS3. Hic mptit is a sititisoidal displacenit-nt signid 
%%Iffi d 10 Mill 1111i4ittidt' M 1.5 I1Z J: ig. III Mid ilt 
5 if/ J ig. 121. Hit, contiol cutiont is also shovýn foi 
111t. t%%o MR contiolled systems. FSS2 and I'SS3 jit 
I. F, I I".. I-Igs 11: ci and !& and at 5 If/.. I igs 12'(-) 
itilLi ýLjl, It can bc seen from the iesults 
of FSS2 ill He- I I: it I that by applýuig thc teedhack 
kolluol 1(gy, the folt-C Wloclly chalilk-lelista-, 
111ýjIt'll tho. W of I'SSI Wlý closely. Ilmvwr. the 
lesults of TSS3 ill Fig. II A)i sho\\ much higher 
I of ck's alt, achw\ cd at 
10%N 
ý vloc 
it ics. Sim i1al 
iusolts lot it 7) Ill -put all, showl it, I-ig. 1-1.1( can 
I)(' st-t-11 111M hN illt-ICaSillg OW l-WilLitiOll miplitude, 
both totcu vvlocily charactenstics uid comiol cut- 
icrl( of TSS3 tem-nitics fill, FSS2 chmacteristics 
much dosvi. Ill ýx: ivial, tvmg both and 1,,,. as 
III)(' S%%ltC1lIIlg 1hikillIt"XIS, W, 4.1011C fol tjjC 'I'SSl 






Is ý -, !v -I I, ý'j t- 
iLI It -"s III vdw( 
'thic I v"t II Is 111,111 1 ()1 11 it, 
I: SS2 s\"s' t' III and, (I it- I cto I v. I vsý' (1(. %l I ahit. tol 
V ChiL'It' COlltlOI ThL' Vilt-CtS (11111t both 
Of tht"SC COIVIOI S(I'Mt-git'S IMVU Oll QIV I't", I)OH"v Of 
011C QVM iS IIIII'L-SCIM'd and diSCINSVd ill thC fOIIO%%IlIg 
scction. 
4.2 Ilesults from quarturvchidu wspon-se 
TIIcý L-1 !I CAI I )odý ack. t. It I at I ol IaI Id dal III )(-I f( )I ce 
ICSI)OWIC Of OW IUlIII)Cd IlItiSS ONAI It) il S1IjtVOIkjýjI 
iliput vvith 10 111111 iIIIII)IOULIC tOl' V, tCh of OW ISS 
StIatt'gics aw shovvil Ill Fig. I 3ý, m fol 1.5 11/. and 
Fig. 13: 1)) for5 11z. A similarquarivi ýchiclv ivspoww 
to a bump and pothole input is also "hov, 11 ill 
Fig. lCaj., 111c root Illewl square villues oflllcývltical 
body acceleration, RNIS-, k( (ý, aic sho%Nn lit Fig. 
%OILYU [Ilk' IIII)HI I', (lit' IMILIOM SUILWC tI, t', VIsCd 01 
34 kinili, il', tk-fil)Cd ill Fig. ti. As expi-t (('(I, 111k, 
IVSI)OIISU of tile VVIUCIC kISiIIg dIt- YSS2 I ontiol stiat- 
up, matches vevy closely that of tile ýchidv using 
TSSI. This is observed at hoth input fictlucticics, 
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Time, s Time, s 
I ig. 12 1 L' % L-1 OL .1 .\L 
ýi ý: ik Lt ts ii : -. d .t, oI tu rrent for I lif IS IN'. ý ', I l/. inplio 
1. ý) and 5 11 z. II ic ý Out it, ik'spmist, um., ig II ic FSS3 %%i IcIIc of II pa It' Litt) it I vI es p" II sc flof IIFS. S I. As dIciII. - 
(()II1101 %(Iattlgý', lioý%cwf, gC11clates 1111IL-11 highut qtIv I Icy III L-Ica'A's Io ý) IIZ, it is Soef I It I at II igl it, I Chu I) It, I 
foices ate still gunciaivd, I)III ll()%N iligile, Ie%. t. js (If folt-es at j()ItN f1t-(jLIVI1(-iVS, and it cati be seen that 
11IRIN 
ILL j! j- iJL'1jI1L-V(-Lj, 
I )Odý- i1tVVIC I it' i 011 it I I' VXJ )I' IIk 'I I Ct- Li V% 
I W: I It 01111 )it: I'd 
vvv 
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I ig. 14 Qýlo: Ic. % cll. k it, A"'por"t, al bu: np arld pothole input and I)II random input 
to 'ISSI. 10%%01 IV%VI'. Of [)Oil%' accelviation aw 
obscived fol TSS3 ill lo%N fle(juvilcics. live Suddell 
LII it I 1ý01 In ý vI I Ical acce let at 1011 obset ý, vd %% livil 
using till', k ofillol st I alt-gy. It-solling in (lie hIgIIIN, 
Imil-lintlal lialule of tilt- daillpt-I ý%Ilcll using silllplt. 
(WIL-111 SMICIIIII9, lllltý IMW itti adývisc cdect On tile 
dtubility oI tilt' 1 101, coll, 13ollents. I'llis issuc 
further atidivssed ill SCL-tiOll 4.5. For thu buny 
and potholt- r-j)oIIsV Ill I IF, 14ýal, tile TY-6 control 
stialegy pioduces hight-i livak It-wis of accc er tion -4 a 
ISS2. at 0.25) s and id%o it( 1.65s. hoill 111k, 
II. Nism, ýaluvs shovvii ill 1-ig. 11,1)1, there is a 2-1,14 
per cent redta, tion lit vertical body acceleration 
ýNjjtql tisilig 'I"SSI mor tilt, 1xissive, 22.42 pet cent 
it-duction %N lit"] Usillg YSS2 OV01- tile 1xissM, and a 
35.72 pvt (1111 lVdIIttJOII %%hVII LlSillg TY-6 Oý'Vl tile 
; ), LSsi%v %NstCrIl. lbe 1111proNt'llient obscivcd Mit-11 
II si IIg 'I 'Y. -O Is I) IIIII it I 
ilý I% a IV% IIII of II it- Ims fit' kit IV II c) 
, <- I 
., 
I II/.; po %% cz of . tile road 11111LI1, SVVII Ill dit- iIII)LIt 
IN) aý sN)%%tl ill I ig fi. Thvsc ic'sults conclate well 
.V pwwwod 
for the sinusoidal inpul at 13 %,. ill, Illos 
and 5 11/- 
Rusults from %Ms I'll -%i MW ittiOll, 
twilpt''d Inass QV\1 
pfc. "Vilted as docifillilt'd 11011) it 11101c I-valislic 
AAI Oix lilt hl&d "uspen"lon ývofllcu\. Onct, 
detvinfined sinitilation in thc MBS enviionnient 
ý%as used to assess its validitv. I iguic 17) shovs tht, 
ývliiclv hody"Splung Inass lesponst, Mit-n "uhlecit'd 
to OR! tI'anSit'nt Mad J)IOWC d(A-Int'd if) I ig. 5. Both 
lunipt-d nias., and icalistic tinxict dato ate ptt-sentvd, 
Whit-11 Call bL' SVCII to Ina(Cli VvVll. Snuilar clom. 
cnnipadsmi %%as aim) ninvru, d in Mv huh: unspiung 
111ass fuspons-c ý110( sho%%I11. 
4.4 Colliparisoll uf glio(leIlitig techtliques 
Wilb valid v(-hich, tot Ihu 
lunwed QV-M ustahlished, validation of the \lBs k-o 
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Fig. 15 bt-twtvii tht- realimic Q% \1 and thc 
jWd T! l ýi', " M'l ý Llt'g rt-V 0! ! rA-Vil 01! 1 QVM 
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Tss I Tss--ý 
051152 
- TSS 1......... T-SS 21 
Time, s 
Wtuld-bodyco-simulation of send-acthv su. qpensk)n systems III 
simulation approach using this relatively simple 
model is possible, with the intention of assessing its 
accuracy, so that it can be used with confidence to 
further investigate the effect of semi-active damping 
on the durability of suspension components. 
Again, the analysis uses the sprung and unsprung 
mass displacement response from a lumped QN1 M 
for a passive suspension system. Ilie NIBS co-simu- 
lation approach is evaluated against a purely 
mathematical approach (NIATLAB/Simulink) and 
with a purely NIBS simulation methodL 
Response from rig. 16 implies that the response 
obtained from NIBS co-simulation matches both 
MATIAB/Simulink and NIBS simulation approaches. 
Confirming its suitability for use in subsequent 
sections of this paper. 'nie main drawback of the 
. NIBS co-simulation approach 
is with regard to simu- 
lation run time. At presem NIBS co-simulation uses 
the longest simulation run time when compared to 
the other two approaches, whereas MATLABI 
simulink recorded the fastest simulation run time. 
I lowever, modelling the geometric details of arealistic 
Qv. \t is prol-tibitively difficult. in SIATLAB/Simulilik, 
although it offers great flexibility in developing 
controller models and is widely used. Pure NIBS 
simulation provides a better option In regard to mod- 
elling complex geometrical properties and load his- 
tories from suspension components can be 
extracted and exported to finite-dement packages 
for stress analysis. However, creating complex semi- 
active damper models and controllers within the 
M WS environment is not currently possible. An simu- 
lations ran on a desk-top computer with AXID 
AthlonTm XP 2.70G+ processor at 1.81GItz with 
512NIB of RAM. With the availability of faster com- 
puting speed and higher access memory, simuiation 
run time can be significantly reduced making the 
NIBS co-simulation more anractive approach. As a 
means of comparing the various simulation methods 
(simulink andMBS co-simulation) as well as the var- 
ious vehicle models used Oumped QVM and realistic 
QVNI), the IWSA= values, In response to the 
. 0.013 
LooPed Q'I'M Vgrtit@l UNIPf"I ýlssx Di$Plmgtm*mt 
ftss iv c 
$*%lbA cemmn 
05 1.5 
III" e is) 
Fig. 16 Conaparison of modefling tmhnlques 
random road input, are presented in Table 4. The 
RMSA= %ulues are derived from the power spectral 
density, SAm of die time domain body acceleration 





The difference as a percentage of the lumped QV, %t 
results are also shown. It can be seen that the realistic 
QVNI has consistently higher values of RNISAcr than 
the lumped QVM. This Is due to additional non- 
linear force created by the bump stop irt the realistic 
QNM,. 
4.5 Load histories of suspension component 
from a realistic QVM 
To evaluate the potential effect on fatigue life, load 
histories in the form of acceleration PSD were e%-alu- 
ated for a pa&, sive system and compared with those 
generated using the three serni-active TSS laws 
described earlier in section 3.1, these being TSSI, 
TSS2, and TSS3. The assessment uses the realistic 
QVNI, as detailed analysis of suspension components 
is not possible using the lumped QVM. The vehicle 
modd was subjected to the right-hand side of the 
random road input travelling at a forward velocity 
of 34 kmlh. The RMS accelerations recorded in x, y, 
and z directions were measured at the hub, vehicle 
body, and two at the locations along die lower arm, 
namely Location 1 (Locl) and Location 2 (Lx)c2), as 
illustrated In Fig. 17. The two locations at the lower 
suspension arni are at the same positions as chosen 
by references III and 1211. 
Table 5 presents the results Including the 
percentage improvement with reference to the pas- 
sive suspension system. Positive and negative 
values indicate improvement and deterioration, 
respectively, with the applied semi-active laws. 
Results shown inTable 5suggested thatthe influence 
of die longitudinal (x) and lateral (y) load histories 
were significantly lower than that of the vertical (z) 
direction, as eVected given the nature of the Input. 
Table 4 Comparison of simufink lumped Qý' M and co 
simulation realistic QVNI to random road Input 
RNIS,. 4 
(realistic 
Suspensk)n RNISmm Otanped Q%%1-NIBS 
System Q'v%I-Bimallk) cc>-ähnuLdk, )W %cügL-rt»nce 
pa ss he 0.803 023345 3. a 
Issi 0.6524 oß7178 2.97 
=2 0.62298 0M438 3.43 
rz. u 0.51819 0.57006 10.43 
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LWVER SUSPENSIGNARNI 
L'xatior, I 
! ok. ) 
F ig. 1 7, Suspenmon arm 
III% is True lol both pa%si% c and . 111 scilli-acti% c SN-s- 
tellis. Hosc[ inspection of tilt- IMS accvlcl Lit lolls 
sho%%S it graduith kict-leasing llend oi tile viblatioll 
VIlVIg% t% It j)f0gIVSSt-1 frOol tile IILJh to tile WhICIC 
boclý. civat[N, SigollWillit rOdUCtIOll Ill tht' vetliele 
both ativicrations can he obsent-d. it-sulting fiom 
impiumentillioll of tilt, TSS Control strategies. FsS21 
pro%idvii tilt- best o%eridl reduction at all fout 
locatioll" Ill I ofillast. FSS3 appears it) piodUL'O 
IliglICI RMS WILICS thitIl those Of tile l)aSSIW S]iýSfejjl 
ilt it[[ Iwations except at tilt- whick- I)OdN,, Mit-re 
tilt- highest it-duction is it-cor&d. It implies , despite 
the cowitiviable mipio%emew ill ride comfort, this 
contiol Ia%% is not 01111111tilli, IvIcause tile increase ill 
loading at higher frequencic% may greatly reduce 
tilt, faugut- lite of lite suspension component. These 
jestilts Im relate %%ell ý%itli thow piesented ill section 
1.2. PSD acceleratiollsof flit, suspension lo%%er arm at 
I, ocation -1 foi vertical thiections ý. zl are 
di%plaved ill 
Fig. 18. ()\-. Ing to Ille J)Ioxilllity of Location 2 to tile 
hmiý, it I an bi, scull that TS', 3 hits; a much lower 
peak than both'I'SSI and TSS: _1 atound Olt, htxiý, It-- 
onalick, flvqtlullcý. lange (0-: 1 liz), Lis Shown Ill 
Fig. Mal. Examining tht. saint, PSD plot alonlid 
Mwel hop tesonance rmige : 10.5-15 Itzi, its Ili 
by IWbW H "m lie mvn Ow in WnmA dww aMwm,., 
u) he I ighvu Iwa kS LIS IIIg 'I SS3. TI It' I CSt IIIS I) IC SA -I II CL I 
in (his seclion highlight dw significillict, of lilivaliz 
Ing the IVSl)OIISV Of ill(' %Ili Liflnj)Ot Of WHIP, 01 ICdLj- 
cing the entip at the lo"Cq ann suslovi-isitm 
Component. vhich will have it Significant alft-k-t On 
(he durahilitN, and fatigue lite of the component. 
4.6 Evaluation of pitch and roll contrul 
strategies for a lumped mass FVNI 
As the n-snics hum pnnmus svowns M3 and 011 
indicated that for a OVM, good aCLAMACN' Can ht' 
achieved from (lie NIBIS co-sinuilmion appioach, 
the work is mended here to maindiv the tidv lux 
foiniance of a Innipt-d mass VYM stiblecicd it) two 
ahernativv wmi-active vchicle control stiategivs. 
I able 5 at k vit-I afit If fill f lit, (1 11111) L-til Ig 
ht' Improve R SI I S. S-l %I 1111proyl. iw sIII -s'. ' iniproyl. Ll 2ý 11 1, S. 0 
-12A I. 13 T, b -2.3 
.01 1 -41, 
H. 6 I. if Fs iA If 3" - 62.0 
1)[ro-E-lion KNI" I P4 A 1%1'ý RMSI- I 
(I ssh It Improve RMSI", 1 11,62) improve KNil% 
ý. ,I 
IN'S 1ý improve 
A o ul-, 
U. M I (*15 
-10-5 
0.001 fil- 24 1 0.4102 
-1 
7,4 -1.4 
0.158.99 14.4 0.141 0" 3.9 0.2 73 It .1 1 ". a 1.1111 8.6 1. SW 11 5.1 3.0 1 'Ni 613 
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While Nell and Steyn 120) employed semi-active 
pitch and roll control for an oir-road vehicle in a 
three-degree-of-freedoni FVM, here it has been 
extended and used in a seven-DOF FVM and 
implemented on a multi purpose passenger veNde. 
The extension to more DOF may also go some way 
to explain why the results for the sen-d-active pitch 
and roll controller deliver less improvement than 
may be expected over the Independent serni-active 
controller. Further work will explore the dynamic 
response %-hen the vehicle is subjected to different 
forward velocities and bump and pothole inputs. 
Virtual durability road sections 1211 will be intro. 
duced to examine die effect on load histories of the 
lower arm using MBS co-simulation of a realistic 
Mi. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
1.17he NIR damper model developed in this paper 
has been shown to predict with reasonable accu- 
racy the force-velocity characteristics of the Car- 
effa Magneshock MR damper. Simulated results 
have been matched with experimental character- 
Ization of the NIR device. l'urthermore, it has 
been demonstrated that by applying a suitable 
feedback control strategy to the damper, the 
highly non-linear response of the damper can be 
shaped to give a near viscous danip big character. 
istic (TSS'-'). Altemati%, ely. byappllingaminknum 
and maximum control current to the damper 
based on Karnopp's two state switchable control 
strategy, a simpler but highly non-linear switch- 
able damper achieved, which has the potential 
to deliver higher forces at lower frequencies 
(TSS3). Comparison of the two when applied to 
a Jumped mass QVNI shows the later produces 
larger transient forces which have the potential 
to have a significant affect on suspension com- 
ponent durability. 
2. In terms of reducing the vertical acceleration of 
die body mass, TSS3 seemed to give the best 
results. I lowever, for higher frequencies, the per- 
formance of this control strategy appeared to 
degrade. TSS2 appears to perform much better 
in terms of reducing peak accelerations on the 
lower arm, thus providing better control in terms 
of durability and fatigue of suspension com- 
ponents. lbough TSS2 requires a much more 
sophisticated controller, It offers a much more 
predictable and tuneable response, fitting In 
much better with the modular concept of the co- 
simulation approach presented here. 
3. An approach to obtaining load histories of 
suspension components has been demonstrated 
which uses NIBS co-simulation. It has been 
shown to provide similar accuracy In terms of 
vehicle response when compared with other 
simulation approaches. The technique allows 
modularization of key elements, which In turn 
allows development in their respective programs 
that best suit these particular elements within 
the Integrated simulation environment. I lowever, 
this improvement In capability comes at the 
expense of simulation run time. 
4. Using a co-simulation approach analysis of a 
suspension lower arm Indicates a reduction hi 
load histories when a simpleTSS semi-active con- 
troller is implemented even though the control 
law aims at minimizing the veliiclebody accelera- 
tion. 77his is true for simple damping coefficient 
switch. ing (TSS 1) and when a more representative 
linearized N1 R damper is used (rSS2). Semi-active 
control with constant current switching provides 
good reduction in body acceleration but at the 
expense of increase unsprung mass acceleration. 
Load histories in the lower arm and results from 
damper show significant increase In acceleration 
and force thus generating greater stress intensity 
to the suspension arm. 
5. Implementation of a semi-active vehicle control 
strategy, wtich include pitch and roll control, In 
an MPV when driven over a typical road profile 
does not seem to show significant Improvement In 
ride over an Independent T&S method. I lence, for 
multi-purpose vehicles or passenger vehicles that 
travel most of the time on asphalt. the use of 
simple Independent TSS control may be sufficient 
In Improving ride. Conversely, the inclusion pitch 
and roil control strategy might be useful oily 
when examining durability Issue, where the vehicle 
Is subjected to virtual durability tracks that Induce 
Wgh levels of litch and role. 
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APPENDIX 
Notation 
CPIe pre-yield M11 fluid damping coefficient 
cPMt post-yield MR fluid damping coefficient 
C viscous damping coefficient 
Qwd high damping coefficient 
Q. rt low damping coefficient 
dF_Ujs damper force on the front left hand 
dF_, qjs damper force on the front right hand 
djt_ujs damper force on the rear left hand 
dtt_RHs damper force on the rear right han d 
Fd damper force 
& vertical tyre force 
Fy IM R fluid yield force 
I control current 
Kf MR fluid stiffness 
K. passive suspension stiffness 
IF4 tyre stiffness 
K. 
q ride rate 
Mb vehicle body mass or sprung mass 
Aft MR fluid mass 
-kill hub mass All wteel mass or unsprung mass 
x displacement road profile 
z displacement of vehicle components 
A 
velocity of vehicle components 
2 acceleration of vehicle components 
unsprung mass velocity 





angular acceleration about x-axis (pitch 
acceleration) 
angular acceleration about y-axis (roll 
acceleration) 
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2) R. Ramli, M. C. Levesley, and D. A. Crolla, "Simulation and Evaluation of Passive 
and Semi-Active Suspension of Quarter and Full Vehicle Ride Models, " presented 
at NAFEMS World Congress 2005 - Engineering Simulation: Best Practices and 
Visions of the Future, St. Julians, Malta, 2005. 
Summary: 
This paper describes an ongoing project to accurately determine the dynamic response 
of vehicles with passive and semi-active suspension systems, for the purpose of 
durability calculations. The overall aim of the research is to predict the fatigue life 
based on durability loads, of suspension components from a realistic model. A reliable 
fatigue life prediction requires accurate estimation of the dynamic response i. e. the 
service load histories of the suspension components. In this paper, an alternative 
modelling and simulation approach (cosimulation) is introduced. It combines a 
mathematical modelling method with a multi-body system (MBS) technique, intended 
to offer flexibility in modelling of the road, tyre, suspension and the vehicle. 
Cosimulation of a lumped parameter two-degree-of freedom model (2DOF) and a 
realistic quarter-vehicle model (QVM) with passive and semi-active suspension 
systems traversing a transient input (pothole) and a virtual durability road are 
evaluated. The study is further extended to a lumped seven-degrees-of freedom fall- 
vehicle model (7DOF FVM) in order to examine the dynamic response of the 
suspension where the influence of body pitch and roll are considered. 
Keywords: 
Cosimulation, scn-&active suspension, durability, fatigue life multi-body system, quarter 
vehicle model, full vehicle model. 
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Introduction 
In the automotive industry, physical testing of vehicle components for vehicle 
durability assessment is accurate and reliable. Nevertheless, it requires a vehicle 
prototype, which is a time consuming and exhaustive process, and most importantly it 
incurs high operating costs, particularly in the early design stages, as reported by Ferry 
et al. [1]. With the rapid advancement in computer technology and software 
development, the use of virtual durability assessment appears to present a better 
option. Production cost can be reduced with a reduction in product development time. 
Virtual simulation allows vehicle models to be tested and analyzed under different 
road conditions with a selection of suspension configurations without the need of 
actual physical testing. Minor changes to the component design can be tested without 
building another prototype. If one is to consider durability effects in the early design 
stage, an accurate representation of the component loading must be produced from a 
virtual vehicle model, predominantly when the vehicle is driven over a damaging road 
input. Building on these advances, research at the University of Leeds is seeking to use 
virtual prototyping as an alternative method to physical durability testing. 
Simulation Technique 
The proposed simulation approach integrates MBS (MSc Visual Nastran) vehicle 
models, with mathematical simulation (MATLAB/Simulink) for the tyre model and 
road input. MATLAB/Simulink is also chosen for the implementation of suspension 
control, since the code is well suited for control system modelling. It is expected that 
each code will perform its task efficiently in their own simulation environment. 
Known as cosimulation, [2], the method described in this paper provides simple 
integration of these subsystems, as illustrated in Figure 1, allowing each of the 
subsystems of different complexities to be developed, analysed, and validated 
separately. This process simultaneously computes the solutions for both modelling 
codes. 
In previous work [3], the cosimulation technique generated comparable dynamic 
response to the purely mathematical method, for a lumped 2DOF quarter vehicle 
model (QVM) subjected to step input. In this paper the research is extended to evaluate 
the dynamic response of vehicle models of different complexities with passive and 
semi-active suspension systems under the influence of pothole and durability road 
excitations. The cosimulation scheme, as shown in Figure 1, begins with the numerical 
road input in the form of displacement, x. It then enters a tyre subsystem containing 
the tyre model which produces a force input, Ft , to the MBS vehicle subsystem. Here 
the tyre force, represented as a linear actuator exerts a force at the centre of the 
unsprung mass. The suspension damper force Fd, either from the passive subsystem or 
the semi-active subsystem, is calculated from the relative velocities of the sprung and 
unsprung masses and fed back to the MBS vehicle subsystem. Similarly, the response 
of the unsprung mass is fed back to the tyre model. The subsystem sends a force 
output, Ft, back to the MBS vehicle model to represent the actuator force in response 
to the road excitation. The output displays dynamic responses of the body and wheel in 
the form of displacement, z, velocities, 2: or accelerations, 2, concurrently in MSc 
Visual Nastran and MATLAB/Simulink. 
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Figure 1: Cosimulation scheme 
Vellicle Models 
Tile vellicle modclS utilized in this study are confined to ride dynaillics where only tile 
vertical ground excitation and vertical tyre force are considered. Tile vehicle 
paranicters and the realistic passive suspension configuration are adopted from [4,51. 
it comprises of a lumped 2DOF quarter vehicle model (QVM), a 7DOF full vehicle 
model (FVNI) and a realistic quarter vehicle suspension. Static analysis is condLICtCd 
prior to the sin 
i 
lulation to allow the Suspension components to achieve their equilibri 
states. D-ynarnic analysis of the vehicle models centres oil sprung and unsprung mass 
response t'or the lumped 2DOF QVM and 7DOF FVM. As for tile realistic suspension 
rnodel, tile lower front Suspension ami is selected. Tile acceleration response of' tills 
component from cosimulation are compared to expenniental, results obtained from 
earlier research [4]. The vehicle parameters are given as follows: 
oxc sprung niass, iiil,: 535 kg(2D0F QVM); 1600 kg (7D0F FVM) 
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Front and rear unsprung mass, m,,: 47.8 kg (2DOF QVM & 7DOF FVM) 
o Front and rear suspension stiffness, k,: 22000 N/rn (2DOF QVM & 7DOF FVM) 
9 Front and rear SLIspension damping, c,: 1500 Ns/rn (2DOF QVM & 7DOF FVM) 
9 Front and rear tyre stiffhess, k,: 239000 N/m (2DOF QVM & 7DOF FVM) 
22 Centroidal Inertia, lxx: 1580 kgm ; lyy: 628 kgm2; Izz: 1540 kgM ; 
Road Input and Tyre Model 
The simulation begins with evaluation of the vehicle model under the influence of a 
damaging pothole excitation. A pothole representation from [61 was adopted, as shown 
in Figure 2. All vehicle models traverse the pothole input at a constant forward I 
velocity of 10 ni/s. For the lumped 7DOF FVM, only the front right suspension is 
allowed to strike the pothole. Next, a virtual durability road is used (Figure 2), to study 
the effect of dynamic excitation on the loading of the vehicle suspension components. 
The road consists of a short track made of elements which create significant loading to 
the vehicle. The road data were measured and sampled every 2 milliseconds as the 
vehicle traversed the durability track at a constant speed of 34 km/h. To simulate this, 
the right hand side of the pavý track is applied to the realistic QVM cosimulation. The 
acceleration response of the lower suspension arm at Location I (near hub) and 
Location 2 (near gearbox), as shown in Figure 8, will be compared to the experimental 
response. 
At present only vertical tyre models are employed in the study. Tile tyre force in tile 
lateral and ]ong-itudinal directions, typically used in issues concerning handling, have 
negligible effects on forces transmitted to suspension components, thus are not 
considered. During this phase of the investigation, a point contact tyre model is used. It 
consists of a spring and a damper arranged in parallel to each other. However, the tyre I damping is neglected since its effects are small when compared to the suspension I=> damping. A saturation block in MATLAB/Simulink is introduced to allow the wheel to 
leave the ground when the tyre encounters a negative slope. 
ooa 
F 








Figure 2: Pothole and Durability Road Numerical Representation 
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Semi-active Control Model 
The semi-active control system presented in this paper adopts a switchable (on-ofo 
strategy with skyhook control law [7], which aims to minimise vehicle body 
acceleration as shown in the equation below. 
FC hard 
(i, 








i") ...... if ib *K -Q<0 
Where, Fd is the actual damper force; Chard stands for the damping coefficient for the 
higher damper setting; C.,. ft represents the damping coefficient for the lower damper 
setting; 4 symbolizes the velocity of the sprung mass; and t, corresponds to the 
velocity of the unsprung mass. 
The implementation of the control law using this approach requires velocity responses 
of the sprung and unsprung mass which then generates a force feedback to the 
suspension damper in the MBS environment. For the passive suspension system, a 
simple damper model is used. For the 7DOF full vehicle model the suspension system 
of all four wheel station are assumed to be independent. The tyre model subsystem 
produces a force feedback to the MBS vehicle model which is represented as a linear 
force actuator acting at the centre of the hub. Validation of the simulation method has 
been conducted in an earlier investigation [3]. 
Simulation Results and Discussions 
The evaluation begins with the simulation of a lumped 7DOF FVM with passive 
suspension subjected to the pothole input, where unsprung mass and sprung mass 
displacement response at all four comers are compared against those from the lumped 
2DOF QVM. 
In Figure 3, it can be seen that the peak amplitude of the wheel displacement for the 
QVM is slightly higher than that from the front right wheel of the FVM. The FVM was 
developed by assuming all four comers of the suspensions are fully independent, thus 
the displacement recorded at other wheel locations show minimal response. 
In contrast, observing the sprung mass displacement response of the FVM shows 
different signatures (Figure 4). The response at each of the four comers of the vehicle 
body shows shorter settling times than the response of the QVM suggesting greater 
affect of damping. However, the front right and the rear left comers of the FVM shows 
considerably higher peak amplitudes than that of the QVM this shows there is 
significant pitch and roll of the body. Similar observations were highlighted by 
Levesley et al [5], though with different vehicle parameters and pothole dimensions. 
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Figure 3: Unsprung Mass Displacement Comparison 
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Figure 4: Body Displacement Comparison 
Further simulation to assess passive suspension and semi-active suspension systems 
for lumped 2DOF QVM and 7DOF FVM, now takes place, focussing on the front right 
hand side of the wheel striking the pothole. Figure 5 describes the unsprung mass 
profiles of the competing vehicle models and suspension systems. The general trend 
indicates slightly higher peak amplitudes along with some phase lag, for the semi- 
active system in comparison with the passive system. 
The body displacement characteristics as illustrated in Figure 6 highlight several key 
issues. For the QVM, implementation of the semi-active control strategy provides 
significant reduction in peak amplitude compared to the passive system. On the 
contrary, employing the same strategy on the FVM at all four comers independently 
shows major differences, principally the peak amplitude with the semi-active system is 
twice that of the passive system. Next, comparison between different vehicle models 
employing the semi-active system reveals that the QVM response is better than that of 
the FVM. It can be concluded, the semi-active strategy used operates well with the 
QVM in minimizing sprung mass vibration. Unfortunately, it does not present similar 
performance improvement when used with the FVM, primarily because the effects of 
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the vehicle body pitch and roll motions are not taken into consideration in the 
controller. Thus, the implementation of the semi-active control system based on a 
QVM is inappropriate for the FVM, even if all four comers of the suspensions remain 
independent. Further investigation is in progress to include pitch and roll effects in the 
controller algorithm. 
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Figure 5: Front Right Wheel Displacement Comparison 
In the subsequent analysis, a realistic QVM (Figure 1) with passive suspension system 
traversing a pothole is shown. The hub and sprung mass displacement exhibit more 
oscillatory responses than those from the lumped 2DOF model. This is because the two 
vehicle models have different geometrical properties, material properties and the 
boundary conditions. Vehicle parameters of the realistic suspension system consist of 
components of different properties and constraints, than the simple lumped 2DOF 
model. Observing the sprung mass displacement suggests differences in results in the 
model output. In general, body oscillation in figure 6 tends to subside much faster than 
those recorded in Figure 7. Further modelling is in progress to study the dynamic 
response of a realistic FVM and the effects of applying a semi active suspension. 
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Figure 6: Front Right Body Displacement Comparison 
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Figure 7: Body and Hub Vertical Displacement Comparison 
Finally, the simulation evaluates a realistic QVM with passive suspension where tile 
vehicle is subjected to durability road input. Analysis focuses on the lower arm 
acceleration at Location I (near hub) and Location 2 (near gearbox), as shown in 
Figure 8. The cosimulation results are compared with the experimental results taken at I 
these locations. The experimental acceleration response frorn Halba et al. [4], is 




Figure 8: Lower Arm Representation and the Location of Measurement 
Acceleration power spectral density (PSD) is used to evaluate tile results ji, on, 
cosimulation. In Figure 9, response at Location I and 2 indicate significant 
overestimation from the cosimulation, generally at all frequencies above 7 liz. The 
predictions are quite acceptable below this frequency which includes tile body 
resonance occurring at lHz (calculated). In contrast, there is large overestimation at 
the wheel hop frequency of I I. SHz (calculated). This suggests that the analysis for the 
lower arm using the QVM is Inappropriate due to the discrepancies at freqLICIICICS 
above 7 Hz. At present, results obtained from cosimulation using the QVM to evaluate 
dynamically loaded suspension components are not acceptable. Further refinement is 
necessary in order to assess whether the accuracy of the prediction increases when 
pitch and roll are allowed for. 
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Conclusions 
An alternative method of determining durability loads of suspension components is 
presented. Several vehicle models in addition to different suspension systems are 
simulated and evaluated. The use of a quarter vehicle model (QVM) either in the form 
of a simple lumped parameter model or realistic model may not be appropriate for 
durability studies. Similarly, implementing semi-active control based on a QVM to a 
full vehicle model (FVM) results in deterioration in ride quality, even with each 
suspension corner acting independently. A suitable control strategy needs to be 
implemented, to take into account the effect of pitch and roll of the vehicle body. 
Further modelling enhancement is required to improve the capability of the 
cosimulation method allowing better estimation of suspension components durability 
loads. 
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Abstract: 
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate how the principles of cosimulation can be used 
to calculate the ride response of a vehicle with semi-active suspension. The ultimate 
goal is to use the approach developed for the estimation of component service loads, 
enabling optimisation of components based on fatigue life to be implemented. The 
cosimulation technique employed allows a dynamic vehicle model to be constructed in 
a Multi Body System (MBS) environment, while two key components, the tyre and 
active suspension systems, are concurrently simulated in a mathematical simulation 
environment. The packages used are MSC Visual Nastran MBS software and 
Mathworks MATLAB/Simulink software. 
Since previous research [1,2] has shown that a quarter vehicle model (QVM) is 
inappropriate for this type of analysis, a lumped parameter full vehicle model (FVM) 
has been developed in the MBS environment, though for preliminary validation the 
QVM is used. Using the cosimulation approach, the effects of the semi-active system 
and the tyre model on the vehicles response to potentially damaging transient inputs 
(step and potholes for example) are examined. 
Results show that while the semi-active suspension system employed in this study 
significantly affects the response of the sprung mass (vehicle body), it has less effect 
on the unsprung mass (wheel and hub). The converse is true for the tyre model, where 
the results show different tyre models greatly affect the loads applied to the hub. The 
paper concludes that the approach adopted is an effective method of integrating the 
semi-active device, control strategy, and tyre model into the MBS vehicle model. It has 
significant benefits over alternative methods and has potential for use in the 
optimisation of suspension components based on fatigue life. 
Keywords: 
Cosimulation, multi-body system, semi-active vehicle suspension, vertical tyre modelling, 
service loads, load histories. 
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Nomenclature 
Ch,, m = high damping coefficient 
Cs = viscous damping coefficient 
C,. ft= low damping coefficient 
Fd= damper force 
Ft =vertical tyre force 
Ks passive suspension stiffness 
Kt tyre stiffness 
Mb vehicle body mass or sprung mass 
Mw wheel mass or unsprung mass 
x displacement road profile 
z displacement of vehicle components 
velocity of vehicle components 
acceleration of vehicle components 
tb sprung mass relative velocity 
t, unsprung mass relative velocity 
Introduction 
The emerging trend in vehicle durability assessment is to utilise virtual prototyping, as 
a tool for dynamic design verification and as an alternative to physical durability 
testing. This is made possible with increased computing speed and improved software 
performance, allowing significant cost saving compared to physical testing. Research 
at the University of Leeds is seeking to link results from MBS analysis to FE models 
with structural optimisation algorithms, to generate a method for automating the design 
of light weight components with maximum fatigue life [3,4]. Central to this method is 
the assumption that accurate load histories can be generated from MBS vehicle models 
when subjected to appropriate road inputs. Further, since the technique is currently 
being designed to remove the need for physical durability tests, the predicted load 
histories must be accurate for road inputs specifically intended to apply significant 
damage to a vehicle's components, such as large amplitude transient inputs generated 
by a step and potholes for example. 
Clearly the tyre model is a key component of the model, converting road 
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displacements into forces applied to the suspension system. While some MBS software 
packages contain purpose made tyre models, the compromise between model 
complexity and accuracy/solution time as well as the ability to populating these models 
with appropriate parameters remains an issue. An alternative approach [1] is to build a 
the tyre model from spring and damper elements within the MBS model, though this 
approach may lack the flexibility to be able to assess quickly various tyre models with 
different MBS vehicle models. 
Another key component within the suspension system is the main damper element. 
While most MBS packages allow complex non-linear passive dampers to be included 
in the model, few will allow easy integration of active or semi-active elements, which 
are of increasing interest in the automotive industry. Clearly, different actuators and 
control algorithms could have a profound affect on service loads applied to the 
suspension system, which need to be taken into account. 
The aim of this paper is to show how these two key components can be integrated 
efficiently within an MBS vehicle model. The approach integrates an MBS based 
vehicle model representation, with tyre models and semi-active control models 
developed in a mathematical simulation environment. The intention of evaluating the 
load histories using this method is to enable the user to combine specific and 
specialised modelling tasks with different complexities, into one simulation code. The 
paper examines the efficacy of the modelling approach and compares preliminary 
results from the cosimulation method to a mathematical approach, in tenns of tyre 
force, actuator force, sprung and unsprung mass displacements. 
Cosimulation 
The approach adopted for this study integrates an MBS model of the vehicle, with 
separate simulation codes for the semi-active controller and the for the tyre model. The 
main reason behind the approach, is to allow easy integration of subsystems i. e. 
vehicle models, suspension types, and tyre models, to be controlled under one 
simulation environment as illustrated in Figure 1. This, allows each of the subsystems 
to be developed, analysed, and validated separately. The input/output interface is 
controlled in MATLAB/Simulink [5] environment. An MBS modelling code, Visual 
Nastran [6] models the suspension system, whilst MATLAB/Simulink is again used to 
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develop semi-active control laws and tyre models. The output of the system, in the 
form of acceleration, velocity or displacement, is fed back to the MATLAB/Simulink 
code at predefined time steps. This process simultaneously computes the solution for 
both modelling codes. 
In Figure 1, the cosimulation plant is divided into two phases. The first phase involves 
cosimulation of tyre models with a passive suspension system. The initial analysis is 
centred on vertical tyre forces generated from point contact (PC) and fixed footprint 
(FFP) models, to allow verification against other research. The cosimulation flow may 
be understood as follows. The tyre subsystem (PC or FFP models) receives a 
displacement input from the road profile, x, in the form of transient (steps or bumps) 
input or random input. The product of this displacement and tyre stiffness generates a 
force output, Ft , which 
is then fed to the MBS vehicle subsystem as a force input. The 
force input excites the unsprung mass producing displacement, velocity and 
acceleration responses of the bodies within the model. With passive suspension in use, 
the forces exerted by the spring and passive damper are calculated within the MBS 
model from the relative displacement and relative velocity, between the sprung and 
unsprung mass, respectively. The response of the unsprung mass is fed back to the tyre 
model. The output displays dynamic responses of the body and wheel in the form of 
displacement, z, velocities, 2 or accelerations, 2. 
Detailed analyses of the tyre force from the PC and FFP models were performed 
initially within MATLAB/Simulink for the purpose of validating the models against 
published data. Once achieved, the same models are linked to the MBS system and 
used in the cosimulation environment, as illustrated in Figure 1. Sprung and unsprung 
mass displacement profiles, and the tyre force are compared with the conventional 
simulation using MATLAB/Simulink. 
The second phase of the cosimulation introduces the semi-active controller subsystem. 
The dynamic responses from the MBS vehicle model in the form of displacement, 
velocity, or acceleration are fed to a semi-active controller subsystem where suitable 
algorithm are coded in the MATLAB/Simulink environment. Then, the subsystem 
sends a force output, Fd, back to the MBS vehicle model to represent the actuator force 
in response to the road excitation. In these preliminary studies, a simple 2 degree of 
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freedom (2DOF) quarter vehicle model (QVM), constructed in Visual Nastran, is used 
to allow validation against other published data. The MBS model requires a force 
signal from MATLAB/Simulink to drive the actuator that is built into the hub. The 
position of the hub is fed back into the MATLAB/Simulink tyre model from the MBS 
model and simulation parameters are controlled from MATLAB/Simulink. Initial 
results are given focusing on the effects of the semi-active system on the vehicle and 
comparing these to a passive system. 
Vehicle Models 
The vehicle models describe in this section are confined to vertical dynamics. Haiba 
el. aL [1] concluded that the predicted acceleration power spectral density of a quarter 
vehicle model (QVM) overestimated the experimental results particularly in vertical 
acceleration. Since a QVM does not take into account vehicle body roll and pitch, 
analysis of the suspension arm load histories should consider a full vehicle model 
(FVM). This was confirmed by Levesley et. al. [2] with a simplified FVM. Both of the 
studies were based on vehicle modelling in multi-body system (MBS) alone with 
passive suspension only. In light of this research, it is planned that the complexity of 
the vehicle models used will grow in stages, starting with validation of the 
cosimulation approach (the main focus of this paper) using of a 2DOF QVM. A full 
vehicle model (FVM) in a simplified format (7DOF) has subsequently been developed 
(though results are not presented in this paper). Ultimately, an MBS model of realistic 
complexity, will be required in which each of the main components of the suspension 
is represented. This will allow investigation into the effects of including a semi active 
suspension element on the service load histories of the individual suspension 
components such as the arms, for subsequent stress analysis and optimisation. Through 
out this study the parameters given in Table I have been used which represent a 
generic Multi-Purpose Vehicle (MPV). 
Tat 
Vehicle Parameters Units 
Sprung Mass, Mb 400 kg 
Unsprung Mass, Mw 47.75 kg 
Suspension Stiffness, Ks 22000 N/m 
Damping constant, Cs 1500 N. s/rn 
Tyre Stiffness, Kt 239000 N/rn 
le 1 Quarter vehicle modelparameters of a multi-ioumose vel iic e 
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Tyre Models 
The development of the tyre models is based on vertical tyre dynamics, modelled in 
MATLAB/Simulink. Following an initial study, it was concluded that the fixed 
footprint tyre model (FFP) [7] offered a substantial improvement in simulating tyre 
forces over the single point contact (PC) spring model, without unduly effecting 
model complexity and hence simulation times. Although other models have also been 
developed, it is the FFP model that has been presented in this cosimulation study. 
Results are compared to the PC model to due to its simplicity, wide spread usage and 
hence ease of validation. Both tyre models require a negative tyre force saturation to 
facilitate the ability of the tyre to leave the ground if a negative step is encountered. 
This non-linearity is an important element in the tyre model. 
Semi-active Control Model 
The principal aim of incorporating semi-active systems is to evaluate its effect on the 
suspension component service load histories compared to those generated from a 
passive system, [1]. Unlike the active system, semi-active systems are chosen because 
of their minimal power consumption, simplicity in developing appropriate control 
laws, and minimal weight addition. In approximating the ideal skyhook concept [8,9], 
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For this initial study, a 2-state switchable controller is selected for its simple controller 
development which has been experimentally verified. The controller objective 
minimises vehicle body response by controlling the relative velocity of the sprung, tb 
and unsprung mass, ±w, across the damper. A positive value of the relative velocity and 
the quantity h (±b - 2.,, ) would switch the damper to a hard setting, Chard. It occurs 
when the vehicle body velocity, 2b is larger than the velocity of the wheel, 2: ", placing 
the damper in tension. This large damper force, Fd acts in a direction opposite to the 
relative motion of the masses. In contrast, if the sprung mass veloCitYS, 2b is smaller 
than that of the unsprung mass, both quantities, (2b - 2, ) and tb (±b - t, ) shall be 
negative in which case the damper is compressed. The damper then switches off, 
creating a low or minimal force, Fd, from the soft damper setting, Csoft. 
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Road Input Representations and Simulation Solver 
In this preliminary study, the road input is modelled as a simple step with a height of 
0.023 m. The model is simulated to run at a constant forward velocity of 47 km/hr. The 
input is applied after three seconds, allowing static deflection of the vehicle to reach its 
equilibrium state. More realistic road inputs, including potholes and a durability pav6 
road input [11, have been developed but results presented in this paper are confined to 
the step input, due to ease of validation. The ultimate aim is to generate road inputs 
that match typical transient inputs known to induce significant damage within a 
suspension system. All simulation in MATLAB/Simulink uses the variable step (ODE 
113 Adams-B ash forth-Moulton PECE multi-step) solver for tight tolerance with 
relative tolerance of le. In cosimulation the same solver is used in conjunction with 
the MBS Kutta-Merson integrator having a variable integration step size. 
Results and Discussions 
In order to obtain validated results from the cosimulation approach, preliminary 
analysis of the quarter vehicle model (QVM) focused on comparison with established 
results. A QVM with point contact (PC) tyre model was simulated both in 
MATLAB/Simulink and using the MBS software and results compared with those 
from [2]. Similar sprung and unsprung mass displacements were observed suggesting 
that the QVM models from both software were valid for further analysis. 
Cosimulation with Tyre Model - Phase 1 
Two basic vertical tyre models were selected for this study i. e. the point contact (PC) 
and the fixed footprint (FFP). Results for QVM response to the step input are shown in 
Figure 2. The peak tyre force of the PC model can be seen to exceeded the force of the 
FFP model by 600-700 N, with the latter lagging by a few milliseconds. The 
corresponding unsprung mass displacement profiles revealed similar characteristics to 
the tyre force in terms of the delay, however differences in peak amplitude are much 
smaller. Very minimal difference was observed when comparing the displacement of 
the sprung mass (not shown). Investigations using QVMs of a variety of other vehicles 
shows similar trends, i. e. the type of tyre model has a significant influence on the load 
histories generated but has less effect on the unsprung mass response and very little 
effect on the sprung mass. 
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To investigate the effects of parameter variation in the tyre model, the tyre stiffness in 
the PC model was varied between 191,200 and 286,800 N/m, as indicated in Figure 3. 
As expected and in line with the previous results, varying tyre stiffness can be seen to 
have a significant impact on the load history but less effect on the unsprung mass 
response. Less still effect was observed on the sprung mass response (not shown). 
Due to the simplicity of the MBS vehicle model at this stage (2DOF QVM), direct 
comparison between results from the cosimulation approach and a model simulated in 
MATLAB/Simulink alone is possible. Results, compared well highlighting some 
important issues related to efficiency verses accuracy. For ease of validation, this 
initial study uses a step input with a PC tyre model. As can be seen in Figures 2 and 3, 
this results in an instantaneous application of force to the MBS model. Clearly this is 
not a true representation of the actual tyre. In reality there would be a more gradual rise 
in force due to the geometry and flexibility of the tyre as it rolls over the step. This can 
be taken into account in a number of ways. The response of the FFP tyre model 
generates the force in discrete stages depending on the number of springs used. This 
can be seen in Figure 2. Instantaneous step changes in force still exist, however the 
more springs used the more representative the model becomes but this occurs at the 
expense of computational efficiency. An alternative would be to use the PC tyre model 
but alter the step input to take account of the geometry affects of a rigid wheel rolling 
over the step. This profile would however need to be applied as a series of discrete 
steps. Again, more steps would result in a more gradual application of the force and 
hence a more representative model, but once more at the cost of computational 
efficiency. Sudden changes in force affect the integration step size required to produce 
an accurate simulation. This can be seen in Figure 4 where results from the 
MATLAB/Simulink simulation using a variable integration step size are compared to 
the cosimulation results with two integration step sizes limits imposed. With a 
minimum step size of 0.005 seconds, the responses are markedly different. As the step 
size is reduced to 0.001 seconds the unsprung mass response is seen to agrees closely 
with the variable step simulation, though significant differences in the force remain. 
These differences are however as a result of the over simple PC tyre model, which 
produces a large instantaneous increase in force, hence a simple model with a simple 
input may not necessarily be computationally efficient if small integration step sizes 
arc require to model it accurately. 
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Cosimulation with Semi-active Controller - Phase 2 
In phase 2, efforts were focused on the development and validation of the semi-active 
suspension system in a form suitable for integration within the cosimulation 
environment established in phase 1. The control laws and algorithms have been 
implemented in MATLAB/Simulink. Inputs are in the form of sprung and unsprung 
mass velocities and output is in the form of an actuator force, based on relative 
velocity and a s'witchable damper. Simulation results were obtained and validated 
against established data [10]. The simulation for the MPV is given in Figure 5. It 
confirms that the semi-active control strategy improves the ride quality in terms of 
lower body displacement. Both the unsprung mass and actuator force registered 
significant differences when compared to the linear passive damper. Clearly this may 
unduly affect durability of the suspension components at the expense of improving 
comfort. 
Conclusions 
i. A cosimulation enviromnent has been established and validated for relatively 
simple vehicle and tyre models. It allows simple development and integation of 
key subsystems, in this case the tyre model and a semi-active suspension device. 
ii. The influence of the tyre model on the sprung mass response was found to be 
minimal. Though its effect on the unsprung mass displacement was also small, its 
effect on the load history applied to it was significant. This has important 
implications if these load histories are to be used for optimisation of suspension 
components based on fatigue life. 
iii. A relatively simple point contact tyre model may not be as computationally 
efficient as expected due to the small integration step sizes required to cope with 
the large and unrealistic instantaneous changes in force it generates. 
iv. Evaluation of the semi-active suspension system revealed that the control strategy 
improves the vehicle body response, but has a significant influence on both the 
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APPENDIX 11 
Logarithmic Decrement Calculation 
Velticle BodyDispl. tceineiit Response 
0.0165 -- 32 
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Figure A2.1: Response of Realistic QVM 
Figure A2.1 shows a typical solution for an underdamped system where the general 
solution can be written as: 
x(t) = Ae--ým-' sin(co, t Eq A2.1 
where, (Od iSthe damped natural frequency, while A and 0 is the integration constant. 
The dashed curve lines in Figure A2.1 refers to the decay rate and is equals to Aeýý", 
where 4" is a constant. Therefore, the general form of logarithmic decrement 5may 
be expressed as: 
In - 
X(t) Eq A2.2 
x(t + T) 
for which T is the period of a complete oscillation. 
If T is measured at the peak amplitude, then Eq A2.2 can be rewritten as: 
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45 = In-! - = In: 
L' 
= In 
xm Eq A2.3 
X2 x3 X" 
where xllx2, x2lx3 ... and x .. Ix,, are ratio of successive peaks. 
With the damped natural frequency, wd = 21rlT, substituting Eq A2.1 into Eq A2.2, 
reduces the tenn t5 to: 
8= Ine CW. T = 4; o). T Eq A2.4 
where, T is measured between two successive peaks. 
For example, taking the first ratio in Eq A2.3, the corresponding T= tj - tI. Since, 
Wd = Wit and T= md /2 7r, substituting these expressions into Eq A2.4 and 
the damping ratio, ý yields: 
2 +, 52 
Eq A2.5 
With known damping ratio, ý the natural frequency, q, can be determined with Eq 
A2.5. Thus, the equivalent suspension stiffness, k, --= Mb4 
2. Using ý= clcc,, where 
c,, = 21 
Fk. m--,, the equivalent suspension damping, c, can be obtained. This 
formulation can be calculated using a spreadsheet program to estimate the equivalent 
vehicle parameters from other ratio of successive peaks. 
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APPENDIX III 
Natural Frequency Calculations of a Lumped Quarter Vehicle Model 
1. Ride Rate (RR) 




RR = T_ Eq All ks + kt 
2. Body Bounce Natural Frequency, W,,, orfia 
; V», = 
Fz 
(in radl sec) Eq A3.2 
or 
IV I f. I= ý` in Hz) Eq A3.3 2; r 










2 (in Hz) Eq A3.5 2; r 
where, 
k, = suspension stiffness (in N1m) 
kt = tyre stiffness (in N/m) 
Mb = sprung mass (m) 
M,,, = unsprung mass (m) 
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Example 1: 
Quarter Car Data from Crolla et al.: 
Ks = 22000 N/m 
Kt = 192000 N/m 
Mb 317.5 kg 
Mw 45.4 kg 
Bounce Natural Frequency = 7.9 rad/sec (1.3 Hz) 
Wheel Hop Frequency = 68.7 rad/sec (10.9 Hz) 
Exwnple 2: 
MPV Quarter Car Data: 
Ks = 31000 N/m 
Kt = 239000 N/m 
Mb 535 kg 
Mw 47.75 kg 
Bounce Natural Frequency = 7.2 rad/sec (1.14 Hz) 
Wheel Hop Frequency = 75.2 rad/sec (11.97 Hz) 
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APPENDIX IV 
Obtaining PSD and RMS Values using MATLAB Commands. 
MATLAB Sciipt File 
1, ýIIP1: I, ()AI) R'I,, 'ýl I'l 1-11.1 )S()I. T I. A(T], (III k. "\ folmal) 
14 Fnsure no header, and footers in the spi-eadsheet. Just plain data file. 
I 1), 111C CIII ICIII dlwk, I(ýI III \1 \ VI AR I" III III(. "muc khrect(wN t)f the file Ioc; lfion. 
data=csvread('LArmLoc2 PasifExpVsCosim. csv'); 
IT I I-' \SS I(AV \R IA I WI,, V\\lI. ST() I (), M)FA) DATA 
1,111C \JIIICý III I"I Coltillill 
t=data(:, I ); 
\, 1111c" In the 211d. 31-d and -till COIL111111". 
Xl=data(:, 2); corresponds to result's in 1011" It (ICIII nal (X) directiOll 
X2=data(:, 3); correspon(k to results in lateral (y) directioll 
X3=data(:, 4); correspon(k I() results in vertical (z) direction 
SI IT IlAiKATING PSD N-, CALCULATING RMS VALUES 
fs=500; ýamphng fi-cqLICI1CV 
q=1; r=3000; mdc\ \alucs to select frequency range ofinterest 
I 1ý11 11 1 (11, \l 1\1 \II 111ý1) 1) \I\ 
[P 1, f I I=periodogram(X 1, [], [I, fs); P1 = PSD in x direction. H= frequency vector 
"', I- (d \1 I\, \11 ),, \Pý \ \1 ITS' 
LArmL2-ExpIRMS=trapz(ft(q: r), Pl(q: r)); MWI'Ml UiVe, W_eýl Under PSD 1)1()t mer freq (q 1() 1-) 
LArmL2-ExpIRMS=sqrt(LArmL2-ExpiRMS); square r(iot ofarea I() t)htam RMS value 
II ()k IIH., () II WR I WO DIRI-A'l 1()NS 
[P2, f2l=periodogram(X2, [], [I, fs); P2 = PSD in Y direction, 12 = frequency vect()r 
% GENERATE RMS VALUES 
LArmL2 Exp2RMS=trapz(f2(q: r), P2(q: r)); iwcLral givesarea under PSD 1)1()t ()ver fi-cq (q I() r) 
LArmL2-Exp2RMS=sqrt(LArmL2-Exp2RMS); , quare r()ot (4area t(i ()btain RMS value 
(11 \1 1\1 VI 1: 1) \I 
[P3, f3j=periodogram(X3, [], [], fs); 1) PSD in Z direction, 0= frequency vecwr 
% GENERATE RMS VALUES 
LArmL2 
- 
CosimRMS=trapz(f3(q: r), P3(q: r)); ', miegral Lives area under P. SD p1()I m-cr fi-co. 1 (q to r) 
LArmL2-CosimRMS=sqrt(LArmL2-CosimRMS)ý '4 square root ofarea to ()btain RMS value 
\1) 1"vs \ \1 I Pý 1\ N1. \ H All WORKSPACE 
I III)c I 11"lol icý, mid PSDS 
figure 
hold on 
plot(t, X l, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2.0) 
plot(t, X2, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 1.0) 
plot(t, X3, 'k: ', 'LineWidth', 2.0) 
legend('Longitudinal', 'Lateral', 'Vertical') 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
yI abel ('Acceleration (m/s^2)') 
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title('Lower Arm Location 2: Acceleration Histories') 
figure 
hold on 
plot (f I (q: r), P I (q: r), 'k-', 'Li neW idth', 2.0) 
plot(t'2(q: r), P2(q: r), 'k-', 'LineWidth', I. O) 
plot(t'3(q: r), P3(q: r), 'k: ', 'LineWidth', 2.0) 
legend('Longitudinal', 'Lateral', 'Vertical') 
ylabel('PSD Acceleration (m/sA2 )A 2/Hz') 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
title('Lower Arm Location 2: PSD Acceleration') 
















Figure A4.1: (a) Time and (b) PSD plots 
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Calculating Total Dynamic Stress Histories and Cyclic Stress Ranges 
Calculating Total Stress Histories with MATLAB Script File 
I "to )I I Cý, kwIIiL, Ile sti In aIw II 
17; Sa\e ANSYS restilts file (Stres,, Influence Coefficients) 1'()i- each load case in (. txt) 
Read. edit (delctinL, headers etc leavinu onk, numerical data) & save in (. csv) 
\1 \II, \11 fc, 1J, (I'llj 1, )l All Jý, f0llm\ 
LiCasel = csvread ('LCase1-CompStress12FX. csv'); 
LCase2 = csvread ('LCase2-CompStress12FZ. csv'); 
LCase3 = csvread ('LCase3-CompStress12FY. csv'); 
LHist = csvread ('LHistPasif-tFxyz. csv'); 
Lach 1()od case (, Sl(') consisis ()I' Cmilp(ment stl'e,,,,, C,,: Sx. Sy, Sz. Sxy, Syz. Szx 
r/4, Sx. Sv & Sz are normal stresses: and Sxv, Svz & Szx are shear stresses 
r/1, h, A hPwries cmisisis (4: t. FX. FY and FZ directions according to vN4D output 
ANSYS and vN4D sign conventions are not the sarne 
Note: 
14 IS'ase I 
--FX in 
ANSYS correspmids I-IlistFY in vN4D 
C/( in ANSYS corresponds 1.1 ll,, (-I-'X ill vN41) 
in ANSYS corresponds LFIist-FZ Ili vN4D 
tile cmill)(mcill frmn cach 1i), ld case 
SxLCI=LCasel(:, I); SyLCI=LCasel(:, 2); SzLCI=LCasel(:, 3); SxyLCI=LCasel(:, 4); SyzLCl=LCasel(:, 
5); SzxLCI=LCasel(:, 6); 
SxLC2=LCase2(:, 1); SyLC2=LCase2(:, 2); SzLC2=LCase2(:, 3); SxyLC2=LCase2(-., 4); SyzLC2=LCase2(:, 
5); SzxLC2=LCase2(:, 6); 
SxLC3=LCase3(:, 1); SyLC3=LCase3(:, 2); SzLC3=LCase3(:, 3); SxyLC3=LCase3(:, 4); SyzLC3=LCase3(:, 
5); SzxLC3=LCase3(:, 6); 
L\tvaclý 1(), ld collip(ments 
FN=I, l I 
Calculate Stresý., II Istorles f0r ALL nodes (i= 1: 42) 
Mtdtiplý, each kmd case with the correspondin'- load history 
14 Determine T()1al Dynamic Stress I listories (Or each ctmiponent stresses by applyin. - supap). sm(m 
principle 
\ý)Jc 11111t 11)(, imlpul "; m1pling, Intel \ ýd P, 'nis equivalent 1() samplim, rate ()t'50() I 1z 
for i= 1: 42; 
Sxt(:, i)=(SxLC1(i). *FY(: ))+(SxLC2(i). *FX(: ))+(SxLC3(i). *FZ(: )); 
Syt(-., i)=(SyLCl(i). *FY(-. ))+(SyLC2(i). *FX(: ))+(SyLC3(i). *FZ(: )); 
Szt(:, i)=(SzLCI(i). *FY(: ))+(SzLC2(i). *FX(: ))+(SzLC3(i). *FZ(: )); 
Sxyt(:, I)=(SxyLCI(i). *FY(: ))+(SxyLC2(i). *FX(: ))+(SxyLC3(i). *FZ(: )); 
Syzt(:, i)=(SyzLC1(i). *FY(: ))+(SyzLC2(i). *FX(: ))+(SyzLC3(i). *FZ(: )); 
Szxt(:, i)=(SzxLCI(i). *FY(: ))+(SzxLC2(i). *FX(: ))+(SzxLC3(i). *FZ(: )); 
end 
,, 
h\ chco, -kim., - th 
NIS()h F\ccI ()v 1111"m"Ll, cak"llal R, III ýh, III I\ \C II I\ "n-c"S III ý, I(Ivlcs aI lwo. 1c, Wil 
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Sxt((1: 3), (1: 3)) 
plot(t, Sxt(:, 1), t, Sxt(:, 5)) 
Sample of Dynamic Stress Histories 
x 108 10 
8 
6 
Total Stress Histories at Node 5 
Identifying Cyclic Stress Ranges using Rainflow Cycle Counting Method 
Time History to Matrix Analysis - Resulting Histogram 






Figure A5.2: Rainflow Cycle Counting with nCode ICE-flow 
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